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Christmas at Columbia 
A number of guests came to Columbia to celebrate the holidays at the college's "Holly Jolly" Holiday Food Drive hosted by WCRX-FM, Columbia's radio station. Santa, left, 
made a special appearance along with Secretary of State Jesse White, far right. Students in the band and choir f rom the South Loop Elementary School, 1212 S. Plymouth 
Court., played Christmas tunes for students, faculty and staff. 
Columbia A conversation with President Carter 
waits for 
state's 
money 
By Steve Yacdno 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
While most schools wait on 
state funding, Columbia is 
among a third of Illinois institu-
tions fronting the money prom-
ised by a grant that may be 
de layed until mid-second 
semester. 
In its fi rst year, the Ill inois 
Student Assis tance Commission 
MAP Plus grant awards a to ta l 
of $500, $ 250 each semester, to 
about 70 ,000 Illinois sopho-
mores, juniors and senio rs from 
families with a gross income 
between $75,000 and $200,000. 
No tax dollars are being used to 
fund the MAP Plus. said Donald 
McNeil. chairman of the the com-
mission. For other grants, the 
money is usually taken from the 
s tate budget and would be ready 
for distribution before the school 
semester begins. However. legis-
lation signed by Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich in July required the 
commission to restructure and sell 
pan of its assets to raise the $3~.4 
million for MAP Plus. 
"Even though there was a 
delay. it was for good reasons.'' 
McNeil said. " We' re behind 
schedule s imply because it took 
awhile to negotiate contracts for 
our financial ad,~sers and the 
outcome of that process was that 
the s tate saved a substamial 
amount in terms of potential 
fees." 
Me eil said transactions are 
underway, but the funds will not 
See Grant. Page 6 
Students, staff start 
GLBT friendly 
Stronghold Project 
By Jenn Zimmerman 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
Many students and faculty 
members may not have met the 
man behind the floor-to-ce iling 
wooden doors that close off his 
fifth floor o ffi ce in the 
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 
S. Michigan Ave., but according 
to Columbia president Warrick 
L. Carter, that doesn ' t mean he 
isn ' t listening. 
Carter, alongside assis tant 
v ice president of Marketing and 
Communications, Ma rk Lloyd, 
sat down with The Chronic le to 
g ive fac ulty a nd s tudents a 
chance to ask abou t some ofihe 
maj or problems Columbia is 
fac ing. 
' Through outlets like the new 
student trustee Annie Kelly, the 
Student Government Association 
and Student O rganizations 
Council, Carter said he under-
s tands what students want to 
c hange aro und campus. This 
year, Carter 's priorities include 
improving student 's education, 
lowering vending machine 
prices. creating a student center 
and reworking course fees. 
" I have to always keep my 
attention on those larger issues 
that are the long term issues and 
that's the s tudent center. the con-
struction projects and raising 
money." Carter said. 
Carter said he continues to 
tackle this year's issues by ha'-
ing hi s staff loo k into better 
ways of communicating where 
course fees a re going and 
researching loca l vending 
machine prices. He added that 
bringing in more donors to the 
school to increase the am o unt of 
scholarships a vaila ble is also at 
the top of h is list. 
Carter said keeping up the 
school's relationship with its alum-
ni and establishing connections 
w ith members outs ide of the 
Columbia community, Carter will 
help create more scholarships avail-
able to students. 
As he continues his mission to 
bring in more donors or "friends 
·
1to Columbia," he sa id other 
problems stud~nts arc hav ing 
wi th the school arc no t going 
overlooked. 
See Carter, Page 9 
Columbia president Warrick L. Carter spoke with The Chronicle on 
Dec. 4. Carter helped establish the college's Health Center and 
Student Government Association among other groups. 
College 
• 
mcreases 
GLBT 
visibility 
Students, staff start 
GLBT friendly 
Stronghold Project 
By Amanda Maurer 
Campus News Editor 
In an effort to bring more vis-
ib ility and support to gay, les-
bian, bisexual, transgcndcr and 
questioning students on campus, 
students and faculty have collab-
orated to launch Columbia's 
newest GLBT friendly initiati ve, 
the Stronghold Project. 
The Stronghold Project allows 
faculty and staff to place rainbow-
colored "Create Change" stickers 
ncar their offices or on their doors 
to let students know who they can 
speak with regarding GLBT 
issues. Those behind the project 
believe GLBT students needed 
more visibility on campus. 
The sticker'> imply that students 
arc welcome to speak wi th that 
faculty member and will not be 
judged, sa1d Knsten Glcavel>, a 
JUnior fiction wnting major and 
co-president of the GLBT club Q-
Forcc, who had an active role m 
creating the Stronghold Project. 
Although <,taff, faculty and 
students agree Col umbia holds 
the reputation of being GLBT 
fncndly, tho>e '"' ol ' cd in the 
Stronghold ProJect thought 11 
was necc~~ary to make this 
clear to s tudents. 
"There IS always a ques tion 
of queer v1s1b1lity here and that 
this IS such a gay school, but 
See Stronghold, Page 8 
·News & Notes 
On the last day o f my high school weight lift-ing class before the hol-
iday break, the teacher made 
us all si t si lently together and 
clo~e our eyes because. as he 
said. " This is a time fo r reflec-
tion." So there, on the gym 
floor in our P.E. uniforms. we 
li stened to our school's 250-
pound varsity football coach 
get emotiona I as he recapped 
some of the bes t sports high-
lights of that semester and 
some of the worst games or 
plays that taught h im lessons 
fo r 1mprov10g nex t year's 
team. 
As humorous as this was at 
the time. I recently reali zed that 
I have been doing my vers1on 
o f " re flection" as the semester 
wmds down and my time to 
find the perfect New Year 's Eve 
party dress narrows. 
Th1s yea r has been up and 
down and all over the place . 
College IS a ll abo ut growth 
and trans111ons. but the later 
ha lf o f my JUOIOr )ear and 
early pan of m~ <e mor year 
seem to be filled w11h the mo<l 
thus far So 10 o rder to pa<s on 
<orn e o f the lessons I' \'C 
learned dunng 2006. l' \e 
recapped a fe" o f my learn10g 
expenences 
Th1s year my dad ta ugh t the 
most <1gn1 fic an1 le"o n. wh1ch 
became a cata ly.r for c hange 
10 my h fe It's funny how a< a 
te rnbly emo uonalteen fu ll o f 
ang<t you th10k your parent< 
kno"' noth10g 
" L1fe'< too <hort fo r bull-
,hll" 1, "hat my dad to ld me 
"hen I wa< feehng un<a t" fied 
"'11h my relat10n<h1p "'llh my 
boyfnend o f four yea r< After 
heanng my dad <ay that. I 
kne"' 1ay1ng 10 a relat1on<h1p 
2006 taught me a 
thing or two 
By Hayley Graham, Editor-In-Chief 
that I had been unsure of fo r a 
while was a mislake . That 
statemenl made me take a risk. 
and il turned oul to be one o f 
the besl and most liberating 
risks I've ever taken. That 
relationship taught me ... well 
.. . really. too many things to 
list. Basically, if you wan t to 
be a journalist and your 
boyfriend doesn ' t hke news, 
then dump him. 
Since I' m only 2 1 and I 'd 
had a boyfn end s 10ce I was I 7. 
I was blindly thrown 1010 the 
who le dat10g scene . I qu1ckly 
learned that I have no 1dea 
what I he rules were o f this 
who le "game" that daters talk 
abo ut. 
Being a highly competiti ve 
person I have always been 
good at p lay ing games; I was 
even MVP for my h1 gh 
schoo l's varsll y tenms team at 
one po101. But th1s dat10g 
game has done noth10g but 
make me fee l hke I'm up-to -
bat wllh no 1dea what the 
coach 's stgnal ; mean I fed 
hke f' ,e become .1 bench-
warmer 
Who knew that when a g uy 
<ays one th10g 11 u' uall y doe<-
n ' t mean that at all ' 
A ppa re ntly. no t me A ' 1m-
pic " \\.'e ' ll go out ne 'l week." 
co uld rea ll y mean. " I he re'' a 
good chance that I' ll ha ve 
mo ,ed to L A by ne." week. 
and when I do move I ' ll JU ' I 
let you know vaa c -ma rl tv. o 
" cck< later " I guc" I JU<I d 1d· 
n ' t catch tha t one 
I< there a hand book fo r 
crack10g the'e code< ' I •up-
pose tha t's known a< 
Cosmopolitan maga11ne 
yuck 
The firs t date I went on 
taught me never to be 10 the 
mids t o f gulping down a beer 
when your date is telling a 
funny s tory because you ' ll 
probably spit the drink a ll over 
yourself when you burs t ou t 
laughing. Then to pour a liu le 
salt on the wound o f embar-
rassment your date will say 
he 'll call you, bul he doesn't. 
But thai's enough about dat-
IOg. Maybe I'll figure that o ut 
in 2007. 
My dad's bit of advice 
sparked some o lher sponta-
neous behavior thai would 
have been generally out o f my 
c haracter. I' m no t known fo r 
my spontane11y. but I' ve 
learned that no mauer how 
busy I am. it's OK to set 
everything as ide and take a 
break. Plus it makes fo r some 
reall y great s to ries. 
If I hadn ' t realized th1s I 
may have never sk1pped a 
class to wall 10 l10e early one 
mornmg to get free 11ckets to 
<ce Lupe F1asco. w h1c h turned 
o u t to be one o f the be•t ' haws 
f" \'C C\ cr gone I O 
And I defi mtely "'o uldn ' t 
I"' ' c <ta yed out all mght on a 
' allboat d unng the m1dd le o f 
final' "cck JUSt so that I 
wouldn ' t ha\c to swallo" my 
prtdc ' " h~n '-Omeone tncd to 
call m y blu ff I hat n1 ght I 
lea rned when a fn cnd a!--k ..; 1 f 
yo u want to go sa llmg at I 
a 111 he pro bably "n ' t k1ddmg 
A nd 'omct llnc,· 11 ' " okay to 
hac k do wn fro m a c hallenge 
I he ho ttom I me fo r what 
200h taught me IS that ha \ mg 
fun and re la.\lng IS a neces<tt y. 
not an op11on And 11'< JUSt as 
unponant a< tin"hmg the prOJ-
ect that'< <landmg 1n the way 
of havmg a gnod 11me 
hgralwmfa c hromc/,•matl com 
In Your Opinion 
Is there anything you would want to see changed 
around Columbia? 
" Th1• (1/ll ' nrlllm , . 
,,,,,/( y 
f'~•tr hmhr ,vt;f-: 1 ~,,.,,, 
V"f>>•' "-"j(/1 
I 'm It'"", he 11 111 
of hl'f(' "' I d o n '1 
fl ·o/ly 1 nrc " 
J11dH\ 1\nHtnHf ~IHIIf 
II'J,tVI,t(tfJ 
"I tlrm 'I know •II 
H'll /1/tf t'hllllf!l ' l illY 
1111 11)! .. 
I I II'Aihr t ~~hit. rrrt~~lllntm. 
.e. r l ~Ht l ilt" 1111 Slll 
"tl ltttlc m llf\' t 'llll<l< 
lt 'llt'Y "' ,·/nn e< M1• 
tcot'iw•·•· ftl\'1 ••how "I' 
nntl dcndc ..-lml It• tlo 
;, l'itl"o ~ " 
~ " ~'"' M1'hiN, ~tnhu , 
~tnphh. tlr•l~u 
When breaklnt news happens 
In this issue 
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32/40 
Campus News 
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Arts and Entertainment 
City Beat 
Announce:ments 
Repertory and Performance 
Join the Dance Ccntcc for a free wodtlbopi'S 
from 8 p.m . to 10 p.m. Dec. 1• 111111 Dec. IS ill 
1306 S. Micbipn Ave. The worbbop will inclu6J ... 
works by viaitin& artiaiJ, followed by a perform-. of wOib-
ated by Daoce Center faculty members. 
For more information, con/act the Dance Cen~er boz o/1« 111 
(J 11) 344-8300. 
Dress Up Against AIDS 
The Glass Curtain Gallery Exhibition "Dress Up Against AIDS" 
runs thro ugh Jan. 5. Brazilian artist Adriana Bertini displays 
dresses she designed using thousands of colorful condoms ill • 
effort to promote Hrv prevention. 
For more information, contact Mark Porter at (311) 344-6643. 
An My Le: Small Wars 
The Museum of Contemporary Photography, located in the 
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., wiU explon! · 
the Vielnam War and lhe cwrent wan in Iraq and AfghaniStan. 111o 
pholographic series caUed "Small Wars" is by An My Le. who W.. 
born in Saigon, Vietnam, before coming to the U.S. as a refugeeii 
I 975. Her exhibil runs from I 0 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily until Jm. 6. 
For more information, con1ac1 Jeffr_ry Anu!/1 at (311) 144-7779. 
Working Framework 
Come to the 1hird and final installment of the Wortiaa 
Frumo:work Exhibition ut the C33 OaUery, 33 E. Coaarea 
Plll'kwoy Building. lllld the Conw11y Center, in the 1104 Cen•. 
II 04 S. Wnb11-'lh Ave. The CJth•bition mns trom Nov. 17l0 Ja ' · 
Thu Conwny Center hour:~ are \0 Ul\. t\l 7 p.m. MQCiday _. 
Thursdny. 9 u.m. I 5 p.m. 1\u::s..tay. Wedne!ld4y am Fnday. 1\e 
C I 1 Onllery hours uru 9 11.111. 10 7 p.m . Mond:if thro\lth '1'1lundaJ 
nnd IJ P m. 1u Q p 111 Fndny. 
ri1r mt•l'l• m(ormilllllll. c-v11ttt ·t Mml. I'<H'tfr 111 ( 1 .. ' ) J-1-i·OM.t 
fll f . 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
I ( 1•11 h•"" 1111 up~umln11 "' 111 ur •nnol!lltMtlilt• 
\'UIIhl\'1 'J'hl' ('1\1'\_1111~.. M .. 
\'lltunld tt ""'IIIM.M'il 
tW~ 
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Preservation Columbia pushing 
book course, new scholarships 
a real page By Rashauna C. Hull man . marketing communicat ions 
No strings attached 
turner Staff Writer major and recipient of the Opportunity Scholarship, wh ich 
awards students based on income 
By Kim Driscoll 
Staff Writer . 
The semester is ending and stu-
dents must decide whether they 
w ill sell back their textbooks. 
However, other students may 
decide to build a library of their 
own w ith their books or even their 
class notes. 
From precious novels s itting on 
a shelf to family recipes handed 
down through the ages, interested 
students can enroll in a class to 
learn how to properly preserve 
their cherished items. 
Each year Columbia 's Center 
for Book and Paper Arts offers 
two-day seminars to the commu-
nity. This J~ Term, the Center w ill 
offer " Conserving Fami ly 
Papers," Jan . 6 and 7, to be taught 
by Susan Russick, a professional 
conservator and community 
instructor. 
The course will focus on 
appropriate methods of preser-
vation such as providing appro-
priate hous ing, good en viron-
menta l cond itio ns and safe 
handling of papers and other 
items. Product ion methods and 
bas ic conservatio n treatments 
s uc h as surface c leaning, 
humidify ing and fl a tte ning wi ll 
a lso be s tud ied . 
" In this day and age all the pre-
dictions of a paperless society are 
not true," Russick said. "There is a 
need for people to hold on to the 
real thing for sent imental reasons, 
like the letter from grandma or the 
baptism gown." 
Russick said the aging process 
cannot be stopped, but preserving 
can s low it. 
"A lways handle your books 
w ith c lean hands because the oils 
on your hands can cause damage," 
said Lesa Dowd a conservator at 
the Harold Washington Library, 
400 S . State St. 
She sa id tapes, glues, s tap les, 
rubber bands and paper c lips can 
cause harm and should not be 
used to ho ld documents or books 
together. 
Dowd led a public tour of the 
library's conservation center on 
. Dec. 2. In addition to books, the 
center is used to preserve a vari-
ety of items and artifacts, includ-
ing antique photos and o ld flags. 
Dowd works in the library's 
Special Collections and 
Preservation Department and said 
conserva tion falls under the preser-
vation umbrella, which includes 
book restoration, usually the pri-
mary concern of a book collector. 
"Sometimes there are stains, 
like coffee and ink, and a conser-
vator might be ab le to reduce 
them, if not remove them," Dowd 
said. 
Professional restoration servic-
es may be expensive, so Dowd 
recommend s good book care 
from the start. 
Books should never be stored in 
basements or attics. The recom-
mended storage environment 
includes moderate temperatures of 
about 70 degrees, and a stabile, re l-
ative humidity of about 50 percent. 
Books and papers should not be 
See Preservation, Page 6 
Students come to Colum bia 
looking forward to attending one 
of the most innovative arts and 
media co lleges in the nation. 
However, they may not know the 
number of scholarship opportuni-
ties available to them. 
About $50 ,000 in restricted 
scholarships or scho larships cre-
ated by an outs ide donor go 
unused each year, according to 
Pearl Natali; counseling manag-
er in the office of Student 
Financial Services. Several unre-
stricted sch olarships, scho lar-
ships not c reated by a specified 
donor, are recycled and used for 
other scholarships due to lack of 
applicants. 
Officia ls think the number of 
students apply ing for scholar-
ships could be caused by several 
factors including academics, dis-
couragement, busy schedules, 
apathy, ignorance and lack of 
confidence. 
" I prettY much gave up on look-
ing for any type of scholarships," 
said Andrew Kiefaber, a freshman 
acting major. " I would apply if I 
actually fe lt like I could win." 
But other students are 
unaware tha t there are even 
scho lars hips at Columbia. 
" I didn ' t know you could st ill 
apply for scholarships still avai l-
able w hile in college," sa id 
Rassanee Ramangkhoun, a fresh-
and merit. " I thought you had to 
apply for all of your scholarships 
before you got to college ... Now 
that I know I can apply during 
college, I wi ll definite ly look for 
more scho larships." 
Ramag kho un sa id it would 
help if advisers and teachers 
informed students about scholar-
ships as much as they do about 
·internships. 
Because of some s tudents ' 
reasons for not apply ing for 
scholarships, the administration 
has dec ided to make changes to 
the scholarship application 
process at Columbia. 
Columbia has set up an initia-
tive that wi ll award more than 
1,000 scholarships per - year to 
low-income students by 2009, 
according to Mark Ke lly, vice 
president of Student Affai rs. 
This initiative began this fall 
when 300 of the college's 2,000 
freshmen entered Columbia with 
one of five scho larships: 
Opportunity, Open Doors, 
Residence Center, Pres identi a l 
and Trustee Award. The number 
of scholarship-receiving fresh-
men doubled from the number o f 
students awarded last year. 
The Opportun ity, Open Doors 
and Res idence Cen ter scho lar-
ships, all of which are for low-
income students, were awarded 
Rachael Strecher/The Chronicle 
Students gather fo r the 'Balloon Madness' SGA fundra iser on 
Nov. 6 in the Hokin Annex in the Wabash Campus Building, 
623 s. Wabash Ave. Participants bought balloons with the 
chance to win prizes. All money will go to SGA and t he Open 
Door s cho lars hip for mino rity students. 
to 195 of the 300 freshmen. The 
rema ining freshmen rece ived 
the P res idential or Trustee 
Award scholarsh ips. 
All of these scholarships are 
rene \Vable for three years and 
range from $4,000 to $5,000 per 
year. Recipients are chosen based 
on merit, ACT/ SAT scores and the 
essays they wrote for Columbia's 
undergraduate application. 
Scho larship oppo rtun ities for 
continuing students have a lso 
increased. This academic year, 
400 to 500 cu rrently . enrolled 
s tudents wi ll have a chance to 
See Scholarships, Page 5 
Respected journalism professor retires 
By Brent Steven White 
Assistant A&E Editor 
His students remember him as a 
patient, knowledgeable and good-
humored professor. His fellow fac-
ulty cons ider him an experienced, 
dedicated and helpful colleague. 
After I 3 years of teaching at 
Columbia, Bill Ferguson, one of 
the Journalism Department's 
most beloved professors, has 
decided to retire. · 
" I w ill m iss working with all of 
the inte lligent young people and a ll 
the faculty members who have 
taught me so much," Ferguson 
said. " Working with young people 
has made me keep up on things and 
helps me feel young. And when 
you get to 80, that's important." 
After having a heart attack six 
weeks ago, Ferguson said his· 
health was one o f the main rea-
sons he thought it was time to 
retire. But he also wants to s pend 
more time read ing, p lay ing gol f 
and enjoying a " laid back" 
lifesty le, he said. 
Ferguson came to Columbia in 
the early ' 90s after spending 40 
y ears work ing fo r Un ited Press 
International, one of the biggest 
w ire services in the wor ld . 
Work ing as a reporter and editor 
for UP I both inspired a pass ion 
for journa li sm and created in 
interest in teaching, he said. 
Before retiring from UPI as 
managing editor at the age of 65, 
Mauricio Rubloflhe Chronicle 
Bill Ferguson, a professor in the Journalism Department, gives a speech reflecting on pas t experiences at 
Columbia during his retirement party on Dec. 6 at the 33 E. Congress Parkway Building. Ferguson's wife 
Betty, who is pictured above. was present at the celebration. 
Ferguson said he kept noticing 
young j ournalists just out of col-
lege who lacked a proper under-
standing of the basics of reporting. 
Ferguson, who was also a tutor in 
the Journalism Department, sa id 
this made him want to teach the 
fundamentals. 
" I wanted to teach the basics," 
Ferg uson said . "And I think I've 
been able to instill the fou ndation 
for students." 
I;leth Jo nes, a senior journalism 
major, had Ferg uson for both 
lntro to Writing and Reporting 
and Copy Editing, and sa id he has 
been o ne of her favor ite 
Colum bia professors . 
" He taught us what we needed 
to know and didn ' t baby us," 
Jones sa id. " You can te ll he loves 
to teach, and he was really he lpful 
with a ll his knowledge. He made 
things a lot easier [to learn]." 
Jones a lso said she appreciat-
ed his sense of humor. Ferguson 
used to say copy editing was 
" the most fun you could have 
with your c lothes on," she said . 
Mike Mara , a junior journal-
ism major, said he a lso found 
Ferg uson 's classes to be in-
depth and informative. 
" He didn't waste the students' 
time,'' Mara sa id. " He was great 
at teaching the fundamental s." 
At a retirement pany on Dec. 6 
held in Columbia's Journalism 
Depanment, in the 33 E. Congress 
Parkway Build ing, faculty and stu-
dents shared lunch and laughs with 
Ferguson and his wife, Betty. 
Ferguson expressed his adm iration 
See Professor, Pa ge 5 
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ARE YOU CURRENT ON YOUR STUDENT ACCOUNT BALANCE?· 
Student Financial Services 
600 S. Michigan Room 303 
Chicago, IL 60605 
(AI !he Conway Center 1104 S Wabash) 
Advanced Composition Recital 7:30 PM 
Wednes<lav o+mber 13 
Composition' A Recitall 2:30 PM 
Counterpoin!f_Concert 3:00 PM 
(At St. Vincent f"'Paul Church 1000 W. Webster St.) 
Columbia C~lege Choral Concert 7:00 PM 
(At Old St. Patlfck's Church 700 W Adams St.) 
International Contemporary Ensemble (ICE) Concert 
with soprano Tony Arnold 7:30 PM 
(At the Museum of Contemporary Photography 
600 S. Michigan Ave. Reservations suggested 3 12-494-2655) 
Tbursc!ay December 14 
Composition IB Recitall 2:30 PM 
Composition 3A Recital 3:00 PM 
Composition 313 Recital 7:30PM 
Friday December IS 
MIDI Recital I :00 I'M 
l'i l111 Swn ng Rcc1tal 7.00 I'M 
All event a are free. For more 1nfo: 312/344-6300 
Columbia~ 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
Columbia t3 dcoo 
C O~~ I Q E CHICAGO 
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Scholarships: 
SFS plans to 
boost award 
awareness 
Continued jrom Page 3 
receive the Retention Award 
ScholarShip. This recently added 
scholarship will be awarded to 
low-income students based on 
merit. Recipients will be awarded 
$5,000 per year for up to four 
years. 
Next year, 200 freshman 
awards wi ll be added along with 
an increase in Retention 
Scholarships. In addition to 
these scholarships, departmental 
and general scholarships are 
posted on Columbia 's website. 
Scholarships are promoted a 
number of ways, including 
Columbia's , website, fliers and 
advertisements in and throughout 
departments. They are also dis-
cussed during open house and ori-
entation, according to Maureen 
Herlehy, director of Enrollment 
Management Services. 
Despite more scholarship 
. opportuniti_es and promotions , 
students still find it difficult to 
fit scholarship hunting into their 
schedules. 
"Students have busy lives and 
so many things to thi!lk about," 
said Candyce Allen, a sopho-
more marketing communica-
tions major. " If a scholarship is 
not in front of us it's harder to 
go for it." 
dent's schedule. can prevent 
them from getting a head -start 
on scholarships searching. 
"A lot of students apply for 
scholarships before they enter 
Columbia," Herlehy said. "Once 
they begin attending c lasses, 
they are involved in their studies 
and sometimes lose track of the 
deadlines for scholarships." -
Nevertheless, many adminis-
trators be lieve that students ' 
awareness of scholarship oppor-
tuq,ities is a respofisibility that · 
falls on the students as much as 
it does on the administration. 
"A lot of [scholarship 
awareness] has to do 
with word-of-mouth. If 
you are a student who 
won a scholarship, let 
your peers know how you 
won it." 
-Mark Kelly, vice president 
of Student Affairs 
"Looking for scholarships is a 
journey, but make time to look 
for the scho larships, maybe 
once a month on an ongoing 
basis," Nata li said. 
The office of Student 
"We are trying to see what is 
the best way to get scholarships 
to students and provide schol-
ars hips that are re levant and 
current," said Janey Henning, 
Student Financia l Services 
counselor and head o f the 
group. 
The group plans to provide 
information through a computer 
station, where students can learn 
and search the web for scholar-
ships , in the lobby of the 
Student Financial Services 
office. The group also plans to 
post non-institutional scholar-
ships on Columbia 's website 
and has revamped its scholar-
ship handouts. 
Kelly thinks students could 
help their peers in their quest for 
scholarships. 
"A lot of [scholarship aware-
ness) has to do with word-of-
mouth," Kelly said. "If you are a 
student who won a scholarship, 
let your peers know how you 
won it." 
Mark Williams, a j unior music 
composition major, searched for 
scholarships after hearing a con-
versation about scholars hip 
opportunities . 
" I overheard someone talking 
in Student Financia l Services 
and asked about it," Wi lliams 
said. " I received a list of schol-
arships, and I plan to apply for 
some of them." 
Scholarship season is just begin-
ning, and according to Herlehy, the 
best time to apply is now. 
" It's a part-time job to apply 
for scholarships, so do not be 
discouraged," she said. 
Professor: 
Instructor plans 
to move South 
Continued from Page 3 
for Columbia at the party and 
shared anecdotes about his profes-
sional life as a journalist. 
"He's the voice of experience," 
said Betsy Edgerton, director of 
Magazine Writing and Editing in 
the Journalism Department. " In a 
lot of ways, he has taught me 
how to teach." 
Nancy Day, chair of the 
Journalism Department, said 
Ferguson has contributed a great 
deal to the school and that his 
5 
teaching style is a "wonderful" 
combination of both compassion 
and pushing students to improve 
their writing and reporting skills. 
"We' ll never be able to replace 
him," Day said. 
Ferguson said his future plans 
are to sell his house in Evanston, 
Ill ., and move with his wife just 
north of Atlanta where they are 
buying a condo. The decision to 
retire wasn' t an easy one to make, 
he said, because he's grown to care 
about the school and teaching. 
" I never thought I'd say this, but 
my 13 years at Columbia College 
Chicago have been every bit as sat-
isfying as my long career in jour-
nalism," he said. 
bwhite@chroniclemail.com 
Some of the administration 
also agrees that a college stu-
Financial Services wi ll assist 
students in their scholarship-
searching process through the 
Scholarshi·p Working Group, a 
new program that aims to estab-
lish more scholarship awareness 
on campus. The group was cre-
ated earlier this semester and 
consists o f counselors, out-of-
school services and support rep-
resentatives. chronicle@colum.com Retiring Journalism professor Bill Ferguson. who has worked for 13 years at Columbia, plans to retire just north of Atlanta. 
Say ''hi'' to your knee. 
Okay. Hi, knee. 
You iust said heiney. 
I 
This is funny because it's embarrassing for a person to utter the word 
"heiney" unintentionally. Submit a video of your comedic genius to 
Rhapsody's No Talent Nation Contest on Ziddio.com. You could end 
up on TV and get to appear at the 2007 U.S. Comedy Arts Festival. 
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Grant: 
Most schools 
wait for funding 
Continued from Front Pag~ 
be available until late January at 
the earliest, leaving schools to 
decide whether they wi II pro-
vide students the money and 
wait for reimbursement or hold 
off until the state funds arriye. 
"The state kjnd of put~W~ ~n 1a 
Catch-22 situation," -·~1<1-' 
Jennifer Waters, di rector "'r 
operations for Student Financial 
Services. "They put out guide-
lines. for the program, put adver-
tisements to parents and stu: · 
dents and said, 'Go ahead andr. 
start awarding.'" · ~\ 
Columbia awarded students the· 
money by borrowing from col-
lege operating funds, Waters said. 
She estimated I ,500 students 
have received money for the 
grant this year, totaling about 
$400,000. This is considerably 
lower than the $9 million the state 
provides for Columbia 's 2,500 
recipients of the need-based 
MAP grant 
''We front all the programs," 
Waters said. "We don't always 
wait exactly for that dollar to be 
deposited before it hits the stu-
dents' account. All the money 
worlcs in that way." . 
But two-thirds of lllinois 
institutions are waiting to award 
students until they receive 
money. 
Northwestern University offi-
cials are waiting on the funds 
because they want to malce sure 
the money is raised before it is 
awarded to students, said 
Carolyn Lindley, director of 
Financial Aid. 
· "It's a brand new program and 
we want to make sure the funds 
are there," she said. 
DePaul University will also 
wait because the cost would be 
too much for the school to 
absorb if funds fail to arrive, 
said Paula Luff, assistant vice 
pres ident and director o( 
Financial Aid. 
The University of Chicago, 
like Columbia, has · distributed 
the money and i§ waiting for 
reimbursement because of con-
cern about the affect it would 
have on tuition payments, said 
Monica Heath, assistant director 
of -the University of Chicago's 
Office of College Aid. 
~"" """ ............... (' .. '1. • ~t b .. .,,.,. .-:1.-r··•,."' ,..A"f' 
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Number of Institutions 
Providing MAP PLUS Grant 
before State 
Relmbursement 
. C.. 9 0/ INSTITUTIONS ~ - ~. ··~ 
:.-~.tJ- . . '{Q waiti(tg fur.STATE _!: 
.·-t: ~·" .... _,.~.... 5! • ~, 
..... r, 
.3:.1% ~~~~: s 
- . 
.: "Right now there isn:t any,,, 
Columbia money [permanent- · 
ly] used because we fu lly · 
expect to get that payment," 
Columbia is 1 out of the 31% 
Waters said. "If anything out of JennHirc:rtdlrfThe avon~c~e. 
the ordinary happens, we will .-----~----------------------------:---
obviously have to deal with Preservation: 
that. We' ll have to go and fig-
ure out bow we're going to Expert tips to 
deal with not having those 
funds because it's not some- protect the past 
thing we budgeted for." 
The governor's office is not Continued from Page 3 
concerned about the grant, saying 
the funds are not "delayed" 
because schools will receive the. 
money during the current school 
year, accOrding to Becky Carroll, 
communications director for the 
Governor's Office of 
Management and Budget She 
said any institutions that have 
provided the grant amount in 
advance will be fully reimbwscd. 
syaccino@chroniclemtiil.com 
includes moderate temperatures of 
about 70 degrees, and a stabile, rel-
ative humidity of about 50 percent 
Books and papers should not be 
exposed to excessive light, includ-
. ing sunlight and fluorescent light-
ing, which have high amounts of 
ultraviolet (UV) radiation, officials 
at the library's conservation center 
said. 
Heidi Marshall, the college 
archivist for Columbia's library, 
collects and preserves materials 
about the history of Columbia. 
The position is relatively new to 
the school and Marshall has only 
been at her job for about a year. 
"The school has a lot of 1\ist()-
ry, along with materials from 
every day activity, that need to be 
preserved," Marshall said. "Many 
items need to be available for 
viewing by everyone and not 
packed away in':tome box." -~ 
Fbr example,~tbe college ~·-; 
schedule of cl- from I91 1, 
which was handwritten by 
Columbia foUnder Mary Blood. "" 
"The schedule has been pre-
served by encapsulating it in 
Mylar for easier handling while 
at the same time protecting the 
item from further aging," 
Marshall said. 
Marshall is in the process of pre,. 
serving an original cartoon drawn 
by John Fiscbetti. that was pub-
lished in a 1975 edition of the 
Chicago Daily News. Additionally; 
the worlcs inClude Fischetti's note-
book with drafts of the cartoOn, 
unveiling his creative process. 
Step~ Taylor, a junior jour-
nalism major, said 'i'be normally 
5ells hCr·boolcs';~t was interest-
'ea iii ~tion.class. 
"My mom p~~ay over 14 
ye.ars ago andl haVe some thiDgs 
with her handwriting that I would 
like to preserve," Taylor said. 
chronicle@colum.ec/u 
. .. .... ..... ) ;,.IT 
~,"{\i \ate for ftiJ. · s'*~ - '\dO it a' £9~_;, ~~~ . 10/Je_; \) \ I / . 
njoy a free cup of coffee at the Library. 
Mon. 11th - Wed. 13th 6:00pm - 9:00pm 
At the Coffee Bar on the 1st floor, 624 S. Michigan 
tlOI•.mhit• 1\ffrarv 
U.S. Cellular® gets me ... so I can always get the score. 
-
Columbia Renegades UnHe With Chicago 
For those of you that haven't heard, Chicago 
has placed a bid to host the 2016 Olympics. 
The Columbia Renegades & the City of Chicago 
have began building their relationship with each 
other to make the Olympics in Chicago a reality. 
CHICAGO 
20te 
ti CURRENT RENEGADES SPORTS 
Baseball Tennis 
Cycling Swimming 
Soccer Flag Football 
Cross Country Softball 
Capoeira Women 's Volleyball 
Men's Lacrosse Cheerleading 
Men 's Basketball 
CO-ED Soccer 
Ultimate Frisbee 
Rugby 
Wrestling 
Dodgeball 
HnP: ATHLETICS.COLUM.EDU 
Contact the Renegades • 1104 S. Wabash Lower Level Office A • 312-344-6917 - AYHLEfiCS@COWM.EDU 
j< U.S. Cellulru: 
We connect with you: 
getusc.com 
1•888·bUy•USCC 
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Stronghold: 
Officials provide 
'stellar' support 
Continued from Front Page 
even though it 's considered a 
very liberal, welcoming school, 
we don't have that many visible 
signs." 
The office of GLBT Student 
Concerns falls under the col-
lege's office of Multicultural 
Relations. However, officials 
agree it can be hard to find and 
reach out to GLBT students, 
because they can't be identified 
like African American and 
Latino students. 
pus is somehow unsafe, and I 
don't feel like that's true on 
Columbia 's campus," Gleaves 
said. "I feel like overall , the 
campus is very, very safe, so 
we want to create a vis ibility 
[as] reminder of the presence 
of queer art and allies, and all 
the goodness that comes into 
Columbia's campus through 
GLBT students and allies." 
In the future, McLau·ghlin 
would like the office of 
Multicultural Affairs to offer 
training groups. They would 
teach faculty and .staff members 
how to communicate to one 
another abolU minority groups 
on campus, and how to become 
allies to all . 
The Project, which 
"They need a 
broader community, 
and we're trying to 
identify what that 
community looks 
like," "Said Kari 
Sommers, assistant 
dean of Student 
Life. 
"This is work 
that will always 
have to be done 
·because when 
you move the 
has come to life in 
the last month, has 
received steady sup-
port from administra-
tors, faculty and staff, 
Gleaves said. Some 
of the first ..adminis-
trators who became 
involved by placing 
s tickers on their 
doors were Sommers 
and Mark Kelly, vice 
president of Student 
Affairs, she said. 
The Stronghold 
Project can be com-
pared to Safe Zone. 
a program utilized 
by nearly 200 insti-
tutions nationwide 
that creates areas on 
college campuses 
denoted by stickers 
where GLBT stu-
needle and 
make progress, 
there~ still 
progress that 
needs to be 
made after 
that." 
-Kari Sommers, 
assistant dean of 
Student Life 
" (Their support 
has] been absolutely 
stellar," Gleaves said. 
"The overall recep-
tion's been great." 
dents can feel safe and support-
ed. However, students and facul-
ty thought it necessary to devel-
op initiative comparable to that, 
but with a twist. 
"To me Safe Zones imply 
that every other place on cam-
While many faculty members 
have voiced their support for 
the Stronghold Project, 
Gleaves said some of them 
don't feel as if they can partic-
ipate because they don ' t have a 
private office. This is most 
common with part-time faculty, 
she said. 
However, Gleaves has yet to 
find anyone who refuses to par-
ticipate. She would eventually 
like to have all faculty 
involved with the Stronghold 
Project. 
Those involved came up with 
the "Stronghold Project" name 
after carefully considering the 
meaning of each word, Gleaves 
said. They settled on Stronghold 
after agreeing it represented 
strength, as well as a "base sta-
tion" from which other GLBT 
support could come, said 
Gleaves. 
Once the Stronghold Project 
gains popularity at Columbia, 
Gleaves said she would like to 
see the college recognizing and 
promoting more queer art and 
artists through venues like C-
Spaces. 
Those involved with the 
Project believe it will be a suc-
cess because of the support 
already offered by faculty and 
staff. 
Unlike the college's previous 
Safe Zone program that disap-
Senior Gallery Night 
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peared a fe~ yean ago, 
Sommers believes the 
Stronghold Project will suc-
ceed b ecause Columbia is 
known to be ·a GLBT-friendly 
school and there will always be 
students coming out of the 
closet. 
"This is work that will always 
have to be done because when 
you move the needle and make 
progress, there's still progress 
that needs to be made after 
that," Sommers said. 
amaurer@chroniclemail.com 
FINISH YOUR MASTERPIECE 
with support trorn the Alber t P. Weisman Memorial Sct1olarship 
llr>t>llvlltlun Doullllnu Oneurnhur 1 B, :.>000 1 11w1ud lltH"'UI•r<"'"'"t Jm• :111 .• •oor 1 t'•oturl ~rli11Uitlll<'li Allt!"~ l 1. :100/ 
Colurrtbia !;: 
COLLEGE CHICAGO INFORMATION AT WWW.COLUM.I!OU/ WIISMAN 
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Carter: 
SGA speaks o·ut 
about other· 
concerns the 
school is facing 
Continued from Front Page 
Columbia recently bought the 
Spertus Institute, 618 S. 
Michigan Ave., and Carter said 
it will temporarily house a stu-
dent center once the construc-
tion on the building is complete. 
"The student organizations have 
indicated [the need for student cen-
ter] as a priority," he said. "It's on 
our plates as well and we are 
spending a lot of time [finding] 
ways to make that possible." 
Although Brian Matos, presi-
dent of the SGA, agreed that a 
student center is something his 
peers want on campus, there are 
other issues that weren't on 
Carter's list. 
One of the concerns SGA 
would like Carter to look into is 
the rising cost of textbooks. 
continuing prob-
lems The Chronicle 
has reported on that 
·weren't mentioned 
by Carter during 
the interview. 
Although they 
weren't discussed, 
Carter addressed 
the issues in the 
past during other 
meetings. 
And when to 
comes to discussing 
other issues the SG A 
or other student 
organizations have 
with Columbia, 
Dominic Cottone, 
director of Student 
Organizations and 
Student Leadership, 
said the lines of 
comm uni ca ti on · 
between Carter and 
student leaders are 
excellent and always 
open. 
Whether it is at 
the state of the col-
lege address, the 
annual student 
leadership recep-
tion at the presi-
dent's house or the. 
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As prices increase on college 
texts, the idea 'of having a more 
affordable education at 
Columbia becomes more diffi-
cult, Matos said. If the SGA was 
to gain Carter's support in low-
ering book prices, Matos said it 
will help bring in more people 
from the Columbia community 
to support their cause. 
round table dinner Mllu~clo Rublojlhe Chronicle 
held once a semes- President Warrick L Carter, right, said one of the college's greatest concerns is the vending machine prices. Mark Uoyd, 
ter, student leaders assistant vice president of Marketing and Communications, a lso sat in on the interview. 
"We are going to need 
[Carter] to endorse that and then 
ask the department chairs to take 
that on," he said. 
Additionally, the decline in 
minority students at Columbia, 
the large student to teacher ratio 
and the ongoing problems with 
the school's space crunch are all 
are gtven opportu-
nities to voice their concerns of 
what needs to be looked into or 
changed on campus, Cottone 
said. 
"At other institutions there is a 
lot of red tape [student organiza-
tions] need to get through to just 
get their foot in the door at the 
president's office," CQttone said. 
"Here at Columbia he is more 
than happy to meet with them." 
Although Cottone said he is 
satisfied with the relationship 
students have with Carter, he did 
have one suggestion. 
"If Dr. Carter is looking for 
other ways to get in touch with 
students [he could] pop on by 
some of the student events that 
are happening on campus that 
are planned by the student 
organizations," he said. 
Despite that many of the prob-
lems at Columbia are long-term 
issues and don't have immediate 
solutions, Matos said Carter's 
presence at Columbia is one that 
won't be forgotten because of 
Free for five. 
the many beneficial changes has 
made for students. 
Going on his seventh year at 
Columbia, Carter has helped 
create the SGA, the Student 
Health Center, Counseling 
Services, the Portfolio Center 
and the office of Student Affairs 
all to make Columbia a more 
student-centered campus, sa id 
Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs. 
"This place went from a sec-
ond-tier college to a first-tier 
college," Matos said. 
As Carter works to make 
Columbia " the best student-cen-
tered arts and media college in 
the world," there is one thing he 
wants students to keep in mind 
about himself. 
"I still think of myself as a 
musician," he said. "That is how 
I got into this world, and I can 
understand the passions students 
have. It's my muse too." 
Five years free checkingt and a $50 bonus2 for Columbia students. 
You're ready to establish your financial freedom. The Bank of America On Campus!iO program 
gives you what you need to bank the way you want - anytime, anywhere. 
Get started with a $50 bonus when you open a new Campus Edge® Checking account. 
Stop by any of our Columbia locations today to learn more: 
Financial District 
231 S LaSalle St 
3:12.828.1200 
Clark & Madison 
105 w Madison St 
3:12.795.0806 
Wells & Monroe 
205 W Monroe St 
3:12.220.7570 
'Campusf:dgu"' Checking is free of a monthly maintenanct• fee for five years while you are a studt~nL Student status will be validated upon accounlopening. 
Aft.f:r tlw first five years, your Campusr:dge Checking ac.count will be autonmticallv upgraded to My Access Checking~ Tht~ monthly ma.int~:nanre fl:t• of $5.95 
for MyA~'CIJS~ Checking will llf: waiwd a.~ long as you tiavl: I> month.ly direct dcposi.L. ~'e;•s for owrd;·afts and other aecount·rl'lall·d :,cn ' il'CS still apply. 
'Offer valid untillZ/31/ 00 for new CampusEdge·• Checking accounts. Accounts must remain Otlt'n fo•· 90 days to qualify for pn~mium. 
Bank of America~ Higher Standards 
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When I travel, I often 
ask myself, has the 
Transportation Security 
Administration com-
pletely lost its rn ind? 
In November I was 
once again blessed with 
the opportunity to 
ByCimsten DeProto spend some quality 
Contributing Writer time with our own Big 
Brothers of the sky. 
And being the national security threat that I 
am. I a lmost missed my flight home. Why, 
you ask? Well. because of a Ziploc bag. 
That's right, a clear, one-quart bag that 
serves no purpose other than storage and 
freshness . 
A frequent traveler, I take pride in my 
airport etiquette. On my return trip from 
Burlington. Vt.. I even reveled in my supe-
r iority as I stepped through the security 
checkpoint, shoes already in hand. I 
scoffed at the other passengers as they 
clumsily waddled their way thro ugh the 
lines, unprepared. 
So you can imagine my surprise when I 
was stopped for a search. On the way in I 
had noticed a table containing Ziploc bags 
for any liquids in carry-on luggage, but 
since the TSA officials in Chicago had 
already told me what I could and could not 
bring on board, I had already checked my 
bag containing ''prohibited" items- the 
scary stuff like toothpaste and lotion. After 
I wound through an endless line of travel-
er5 to get through to the ON£ screener the 
fine state o f Verrnont had to offer. I was 
shocked that my bag was deemed "ques-
tionable.'' 
Commentary 
humor is frowned upon in that industry. With my night boarding in I 0 minutes, 
But to give the man credit, I am pretty my irritation began to show. " Well if you 
intimidating at 5'3, 100 pounds. About as don ' t mind me asking, what 's the differ-
intimidating as the 84-year-old man they ence between the bag it's in now- also 
were wanding down next to me. plastic- and a Ziploc bag?" 
After searching for about a minute, the " It 's procedure, ma' am, and if you are 
screener. who could only be described not willing, I will simply throw these items 
politely as a "company man," reached into away," company man said as he walked 
my bag and pulled out a tube of mascara toward the trash. 
and a one ounce container of face make-up. What? Throw away my $20 makeup 
" Ma'am, these are prohibited items and because of a 20-cent Z iploc? At this point 
need to be in a one-quart Z iploc bag." I realized the stupidity of the situation. I 
I agreed to the search knowing I was "Can I have one then?" I replied. asked why they couldn 't just have the bags 
ahead of the game. I even joked to the "You need to go back out of security and at the security point. No answer. Could I 
screener. "Go ahead, I a lready got rid of all get one at the beginning of the line before just go and grab one and come back? No. 
that dangerous water you g uys don ' t like ." you can return through this checkpoint." S ince my bags had already been searched 
No reply. Apparently having a sense of the company man said . could I just leave them with him so I 
The Columbia Chronicle I Oecember 11. 2006 
wouldn't have to lug them through the line 
again? Absolutely not! And if! did I would 
be subject to arrest! · 
Geez. All over, a stupid Ziploc bag? I 
finally relented, and while I was being 
escorted out with my "prohibited" items I 
decided to utilize this time to talk to the 
man, person to person. 
Surely beneath the guise of bureaucratic 
strong-arrning, he too thought the situation 
was silly. I poked. 
" I know you're just doing your job, but 
don 't you think this is a bit excessive?'' I 
asked. " I mean, I' m going to have · the 
SAME items, but now in a Ziploc?" 
" I can' t comment on that ma'am." 
I grumpily stomped back to the end of 
the line, Ziploc bag in hand. Barely making 
it through the line in time to make my 
flight, I waved the bag in his face. " Yeah, 
we' re a whole lot safer now, aren 't we!" 
While I appreciate the many steps being 
taken for our safety, I am stupefied by the 
many idiotic ones. During the time the 
screener took to march me out like a crim-
inal, someone far more dangerous could 
have been s lipping through. 
The old say ing " You can't be too careful" 
really does apply in situations like this, but 
for opposite reasons. You CAN be too care-
ful. Bad things are going to happen regard-
less of how much we prepare for them. 
And generally speaking, it only worsens 
the s ituation to begin treating everyone as if 
we ·were the entire terrorist sect. 
From where I s tand, TSA is there to pro-
tect us, not terrorize us. Especially when 
we s ign their paychecks. They should be 
playing defense, not offense, and most of 
all , taking steps to get the public on their 
side, not against them. 
Towering a uthority, intimidation and 
threats are not the way to make our country 
safer. but weaken it even further by fear. 
Roamln' 
Numerals 
$279 · - - 1DsSinl=· • ~·~:t f==rr~T!;cr;&iia over a Holicl!ty f: 0 MW:C~ bvt who  Exprels counler, which V 8IWitllll ili.Aixia&lm, T-
was issued to Kevin forp:liiSssiooanll~ 
Pugh. 20, of Cedar Bluff, Miss. ''He said it tioo of-beer. The boy broUght 
~ a~,. Lt. Denny McCaskiU told the a Bllmln ~tom his home Clll1o 1 
AIIOdat.cd Press. "'t must .be some redneck bus and illlled it his brother aad a 
lbiaa. becaule lbmn't ever t.rd of aay- 13-)'eii'-OJd ID 
ddDslileit.• WlTX-TY. 
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In three days. I will 
graduate college . In 
three days I will offi-
cially become an 
adult. Sure, accord ing 
to the law I've been an 
adult for four yean, 
but now I will have to 
cut the parental umbil-
ical cord and make a 
life for myJelf. 
AfteT three and a half yean and $70,000 
m loam, I wtll finally have a college 
deg~ee And now that my maJor " j our-
nafiwn, I won ' t have famtfy memberJ uk-
tng me what I plan to do wtth my ltfe. 
~ I wa• 1 h l\trory maJor they con-
~tantly a•ked me what I pl~nned to do 
wrth •uch a oeemmgly pomtle'' ca lltng 
llut that •~ the que•tton J · vc been a•k ing 
my~ff lately Altho ugh J plan rm go tng 
tnlo (;(JI7Y editmg. a fleld of journa l" '" 
whe-re there ~re tmt~lly plenty nf JOb 
rope-nmg;~. the ovenll Jl>h market in JOttr· 
Mlt~m " frtglltenmgly b!ld 
'1..-w<p:>p•:r• are '" trr>uhle ~wund the 
L<ntntry I ••I y•ar the ( httaf,!o I rthttne 
Newspapers not extinct 
cut 28 positions as well as its 
WomanNews sec tion after the Tribune 
Co.'s stock fell 27 percent . It also closed 
the re now ned Ci ty News se rv ice. a 
launch ing pad fo r young journa lis ts for 
generattom. 
And the Tribune Co.'s pro blems contin-
ue to grow th is year. The company is 
looking to po" ibly break up its assets, let-
ting the Los Angele• Times fend for itse lf. 
Rumors a lso say the Tribune is search-
ing for buyers for the Cubs. which the 
company hu owned for 25 years 
Obviously, nnw i• not a good time to be 
a Tribune Co. employee or JOUrnalism 
major. 
Kcadcnhip ,. in decltne acrn" the 
buard, and ncw•pE•pcn are scrnmhlm~t to 
find new wAy• to reach potcntl nl renders 
Onltne content " • trcs•ed. n• nrt rnure 
grnphtc• and readcr· (•rtented new• • t(>rlc• 
I he nuntiJer or new•pnpe" " ni'C> 
• teadtly dccrcas tng In 1980. there were 
1.74 ' dally new•r.npc". hy 2002. thnt 
nurnhcr wns 1.4 ,, .# B 17 percent dccrcn•c 
Actmdln!( to juur11n l l ~m nrg. n ttnn•prnllt 
( 'rJtnnt/~ftnn 
As newspapers fold, experienced jour-
na lists are le ft w ithout jobs, thereby 
flooding the market. In journalism , as 
with most other profess ions, experienced 
professiona ls have little to worry about in 
finding another job. It's the beginners that 
have cause for concern . 
According to a 2004 report by the 
Newspaper Association of Amcricn. only 
17.7 pe rcent o f journnlis m grnduatcs got a 
job directly rclntcd to the field. 
This year many Columbiu students will 
g raduate with a journalism dc&rcc, litrthcr 
Ooodlng the mnrkct . While thnt docs and 
doesn't guaran tee a job. it's s till increases 
the compet ition. 
But nil Is not los t. Althuu11h rn!ljur 
pnpcrs tnny he hnvln 111 diOi~ ult les. C<>m-
murllty ncwspnpcrs nnd n iche publkn-
tiUI" nrc un the rise llosidcs. now j <>ur-
nnll•ts hnrdly ever stort o ut nt tho t'h ltll~i> 
Tribune ur tit~ New York Times. 
Just luuk nt tho t h lcogo ntoll t'or c~tnm· 
pic• ur the bllfllCOII fl1 1! lntJus tr : 
l·'uhllcntl(>n• like the Onlly llorultl. t>nll 
~l>ttthtnwn . Wind C'lty fhncs, l'h le11110 
l lc fctu iN ntlll f'h~ Hcndcr nrc J)t'{l\lr tllnt 
(]jwM BIA CHRONICLE ..w.w.ColumbioOYonlc:.com 
~I'J<- £~~<K_,c OytvtJoi<IJOOW.•t ~tfi[lfrii'T'Ift'mlfn Mtr,M- Ml\~t'fllllllt'PQk.l li)(>Jlllll!l 
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the industry isn ' t dying. 
There are careers in journalism, if jour-
na li sts are willing to adapt and grow with 
the industry. I am going into copy editing. 
a job for which there is always a demand. 
whether it be in newspapers, magazines or 
online publ ications. 
Newspapers are constantly looking for 
good page. grnphic and web designers as 
well ns anyone with a combination of 
ski lls. If you're considering be<:oming a 
reporter, lcnrn how to take good photo-
graphs as we ll. If you 're going into copy 
cd itin11. learn how to design pages and 
edit l!rlphics. Having a variety ofabililit$ 
will nutke you much more mnrketablc to 
publietltions. 
A lthou11h ncwspapot$ mil)' be goi"i 
throu11h 11 dlnltu lt adjustn,ent period in 
resp<>nsc to new t~hnolo&)'> the 'r~~ nut 
t~olnl! nwa , People mil)' ;~1\jo the lmm<t-
dlnc of th~ lntt'.null. but nil SPI\pcn will 
nlwn ~ r~~mnln on lmportllnt ''"" of mtlt 
Amt'.rknns' ll\1\l~. If fur t\(lthln& 11)()1'\\ than 
cuttlnl! 11ut the 11rtlcl 011 Jllhn ' IIIah 
~di\>()l l.\ns~ctbilll lt'.llm or 11$111 ~ wed..! In& 
t~Mounct'.tmmt 
tl>tlttM-
~ 
1\tm~-Hn 
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Commentary I December 11, 2006 
Editorials 
Leave the man on the moon 
Space exploration is a giant leap for mankind, but wasting Americans' 
money on these programs is 
ridiculous. We should be con-
centrating on fixing this plan-
et first before moving on to 
others. This NASA drivel has 
to stop. The Cold War and the 
space race are over. We' ve 
already gone to the moon 
once. Do we really need to go 
again? 
Since the golden age of 
science fiction during the 
' 50s and '40s, man has been 
fascinated by space travel 
and uncovering new worlds. 
But that was a long time ago, 
and while there still is a fol-
lowing for "Star Trek" afi-
cionados, space travel has 
moved away from the main-
stream and transformed into 
the nerdy pocket-protector-
carrying NASA crews. It's 
true; those geniuses at NASA 
managed to put a man on the 
moon, placed the Hubble 
Space Telescope into orbit 
and ran many missions to 
Mars. 
Plus they gave us Teflon, 
Tang and that mattress you 
can chuck a bowling ball at 
without spi lling your wine-
all quite necessary for a bal-
anced breakfast. Of course 
some critics wi ll say that 
NASA is useful. To that we 
say: End the war in Iraq, 
which costs $80 billion a 
year, and build the stupid 
moon station. We can't have 
it both ways. 
But since President Bush 
announced in 2004 that he 
will put astronauts back on 
the moon because he wants to 
re-energize the space pro-
gram after setbacks. There 
has been much speculation 
about the future of NASA 
and its actual benefits. On 
Dec. 4 , NASA announced 
that it has plans to return peo-
ple to the moon and create a 
permanent lunar base by 
2024. 
"The survival of the human 
race is at risk as long as it is 
confined to a single planet," 
Professor Stephen Hawking 
told the BBC on Nov. 30. He 
mentioned that life on Earth 
could be wiped out by a 
nuclear disaster or by an 
asteroid. 
Why is an asteroid 
"always" about to hit the 
Earth? Where's Bruce Willis 
when you need him? Yes, an 
outpost on the moon will be 
helpful if the big one is about 
to hit, but at what price? 
According t o Th e 
Independent News, a United 
Kingdom media outlet, 
NASA's budget will be $ 17 
billion for 2007 and $ 18 bil-
lion for the next year. While 
The Chronicle has the utmost 
respect for Hawking, NASA 
proposals are going to cost an 
extreme amount -of money-
nearly a trillion dollars- if 
one accounts for predictable 
cost overruns for a mission of 
such magnitude. 
NASA suggests that a 
lunar station might cost more 
than $100 billion with a final 
goal of a manned miss ion to 
Mars, that is estimated to cost 
$600 billion. Of course this 
sounds huge, but when it is 
spread over a 20-year period, 
it is possible to raise this type 
of funding. 
But why bother? 
The reason NASA's repu-
tation has · been waning over 
the years is because their 
finds rarely amount to much. 
Surely discoveries of black 
holes are valuable additions 
to the physics community, 
but mean nothing to the aver-
age joe in the end. To a 
NASA scientists rock debris 
might be gold, but to an 
American citizens it's, well, 
space trash. We don 't care 
about NASA anymore and 
what it finds. Even the high-
est ideologue has to agree 
that yes, while space explo-
ration is a noble calling, in 
the end, there are better 
things to concentrate on 
Earth. 
Camping on the moon and 
looking for life on Mars is 
like trying to find intelligence 
in the Jackass franchi se. We 
can 't find Osama bin 
Laden- and he's on Earth-
let alone life on Mars. 
Take the money from 
NASA projects and throw it 
into something that matters, 
like finding a cure for cancer 
or stopping g lobal warming. 
We should be preventing dis-
ease and working out solu-
tions so nuclear disasters 
won't happen. Save humans 
now instead of later. 
Serious issues first 
Columbia president, Dr. Warrick L. Carter, in an interview with The 
Chronicle, said he recently 
became "very aware of the 
concerns regarding vending 
machines and the issue 
regarding the fees associated 
with classrooms ." He also 
noted that a new student 
center might be placed tem-
porarily in the Spertus 
Institute. 
But with the semester end-
ing, The Chronicle has 
touched on a few more seri-
ous matters within its pages 
this fall semester that the 
admini s tration s hould 
address as students are tak-
ing a break over the holi-
days. 
One of the more prevalent 
concerns the admin istration 
needs to address quickly is 
the college's current space 
crunch. This is important to 
students because they are 
the ones who deal with this 
the most . From over-crowd-
ed classrooms and elevators 
to having no place to gather 
their thoughts-like a stu-
dent center-students feel 
the space crunch the most. 
Although the administra-
tion will be adding a couple 
of extra classrooms in the 
623 S. Wabash Bui lding, 
Columbia is sti ll busting at 
the seams. Even though it 
doesn' t seem like the admin-
istration is doing enough to 
address this, they are imple-
menting a universal class 
start time which wi ll help 
the congestion as well as 
finalize construction of the 
Spertus Institute. Perhaps 
acquiring the former George 
Diamond Steak House space 
would help to alleviate some 
of Columbia's concerns. 
With more than 11,000 
students, Columbia can't 
afford to keep bringing more 
s tudents here. Our current 
physical setup will not be 
able to handle it in the 
future. 
Our growing college over-
relies on tuition. More stu-
dents require more money to 
support students' needs. And 
the only way to address th is 
now is by generating more 
money by attracting more 
students. This is not the way 
it should be. The adminis tra-
tion needs to place more 
emphasis on current stu-
dents rather than future stu-
dents. 
While future students are 
the fluctuating EKG line of 
this institution, current stu-
dents also contribute money 
to the school. We are here 
now. 
Cappin g enrollment 
seems like a viable option 
for creating and preserving 
the legacy that Columbia 
aims for- becoming a 
respectable liberal arts insti· 
tution where its name means 
something. Further, more 
fu ll-time faculty are needed 
to .ensure a quality educa-
tion . Full-time faculty need 
to serve as advisers, which 
to date have been unable to 
perform as efficiently as 
they could because of their 
work load. 
As we ' ve stated before, 
let's make that degree mean 
something. Columbia should-
n 't behave like an expensive 
community college, but 
rather, it should behave as a 
liberal arts college. Students 
choose Columbia for its lega-
cy and not being cramped in 
elevators. 
Students can- deal with 
having a I 0 cent increase 
when purchasing junk food 
and calorie-ridde n soda 
from the vending machines 
on campus. Creating more 
fundraising opportunities 
along with providing more 
scholarsh ips and grants ben-
efits students more. We real-
ly don ' t worry "that" much 
about dishing out an extra 10 
cents on a can of 7-Up or 
Coca Cola. 
Columbia has serious 
issues to deal with as its s tu-
dents trek into the New Year. 
Fa ilure to address these 
issues in the future will only 
create a more host ile student 
envi ronment. Students are 
tolerant, but only to a point. 
After all, it is the adminis tra-
tion's duty to help address 
g rowing s tudent concerns 
and not create grow ing stu-
dent di sillusionment. 
The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced pub· 
licatiOn of Columbia College Chicago and does not 
necessarily representm whole or in part the views 
Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial 
Board of The Columbia Chronicle. 
Columns are the opinions of the author(s). 
of college administtators. 
faculty or students. 
All text. photos and graphics are tile 
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may not 
be reproduced or published without 
written permission. 
Views expressed in !Ius publication are those of 
the writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia 
Chronide, Columbia's Journalism Department or 
Columbia College Chicago. 
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Back from the Drawing Boards 
THE IRAQ EXIT 
Dan WrighVMCT 
Dot-1'1 \,ISTetJ To 
HIM··· He'5 A 
Gt.o6A'- WAAMitJ0 
~r~eM15f! 
, ~v 
Wayne Stayskai/MCT 
Have an opinion about somethi ng you read on these pages? Did you 
catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or believe strongly 
about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia? 
Why not write a Letter to the Editor? At the bottom of Page I I you'll find a 
set of guide lines on how to do thi s. Let us hear from you. 
- The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board 
l etters to the edttor must 1ncludc full name. year. maJor 
and phone number. All letters are ed1ted for grammar 
and may be cut due to a 1un1ted space . 
Letters can be faxed to (312) 344-8430. 
e-mailed to Olron~cle@cofum.edu or ma11ed to 
The Columbia ChroniCle, 33 E. Congress Parkway 
Su~e 224, 01icago. IL 60605·1996. 
Press releases 
01ronicle0colum.edu 
Advertisements 
Cflchert@colum.edu 
The Columb1a Chromcle 
33 E. Congress Parkway 
Su1te 224 
Chrcago. ll. 60605-1996 
Marn Jrne: (312) 344·8999 
Advertrsrng Fax. (312) 344·8032 
Newsroom Fax: (312) 344-8430 
www.ColumbtaChrontele.com 
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I dream of College Council 
EDITOR'S NOTE: 
In most hierarchies 
of power, be il local 
'13!!!!?'t'!~E:::3 city politics or college 
~~~~~~~ administrations, the E lerm bureaucracy 
causes much confu-
E:::::::i.a~iiiiiJiiiiiii~ sion. In our continu-
By Jim Jaworski 
Allllocllllll Edllllr 
ing quest for truth, 
Jim Jaworslci, a savvy, 
single and disease-free 
Chronicle reporter, had the privilege of 
covering mosl of this and las! semester's 
College Council meetings. During those 
meetings, representatives from various 
departmenls discuss issues and submil pro-
posals to Columbia president Warrick L. 
Carter. Jaworski's seen firsthand how busi-
ness is conducted in lhe lop echelons of 
power. Jaworslci- who has admiued lo 
being organizationally challenged- has 
always been a lad confused aboul the often 
cumbersome process and decided 10 run a 
meeting himself. Here is whal ensued: 
10a.m. 
All right everybody, let's get this 
thing started. Take your seats. 
Member #I: Bull haven '! finished 
cream cbeesing my bagel yet. 
OK, fine. Just burry up. 
Member #2: Hey, we have Garden 
Veggienow! 
Member #I: Awesome! 
[A series of high-fives) 
10:12a.m. 
All right. Good rooming everybody. 
Let's get going. 
Member 11r. We can'! start the meeling 
yet. You haven 'I offici~lly slarted the 
meeting ye1. 
Um ... isn't that what I ' m doing right 
now? 
Member #I: No. Come on man. read 
!he bylaws. It"s procedure. 
All right. all right. Let's see here .. . 
ob, OK. I would like to motion to begin 
talking about considering the possibility 
or starting this meeting. Anybody sec:-
ond? 
Member #2: Word. 
Now, we only have two hours so first 
tbi.np first. I think there are some very 
important thinp we need to di~uss and 
Member Il l : Hold on. We need to go 
OVCJ !he minu!CS from tbe las! meeltng. 
Wby? We were aU there. We remem-
ber ...... luippned. 
Member #2: Procedure!! h's in the 
~. 
Olt, to bdl with the bylaws. 
[Everybody psps) 
OK fl-. go ahead. 
10:37 a.m. 
OK, gHd. N- I think there Are 
- ~ hsan faring as this wmestu, 
,. we Moekl dltcats ... 
Member fU : We need to hear from the 
commiuees. 
Why? 
Member #2: Procedure!! 
OK, OK. We'll start with Mark Kelly, 
vice president of Student Affairs. Go 
ahead, Mark. 
KeiJ.y: Columbia College is the greatest 
school in the history of the universe. 
OK. Um ... is there anything else? 
Kelly: Manifest. 
What about it? 
Kelly: ll's awesome. 
10:54a.m. 
Now that we have that taken care of, 
there are some serious problems that 
students are furious about. We need to 
talk about ... 
Member Il l : Academic Affairs. 
Whi.t about it? 
Member 112: The bylaws slale thai, on 
the rare occasion thai he is here, we have 
10 reserve al leas! 20 minutes lo yell a! 
Sieve Kapelke. 
Oh yeah. OK, we'll go to the 
Academic Affairs Comminee and Steve 
Kapelke, provost and vice president of 
Academic Affairs. 
Kapelke: We wan! 10 raise the minimum 
grade to a C for all students. 
Higher standards. I like it. 
Member 113: No way. it's bullshil More 
students will drop out! 
Ob, come on. Our students are smart 
enou&JI to get a C. 
(Everybody laughs} 
Member 112 What a dumb idea! 
Member #J · Yeah, and what's the deal 
wtth this e-matl thai says faculty cvalua-
ltons are gotng lo be made public for stu· 
dents 10 look a1? 
Member Ill Is that legal? 
KafX'Ike: Uh ... 
Member #I: And what goes on with 
course fees? 
KafX'Ike: Uh .. . OH MY GOD! 
EVERYBODY LOOK OVER THERE! 
[Kapelke disappears in a cloud of 
smoke.) 
11:32a.m. 
OK, moving on. Let's go to the stu-
dent body rep, Brian Matos, president 
of the Student Government Association. 
Brian? 
Matos: Where 's our damn Student 
Center? 
Good question. We need to raise $90 
miUion for that, right? Who can leU nie 
how much we have saved up? Let's we, 
Bob Thall, chair of the Budget and 
Priorities Committee. 
Thall: $582.62. 
That's fantastic. So, at this rate we'll 
have a student center by the 33rd cen-
tury? 
Kelly: ['Laughs) Don '! be silly. We' ll 
easily have it by 2862. 
Any way we can have It, ya know, a 
little sooner? 
Thall: Do you have a friend with 
$89,999,417.38 lying around? 
No. 
Member #2: Hey, maybe we can raise 
tuit ion. 
Matos: Shut up! 
Member 112: No, you shut up! 
11:52a.m. . 
Look, we're (ldtiD& a little aff tratk 
hen. Do we haw lillY new butlnesa? 
Member Ill: Yeah, we got a response 
from President Carter about the proposal 
we sent to him. 
Oh,anhK. VVhatdoesltsay? 
M11mber Ill: Nothina. It's jl13t a picture 
of bini aivina us the fin11er. 
Oil, real Mature, Carter. AnyWna 
Have a great Break and a good holiday. 
We will see you next year. 
From: 
Your frl ndt at tht 
elle? 
Member #I: Nope. 
Good becauw tileR an vital.._ 
liou we Deed to luive tbat ue crltklll 
to the SIKCHI of ... 
Member #2: Procedure!!! You didn't 
motion for tbe consideration to have this 
discussion. 
I don't can. I'm hljac:fWI& dill meet-
Ing. Let's get to the laves fadJia tJds 
school. Dependency on tuitioa luis aot 
been properly addressed. St11dmtl are 
being adversdy affected by lack of 
available finances to lncnue ~ · 
space and Improve the studeslt-t.Caelil-
ty ratio. · 
A compnbemn-., plan aeedJ te be pat 
In place to Jocrease money fro. Htllde 
sources and plan for tbe fatun bsRnd 
of simply putting out fires a tJwy -
up. We need to work together. I -
everybody, from the stadfatl • 
way u-p to the boanl of lnlltftl. -
find a solution If we take die u.t • 
discuss and wisely plan for ... 
Member #J: We're out of time. 
What? 
Member #I: It's DOOD. The meetina's 
over. 
Daamltl 
Member 111: Motion to adjourn? 
Member #J: Second. 
Thla It depnssiq. \VIIo wutl te p 
to tile Soutla Loop Oub a1141 aet .,._? 
Member #1: Procedure!! 
OK. I -doll for IIJl1bM1 ~'I at 
plaeclat I - te 10 te SLC _. aet 
lluaiMftd. Auybody __., 
(The 38 council memben who brfta't 
said a word all meetina raile their 
hands.] 
Coed. At least we~~ 
somettalaa. 
SIX CONCERTS TO SEE THIS WINTER ~REAK PAGE 20 
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and played punk-rock 
standards in basements 
and garages around 
Appleton, Wis. They 
never played origina ls, 
and they assumed person-
alities like Juan Rotten 
and Ricardo Ramone, but 
they had a huge following 
in town. It was awesome. 
Dear makers of TaB, 
Anyway, on one or two 
occasions, I ended up in 
front of the microphone at 
sa id concerts, yelling the 
lyrics to ··Last Caress" by 
the Mis fits and fla iling 
TaB and I go a long way back. 
I think I" ve known that it existed since 
I was a kid . I remember Marty McFly 
asking for a can of TaB at the diner in 
Bock t o the Future. But it wasn' t until 
high school that I actually tried it. 
Those were, believe it or not. my 
punk rock days. I used to have gauged 
ears. a preoccupation with dying my 
hair unnatural colors and this ratty, old 
black sweatshirt to which I safety-
pinned anarch istically-suggest ive patch-
es. Sometimes. I would stick the left-
over safety pins through various pierc-
ings-see the picture for an example. 
Of course. that wasn "t my idea. Like 
most high-school behavior, I picked up 
the ·style" from the o lder kids. It's differ-
ent now. but when you' re in high school, 
a one year age difference is huge. Those 
" ere the kids who introduced me to 
such noble adventures as Bad Relig ion 
concerts. smoking parents' cigarettes, 
house shows. stolen beer and all o f the 
other hedonistic learning experiences 
that are so crucial to a young man "s 
de,elopment- and that includes 
TaB fest. 
\-like mtroduced me to TaB fest. Mike 
"as- and I assume stlllts-a " eird kid. 
He "as in this joke band ca lled the Los 
Ramones. "hich dressed as Mextcans 
around like an idiot. And I got to know 
Mike. 
So Mike invited me to m y forst 
TaBfest. One o f the members of the Los 
Ramones held TaB fest in his backyard. I 
remember walking back there and see-
ing stacks of those ug ly pink cases piled 
high on his deck. They didn ' t last for 
long. , 
TaB fest. to put it simply, consisted of 
a bunch of guys drinking entirely too 
much TaB. Depending on the variation, 
the winner e ither drank more TaB than 
everyone present, or finished a case in 
the shortest amount of time. 
But there were all these other ridicu-
lous rules, too. For one, each contestant 
was only a llowed to have two cans open 
at the same time. In terms of parapher-
nalia to ass ist the TaB consumption, 
beer bongs were fair game, but intra-
venous needles were off limits . A con-
testant could only vomit after the s ixth 
can of TaB. If he did before that point, 
he had to make up for it with an extra 
can. 
According to the website-last updat-
ed in Januar) 2003- the winner of 
TaBfest Ill was TaB Man. I remember 
him: he had a TaB tattoo on his shoulder 
and came all the way fro m Milwaukee 
to participate in TaB fest. lie finished his 
times as long to climax. 
if they even reach that 
point. In fact, the source 
said, it"s a " misguided 
goa l"" since women pre-
fer the intimacy of the 
ac t over the ac tual 
orgasm. 
Hang in there, guys 
What' This is where 
the record obnoxious ly 
screeches to a stop. 
everyone pauses and 
eer ie crickets chirp in 
silent confmion. Women 
don't care about Ofiasm. 
they just want intimacy? 
Last week the RedEyc ran a feature 
artiCle on the malfuncttons young guys 
may cxpenencc 111 bed when the pres-
tore gtU to be too much. Whether it's 
h,. hf~le ch01c~. ,uch a.• dnnking 
;md VTlQk tng. IJf the nerve. he feel• to 
put out a ~tellar performance. there arc 
plenty l>f rca'l(>n\ why thtng.• Ju•t don ' t 
wclfk out 'I(JITlettme• 
Aod there'• oothtnl( wrc>ng wlfh lh.tt 
We all hawc om good and t>ac.l mnmcn~. 
awl l"m glad the Redf, ye addre•oed that 
lit<.! f me part Nf the ar!te lc. hnwevcr. 
rhtln 1 " t qtllle '" we ll w1th me I o get 
>~•m• rx Pf'rl .~~~~~~ "" the P'""hlc 
prr>hlem,. the paper wnl~'tecl a <flttrce 
iff 'lflrlhwr<lcrn Mcm~>n,,! flo<rtt.tl"< 
<e><tMI he~lrh p<l•l(l"lll I he "'""te <•1111 
m4ny m,.n ~U(( urnh to the prc~\lltC ''' 
ptt,\llttl- .-tn t)f~,,~m w}JI( h t <; ~ rnrvJ•ty 
~fY-tf t 4'rfht'lrri01! rf ft1k rc:: W(Jtnrn fr r~u 
To me, that reads like, " lley guys. don "t 
worry about gctlmg the woman om Just 
have fun, cuddle a bit aflcrwarth, and 
she' lllovt it, I promise!" 
Now I do adrntt that the intimacy is 
one o f the best th ing., about sex; I love 
the hotness of being so c lose nnd just 
enJoytng the moment And I nlso odrnlt 
that more often th.on not. I don ' t orgasm. 
But thai"• not In "'Y I don't wont ln. It 
really " 'I(Jmcthtrtg that needs to IIC 
wurkcd f>lt Hut that"• p.trt of the fun of 
oex the cxplornlton 
!here"• nn need tu hi> nervous nboul 
work tng on the Or!(·"'" I h~ Onnl te•ull 
,. w<•rth the w.ul " ' trml und cm•r sc•· 
.,,,,. Not only doc• c'pernncnllll illn 
hrfp Opt" II up l fllllltlllnl' llflflfl tw;IWCCI1 
ptlrhlr rc;, 11 rni"'~C" ~e'l( nrnrr fun untl 
f omfottuhll" l'hrq. rt mukc~ lhc j.! II Y 11 
' ''"' '"' f"llllllllj( Ill tht" dft,tt 
case of 12 in about 26 minutes. 
Like most things from high school, 
TaBfest was stupid and immature. But 
like most th ings that are stupid and 
immature, it was also incredibly fun. 
I've never seen so many people puking, 
much less having such a good time 
doing it. 
A couple weeks ago, a mysterious 
case ofTaB showed up in The Chronicle 
office refrigerator. People wou ld take a 
can, and about live minutes later com-
ment on how gross it is. I'm not going to 
drink any- 1 have more sense than that 
now- but it reminded me of all the stu-
pid things I' d do before I carne to col-
lege and wised up. 
I wear ties all the time now; I have an 
entire wall of them in my closet. I have 
a pseudo-sophisticated beard and I'm 
snobby about mus ic, no matter how 
hard I try not to be. I drink whiskey for 
the taste and have this obnoxious habit 
of defaulting to an "oh yeah?" response, 
as if I'm skeptica l of every bit of dia-
logue that comes my way. 
But back in high school, I was much 
different. I went to concerts that I now 
make fun of. I wore militantly-liberal T-
shirts. I was snippy and argumentative 
about everything, especially music and 
politics . I followed and sang with a band 
of white suburban kids who wore fake 
mustaches and ponchos and played 
shows dubbed " the exportation show" 
and "the immigration show." And I went 
to TaB fest. 
TaB is a good representation of imma-
turity, and TaB fest is a good example of 
everything fun about immaturity. 
Even though there's TaB in the fridge 
here now, I'm still not going to drink it. 
But I owe a lot to the stuff for reminding 
me how obnoxious I used to be-and 
how awesome that was--and how much 
lamer I got as I grew up. 
mbyrne@chroniclemail. com 
And speaking o f studs, I have to say 
I" ve had the great pleasure of receiving 
e-mai Is from this column's readers all 
semester. It's flattering to nOI only know 
people are reading the paper. but to get 
feedback on it. And just to clear the air. 
if I didn ' I respond to your e-mail, don ' t 
take it personally. I don ' t respond to any 
of them : I guess to keep that air of mys-
tery going. 
But here's the twist: Starting next 
semester, I want to hear more from you. 
I want to hear about your problems. 
questions, storiu- anything. And n01 
only do I want to hear about them. I 
want to write about them, at your discre-
tion , of course. I'm obviously not the 
only one having or ta lking about sex at 
our college, so I want to hear what e lse 
lt going on out there. I'd like to get 
ndvice ITom professional experts as 
well. seeing as how I' m definitely not 
the end-nil and be-nil of sex tnlk. 
I hope to hcnr from people over breltk 
and Into the res t of the school ycor. 
Don ' t be nervous nbout sending your 
thoughts- just like rca h in(l fttr that 
ultlmulc Of¥115111 . there ·~ nothinJ! 111 lose 
m the end, just pure Slltistilctlon l lntil 
then, hnvc n i(ICIIt t>rcuk. hopel\tll 1\rll 
of fun nnd love uml rlcnly ur hltt. multi· 
r lc-\J'llll'ltl •c' 
~ w1~~""';!! ,~~ .. ~.~!~, .~.~; ;;,. ($) RQt.lruD Guldt So. Ia that movie 
worth watching? 
That CO worth 
buying? Count 
the heortaln 
each review and 
uae thle handy 
chart to find out. 
Marl< 8yrn• - mbyrne@chronlc l•mall.cam • <312) 344·8969 
Mary Kroeck - mkro ck@chronlc l mon.com • (31 2) 344·&971 
Brent White - bwhlta®chronlcl•moll.com - (312) 344·8970 
Rich people s uck and deserve bad things, right? 
Well, that's at least what some may think. One 
j ackass, especially, thinks so and isn't afraid to do 
something about it. Robert S. Evans, a 63-year-old 
Niles man, apparently out of a job and bating 
everyone e lse because of it, went on a tire-slashing 
bonanza across his town, damaging II trucks and 
cars in three days. 
Evans' main targets were cars parlced in a Jewel 
parking lot, an apartment complex and a funeral 
home. Yes, let's soak that one in. A family spends 
the whole day grieving over the unfortunate loss of 
a loved one, and all they want is the comfort of 
their car after a long day at the funeral home. 
Instead, they find a metal box of a car restinc on 
limp, pathetic tires. These people are at a fimeral, 
nOI a millionaire club. 
If there ever was a true defmitlon of • ~ 
thb auy is it. His slashing SJII'" filially ctme to • 
end when a 1111111 looked out tile willclow ot.a 
apartment complex aftet hearin& die Wail& o(lle 
air leavina his tires and spoctfrd Ev.a. ~
angry. the man ran outside and, IICtiOidifta to a Sun-
Times anicle, found, ''a man. pocketknife in one 
ht1nd, a cane In the ocher and at least one tire aoina 
not on his pltk·up truck.'' 
The younaer man requested that Evans drop his 
knife. but 11.fter he reftlsed, the man punched 6vtM 
in the lice-twice. It was well de ened.. ~.,. 
plenty of r ich people tn this country, but don't 
blan1o them for yOW' IIIClt o•t.mptoyment, BvtM.. 
Oet aconsclet\ee; pulillund ~«•Job- \1!\llat 
I cut try to 111\er you llfl4tnd tlmo In J-11 fOt ·aur II 
counts of crhnlnel daml&' tQ proJl«<:Y.IQI'I~ ltd 
11 sault. unlowt\11 use or a wupoo !WI ~twy. 
Oood lu~~ with that one, jacltass. 
r. 8nt,ytllt 
Old Chicago soul: In early winter, noth-
ing seems more fitting than the stories of 
heartbreaking and lovemaking from Jerry 
Butler, Tyrone Davis, the staple singers 
the Chi-Lites and the Dells. And there's 
never a time when it doesn't make sense 
to plunge back into the falsett.o, wah-wah 
guitars and social protest of Curtis 
Mayfield. 
Elections: When bad guys get tossed, 
elections feel like you washed off some-
thing really nasty in the shower. 
The New Yorker magazine from the 
months of October and November: I 
never finished August or September, of 
last year or this, but no matter- it's nice 
to read about how much of a cocky jerk 
Virginia Sen. George Allen was now that 
he's been beaten. And I'm really enjoy-
ing the pre-Thanksgiving piece on w ild 
turkeys. Incidentally, I've never had the 
opportunity to utter that last sentence 
before, so you can imagine I' m pretty 
psyched. 
Barack Obama, Tom Vilsack, Evan 
Bayh, Teresa Heinz Kerry, Method 
Man: Somebody please get in position to 
take the Democratic presidential nomina-
tion and save the country from the disas-
ter of another C linton administration. 
Don' t get me wrong-! too love Bubba 
as an ex-president and 1 think Sen. 
Clinton is pretty bright. But nothing will 
help bring back the religious right faster 
than a second President Clinton. 
Hope: Let's hear it for the 2007 World 
Champion Chicago Cubs! 
Jim 
Sulski 
Elf After a couple of Christmas cock-
tails, I'm laughing involuntarily and 
uncontrollably. This movie has for some 
reason grown on me to the poirn where I 
have incorporated "ginormous," "he's an 
angry elf' and "you sit on a throne of 
lies!" into my daily vernacu lar. And my 
beautiful wife thinks it's funny too1 
".Sha ke Ha nds with Santa C laus": The 
great Louis Prima belts out one of the 
best holiday songs that combines 
bananas, "pianas" and Santy Claus. 
Any Food Network holiday special: 
Rach.ael Ray; Bobby Flay, !>aula Dean 
and those Iron Chefs making uber egg 
nog, sparkling cookies and glistening 
turkeys. Mmmmmm. Although, there is 
something very wrong about laying nat 
on the couch watching other people 
cook. Nonetheless, mmmmm. 
The advice that Cla rence the Angel 
g ives to George Bailey at the end of It 's 
A Wonderful Life: "No man is a fai lure 
who has friends." Friendship, folks, is 
what it's all about. It's worth more than 
all the Christmas bonuses in the world 
combined. 
Holiday toasts: Here is one: A sincere 
thanks to several elves who are leaving 
The Chronicle for bigger and better 
things: Jen, Jim, Mike, Kim and 
Chuck- you fo lks are the best. You 
deserve a lot in youf stockings for all the 
hard work you have done this year. And 
for the laughs. It has truly been a gift to 
work with you. 1 wish you the very best 
in the new year. 
Spam e-mail: My e-mail philosophy is 
that you are not popular unless you get at 
least 250 spam e-mails a day. I'm inse-
cure anyway, but more so after I read e-
mail after e-mail about Viagra, Cialis, 
penis enlargements, stock trading tips and 
winning the lottery in a foreign country. 
Boxer briefs: I said it. There are not a lot 
of men who share their thoughts on 
underwear. Who wants to be left hanging 
anyway? It's all about control (my thera-
pist and 1 are working on this). A word 
of advice, never go commando ... zip~ 
pers hurt. 
Text messages: I never really understood 
them until this past summer when I 
became quite profic ient at sending them. 
Who knew this amazing language of 
LOL, IMHO, TLKTYL8R and ROT-
FLUTS? 
Vending machines: I can sit there for 
hours and watch people take 3 to 5 min-
utes try ing to figure out if they want the 
Snickers, M&Ms, Baby Ruth or Skittles. 
T he C hronic kids: I have met some of 
the best, brightest and talented students. 
They' re the ones who work for little or 
no money, work overtime and publish 
more than 40 pages for 16 weeks 
straight. Winn ing more than 200 awards 
in the past few years is just a snapshot. 
These are the dedicated Columbia stu-
dents who are holding the college's mis-
sion of"Creating Change" within them-
selves. Thank you all for your hard work 
and dedication. 
Direct sunlight is a g ift. It shapes the contours of people, giving them a dramatic feel that ca?not be ~e-creat_ed in a s tud io. This 
photo was taken at the Polk Blue Line stop, located at Paulina Street and Polk Street. There IS a spec1al feeling that 1s generated 
when you find natural light and work it to shape your image. People can l6se sight of everyday scenes; they begin to take them 
for granted. Sometimes, you have to work really hard to create an image. Other times they fall right into your lap. It's up to the 
photographer to pursue it. 
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Jozz Showcase owner loses leose 
Talks continue on possible collaboration wffh Columbia 
By Betti Palmer /Staff Writer 
In 194 7. Joe Segal ~larted the first location wa~ on the comer of Reich said. The Village 
Jazz Showcase at Roosevell Rush and Delaware ~!reels tn the Vanguard. opened in 1935 in 
Umvcn:ily. Now. nearly 60 years Gold Coast. II then moved into New York C ity, is the olde~l. 
later. Segal is being forced to the Blackstone Hote l, 636 S. In looking for a new location, 
mow his business once again. Michigan Ave .. in 19R2. Chicago Segal sa1d reopening in the South 
Jazz Showcase. 59 W. Grand Tribune jazz cn11c lloward Reich Loop would be ideal, espccJa lly if 
Ave .. is a venue with a c lub set- said rclocat ron rs cornmon fo r Jazz Showcase can share a space 
ltng where guests can be enter- jazz clubs. wllh ColumbJa. 
tmned by some of the world's .. Jazz club~ 1yp1cally don't m'n .. We are cxplonng severa l 
grentl.~st J:IZZ musrcrans. Past per- the burldmg." Rcrch smd. ···nrcy'n..: avenues to c reate partnershrps 
fo.>nncrs mcludc 11ukc Flhngton. at the mercy of landlords·· between Joe Segal·~ Jazz 
/\hmad Jamal and (\>rky S l~gel. In order for lat./ ~hnwc"c In Showca'C and the Columbia 
to name a fo.·w. The club has relo- relocate. Sega l needs at lea> I Col lege C h1 cago MuSJc 
rated 111 the past. mamly due to $280.000 II > pay for a so.·ctmly Department ... '<lid R1 chard 
bndlnrd rssucs. and th rs trmc.." dcposrt and con~ tnu.:tuHl for th.: J>un ..;comh. uf the tvfu ..;rc 
rsn't much ditTcrcnt. mtcn or of till' d ub n H.' prohkm lkpartmt..: nt . 
.-\ ccordmg to S.:gal. tht.• land· rs the busm.: ... , " nnt financ rall)' lhll th.: talk..; arc on ly prcllmr· 
lord drd nut rent.'\\' Jazz lu('rata \·c. nary nght rw'' · Dw,. .. c.;omh !\;ud. 
SIH'wcase's lease because he Though tht.· current ln..:.rtl(ln \ cott fl ail. drrt..:Unr o f Jat/. 
''~lilt" h..' rent tht.· G rand A\ cnut.' ha' 150 scah .rt S20 ~r h.:ad . . md ~tudrt.'' .rt Columb1a -.;;11d the part· 
spa\'c to a n .. ·staurant there ao;; a full h.rr 111"1dc. the ner-.;lup \\()tdd he grcdt Ha ll 
" li e d1dn't gtn: us a ..:hath.:e." \\t.' t.·kly prrdi t dPe' nnt mea,ure tlunk' the rl·locatrnn \\ Olild all nw 
egal o;;a H..l. · · t-t ~..· wa nted tht.• lt.r ltan up to the \\l'c~ l y l''<PCil'l'' the t olkgc tn ca~d y cnllahnrdiC 
rt.•staurant . I gul."ss thcy' n .. · gr,·mg "l:a<.:h artr..;t Ctl llll'' 111 for .r \~ rt h ~ega I. " lw had qudcnt..; 
hrm four tunes the money." week and tlu: rc ' ' no o nt.· for \ '''' tiH: dub and pcrf(xm there 111 
Segal knows tlus temporary under $7.000 a week:· Segal '"1d the 1'·"1 
clo~ure wtll grea1ly afTcc 1 the But Ja7.Z Showca't.' h:'h matk Segal·~ knov.lcdgt.: of J.111. a.s 
club's business and 1s worncd rent and paad artht" fo r 60 year' al..;o "'ught by mdu,try pro fc-.;-
that people w1l11hmk the \'enuc 1s by holdmg fund rou'lng cnncert< '"'1wl' Jun ~ ahey. d~rc<: tor of 
completely closed. II may take up for S I 00 a head. receJ\ mg dnua- l' rogrammmg at the Ch1cago 
to S l."t months to find another lions. and hy attractrng audrcnct.·, S)'mphony On..: hc~tra . has con· 
locallon for the Showcase. to hear glob.d J.lll grcah hke ,ulted w11h Segal to ,ee wluch 
However. wh1le Segal IS lookmg Ellmgtnn '"" .1r11'1' he recommend~ I he 
for a new loca taon. the Showcase "Over the yc-<r r~ rt has ht.' l.:'ll llh.: :r Cht~o: .r gll Symphony ( >n.: hc-..;tr~r 
wtll ho ld concerts at the center hecau-.;c tht.·y· rt.· nrt.·n ha' 1.100 ac.hancc ... uh,Lnhcr' to 
Audltonum Thea tre o f R0osc,·clt se\en day" .r \\Cd •. " ' :11d Kt.:r ch rh IO·ront.crt p:!tl. ,cnc-.; c,·cry 
Umver-.uy. 50 E Congrco;;o;; "You ah'"Y' !..no\\ tht.· ht.:'l mu,t · )C.rr. l·aht.:) ,ard 
Parkway. and Joe·< Be-Bop Cafe cJan< "dl be .11 the 1.111 I . 1 hc~ '·"d he c red1h the 
at Sa\)' Paer. Showca~c.. trt.:llll'lld'.lU' numhcr t'f Jail f.rn~ 
said the jazz aud ience is 
dying- literally. 
"Our audience- 50 and 60 
year olds--they' re dying out or 
home entertainment is keepin!J 
them in." Segal said. 
Even Chicago public radio sta-
tion. 91.5 WBEZ, is cutting jazz 
out of it~ program after Jan. I , 
2007. Segal said. They've lost 
their audience. 
"Rock 'n ' roll is what killed 
jazz," Segal said. "The Beatles 
and Elvis and all that other inferi-
or junk- it's all music you don't 
have to think about. Jazz is a 
thinking person's music." 
chronicle@colum.edu 
Th1~ IS the th~rd maJOr rcloca- Jall. Sh<mc.1,e 1' the 'cu>nd m ( IIIC•I!!<> \\Jih ~rep1ng tho.· Kenny Barron performed at Ch1cago·s Jazz Showcase. 59 W. Grand 
;.:ll.:.oo.:n.....:cfo:..:r....::lh.::e:...c.J.:.az::.z:....:S::h.::o:."c.·.:.c a::·'.::c:_l:.:l_-':_...:o...:l=d=c.:..' I:...LJ a::l:_:l___:<=:.:l u::.h:.:.....l:.:n:.....::tl:.::><~· ...:':.:..".::"-.:n-.:t~r~:.:-_1 .11 1 '-.he"' , a ,c a 1" e 11 <11_-;.:..· ,:J. g;::' '.::d __ A_v_e_. _T_h.:..e_S:_h_o:.w....:.ca:.se:.:.....:IS:...:be..::_ln...::g~fo:..r.:.ced.:..:...:t.:.o_r.:.e..:loca:=::te:....:a::t..:t:..:h.:e .:e::n..:d:...:o:..:f .::th:.::e:.;.ye=a::..:.r. 
: •dYwrtising IXIt:Mtil'l: 
• ssis t•nt •&• 1ditor: 
• s'; s , s s is 
• s s i' 
c 0 p y 
up an application at Ths Columbia Chronicle offics at 33 E Congrsss, Suits 224 
t•nt c 1mp u s 1ditor : 
t•nt city • ·d i tor : 
t1nt comm1nttry tditor : 
wd ito r : 
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Bikes, beer ond frostbite 
A winter bike ride through an altered state 
By Mark Byrne/A&E Editor 
Biking and booze make strange 
bedfellows, but they become more 
familiar every year a group of 
Chicagoans bring them together. 
The Three Floyds Brew Pub 
Ride, which occurs for the sec-
ond year in a row on Jan. 14, is a 
65-mile, round-trip bike ride to 
the Three Floyds Brewery in 
Munster, Ind., in the dead of 
winter. 
Last year, when Mark Sinclair 
organized the ride, more than 25 
riders participated. The weather 
was sunny and the wind worked 
to their favor. By all accounts, the 
ride was a success, and Sinclair 
hoped it would become an annual 
event. 
1997, before it was even known 
as that- back when it was the 
"Daley Plaza Ride." 
He's also familiar with long-
distance winter rides. In 
October, he spent a week riding 
through Upper Michigan and 
parts of Wisconsin. Parts of the 
Wisconsin leg even took place 
in the middle of a bli zzard. 
"There are always points when 
you feel like: 'This is crummy. 
Why I am doing this? I remember 
this from last time. I thought I 
wasn't going to do this anymore. 
I' m too tired, too old,"' 
O 'Rourke said. "You always just 
remember the good parts, and the 
bad parts only give you bragging 
rights." However, Sinclair, who was 
the comedy and sports editor at 
TimeOut Chicago, died of com-
plications resulting from a bra in 
aneurysm just four months later, 
on April 14. So his friends and 
co-workers at the magazine took 
over to ensure the ride would 
continue. 
The group meets at Daley 
Plaza, 50 W. Washington Ave. 
They then head south and around 
Lake Michigan into Indiana on a 
course of bike paths, chosen with 
the help of Bob Matter, who 
works in circulation for TimeOut 
Chicago. Though he hadn't been 
to the Three Floyd's· Brew Pub 
before last year, Matter lives in 
Indiana ana knows the area. 
T.C. O' Rourke, pictured with his bike and a jug o' beer, is organizing the 2007 Three Floyds Brew Pub 
Ride, a 65 mi le round-trip bike ride to a brewery in Indiana. 
T.C. O'Rourke, the newsstand 
manager for TimeOut Chicago, 
rode along last year and took 
charge for the 2007 ride. 
"There's a sort of satisfaction 
that a lot of long distance bicy-
clists have that you gain from 
powering yourself across land-
scape," O'Rourke said: "And it's 
not everybody's cup of tea." 
O ' Rourke is no stranger to 
group bike rides. He's participat-
ed in Critica l Mass rides s ince 
Like Sinclair did and 
O ' Rourke still does, Matter 
commutes via bike throughout 
the winter and knows how to 
keep warm. The basic rule for 
biking in the winter is to stack 
thin layers under a windbreaker 
shell- but with a long distance 
ride, it is a little different. 
"On a long ride like this you 
have to worry about over dress-
ing," Matter said. "That was a big 
problem a lot of people made. 
Once you've been riding for 10 
minutes, you' re warmed up. If 
anything you stop to peel off a 
layer or two. People actually get 
warmer along the ride." 
Both Matter and O ' Rourke 
recalled that most of the partici-
pants enjoyed the · ride, and in 
honor of Sinclair 's wishes, they 
hope it will continue for years to 
come. 
O' Rourke sa id the people at 
Three Floyds received the group 
well and gave them a full tour of 
the brewery. 
Todd Gee, part-owner of 
Handlebar, 23 II W. North Ave., a 
Wicker Park bar and restaurant 
that caters to bicyclists, also par-
ticipated in the ride last year. 
Gee serves Three Floyds ' 
Alpha King Brew on tap at his 
bar. They even have a Friday spe-
cial for it- $3 pints. 
"It's a good beer," Gee said. 
" It's made locally, and now that 
Bell 's is no longer sold in Illinois, 
it's kind of our one good, strong, 
local beer." 
The bike ride takes place as a 
part of Chicago' s Bike Winter 
program. Though the 2007 ride 
will revis it the Three Floyds 
brewery, 0 ' Rourke said they are 
not attached to that destination. 
"There are numerous other 
breweries around, and I'm inter-
ested in riding to all of them," 
0 ' Rourke said. 
mbyrne@chroniclemail. com 
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Won't cho be my neighborhood bor? 
Humboldt Park bar zooms in on crime-scene photographer Weegee for inspiration 
By Mark Byrne/A&E Editor 
On a Tuesday night , five guys 
sat around a table playing 
euchre and drinking. They were 
laughing, but not loudly. A girl 
sat at the bar, reading a newspa-
per. The rest: Silent. Silent-film 
s ilent. The kind of silent where 
jazz plays in the background, 
but real smooth stuff, nothing 
crazy. And there was Alex 
Huebner, behind the bar, pour-
ing drinks for his neighbors. 
This is Weegee 's Lounge, 3659 
W. Armitage Ave., hidden on the 
comer of a desolate street in 
• Humboldt Park. on a block where 
blinking blue lights keep an eye 
on the neighborhood. And so 
does Huebner and his wife Lynn 
Marrs from the large window of 
the bar they opened together on 
June 8. 
But this bar has a twist: It was 
modeled after 1930s crime scene 
photographer Arthur Fellig, 
whose nickname was Weegee. 
Huebner studied photography at 
the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago, and has a collection of 
Fellig prints, which hang above 
tables. A photo booth occupies a 
back comer of the room. It feels 
like a place straight out of the 
1930s- a place where Arthur 
Fellig might have hung out. 
M I hate to use the word 
'theme.·~ Huebner said. " Let's be 
full of shit and just call it a 
moe if." 
The mocif, then, is a product of 
Huebner's beer selections and 
the decorations by Marrs, who 
studied architecture at the Art 
Institute 
'The single room that makes up 
Weegee's Lounge is stark, but 
according to Huebner, the details 
it boasts are key to the vibe. The 
tin ceiling is original. but it spent 
years hidden above low-s lung 
tiles in the building's previous 
incarnation as a dive bar called 
Chris' Place. The room is dark 
around the edges but the lights 
that hang above the wood bar 
keep the patrons nicely lit. 
As for drinks, the beer is all 
from smaller breweries. You 
won 't see Miller anywhere on the 
extensive list; in fact , you would-
n 'I even find Guinness. The cock-
tails, too, are a throwback to the 
'30s, all lifted straight from old-
fashioned cocktail menus. The 
boilermaker, for instance, is the 
original Indiana boilermaker: a 
shot of Makers Mark dropped 
into a mug of PBR. 
Despite the beer list, however, 
Huebner said he ·s not trying to 
mimic bars like Sheffield 's in 
Lakeview or Map Room · in 
Bucktown, which both have hun-
dreds of microbrew beers on tap. 
" I'm not really a beer geek," 
Huebner said. " But I like good 
beer." 
So he filled the taps with beers 
he likes, and put his focus on the 
cocktail list- with drinks like the 
boilermaker, sloe gin fizz and the 
Godfather. 
Though this is his first time as 
an owner, Huebner has been in 
the bar business for 17 years, and 
it shows in the way he speaks of 
the community. He constantly 
namedrops bars around Chicago, 
and refers to some by the first 
name of its owner. He's bartend-
ed everywhere from Sheffield's 
to Lincoln Park nightspot 
Raven's, and even Berlin, a pre-
dominantly gay club in 
Lakeview. 
Ml can work any kind of 
crowd," Huebner said. "I worked 
a club in San Francisco doing 
hip-hop nights." 
Huebner and his wife have 
more than just a working interest 
in the Humboldt Park neighbor-
hood- they've also lived there 
for the past four years. Huebner 
said it is still rough, though it's 
getting better. 
" I still think it's a little early, in 
terms of the neighborhood chang-
ing, or getting better," Huebner 
said. "But we've also watched it 
get better. We' re helping develop 
the neighborhood." 
" It's not gentrification," his 
wife, Lynn Marrs, chimed in. 
" We don 't want the neighborhood 
to turn into Wicker Park or 
Bucktown." 
The choice to feature Arthur 
Fellig was also fitting because of 
the state of the neighborhood. 
"The stuff he was shooting, I 
felt was very appropriate to the 
deeper themes of the neighbor-
hood," Huebner said. " He was 
working in Manhattan in the '30s 
and '40s when it was an up-and-
coming neighborhood." 
Rod Slemmons, the Director of 
the Museum of Contemporary 
Photography, said that Arthur 
Fellig's work was very important, 
though in an indirect way. 
"He was kind of eccentric in 
his practice of being a journalistic 
photographer," Slemmons said. 
'' Instead of pointing his camera at 
the action, he would tum 180 
degrees and point it at the people 
reacting to what was going on." 
Slemmons said that Fellig 's 
work influenced some of 
America's most well-known pho-
tographers, like Lee Friedlander, 
Garry Winograd, Diane Arbus 
"and the whole New York School 
of photography." Huebner want-
ed Fellig's eccentricity to trans fer 
into the aesthetic of the bar. 
" It's a place where you can 
come in with friends and sit and 
Alex Huebner, far rigtlt, chats with costumers at his bar, Weegee's 
Lounge, 3659 W. Armitage Ave. 
have a conversation," Marrs said. 
"The music's not overwhelming, 
and you can get a great cocktail. 
There aren ' t TVs hypnotizing 
you in the comer. It's just a place 
you can go with friends and hang 
out. And that's what I look for in 
a bar." 
Huebner doesn't intend to limit 
the prints on the wall to Fellig. In 
fact, in the future, he'd like 'to 
integrate the work of local pho-
tographers who work in the same 
mindset of Fellig's black-and-
white photojournalism. During 
the wanner months, he also 
intends to open a beer garden out 
back- another place for neigh-
bors to kick back and drink a cold 
one. 
From behind the bar, Huebner 
saw an older man pass by the 
window. Huebner smiled broadly, 
waved and yelled . ~'It's the 
judge!" 
"He's a neighborhood guy," 
was the only description Huebner 
offered, '?ut that'~ al)Jhat:S n. 
ed. These ~ a bunch of neigh-
bors. This is their neighborhood. 
And Weegee's Lounge, Huebner 
hopes, will be their neighbolbood ' 
bar. ' 
mbyrne@chroniclemail.com 
Drink todoy, no 
heodoche tomorrow? 
New energy pill claims to· be "great 
for hangovers" 
By Mary Kroeck/ Assistant A&E Editor 
Just in time for the holiday party season, a 
new energy pill is hitting the market. Not 
only is it full of vitamins and minerals to 
g ive a boost throughout the day, but it's also 
supposed to be "great for hangovers." • 
This pill is an all-natural vitamin supple-
ment called Acelera, which has compo-
nents of B vitamins, green tea, caffeine and 
ginseng , among other supplements. It was 
created by Acelera Nutrition, a Chicago-
based company. However, the effective-
ness of the pill is being met with some 
skepticism. 
Even though the core components of 
Acelera are B vitamins, Marci Chapman, 
chief operating officer of Acelera nutrition, 
says it's the specific combination of various 
nutrients that makes the pill effective. 
"It's one thing to get a multivitamin," 
Chapman said. "This specifically targets 
what alcohol takes out . .. It's also good as a 
daily natural energy supplement." 
However, some are skeptical of the pill 's 
effectiveness. Dr. Susie Rockway of Rush 
University said, based on the ingredients 
listed on the pill's website, she doesn't see it 
being harmful toward anyone, but whether 
or not it helps the symptoms of a hangover 
has yet to be determined. 
"'I;ypically companies get a lot of really 
co~~~ . ingredients and put them together," 
Rodkway said. "It's all based on theory. 
Whether it works for a hangover or not is 
questionable." 
The fact that this product's target audience isMiilli¢a/is;T,hl<.e'~ it diff~~ent than others on 
the market. 
"The Mexican culture favors herbal med-
ic!l~\zn because of the high price of health 
care u:i Mexico," Chapman said. 
Chapman also said because other compa-
nies are ignoring the Hispanic market, that is 
their core audience. 
In terms of the product being marketed 
toward Mexicans, Rockway said she isn't 
sure how much of a market there is for the 
product. 
"Europe is much more [aware] of natural 
medicine," Rockway said. "I haven' t heard 
so mucli about a market for natural medicine 
in Mexico." 
Rockway believes the most important way 
to find out if the pill is effective is by having 
it tested. She suggested the company take 20 
participants and do a study to see if the pill 
actually helps them. 
"As long as there's not too much of one 
ingredient or not enough of something else, 
you 're guessing," Rockway said. "You don ' t 
really know. If you ' re going to blend these 
things, test them." 
In looking at a printed list of Acelera's 
ingredients, Ken Sidell, who has worked at 
Kramer's Health Foods store for 19 years, 
said someone could probably achieve the 
same effects of the pill by taking a B vitamin. 
"The core [of the pill] is all B vitamins," 
Sidell said. " We've had a few hangover 
pills over the years. The core of all of them 
was B complex." 
The reason behind this is what Chapman 
said- the pill tries to put back in the body 
what drinking takes out. However, Sidell 
also agreed with Rockway, saying that he 
doesn ' t know if the pill is that effective. 
"A regu lar multivitamin would probably 
do the same thing," Sidell said. "If you 
take a B complex during the course of the 
evening you can avoid the effects of a 
hangover almost completely." 
Sidell said although vitamins help with 
the symptoms of hangovers. they don't help 
with the effects of heavy drinking, and peo-
ple can still feel nauseated. The main reason 
B vitamins can help, according to Sidell, is 
that the brain needs B vitamins to function 
properly. Alcohol washes out some of that 
vitamin and can cause impairments. 
Rockway suggested a few other methods 
to ease the·effects of alcohol, the. best being 
to avoid heavy drinking and the 'second best 
being to drink two glasses of water between 
drinks. 
Other traditional remedies like drinking 
milk and taking aspirin also decrease the 
symptoms o f a hangover, accord ing to 
Rockway. 
Acelera is currently sold only online and 
by phone. There are a few sampling parties 
taking place in Chicago over the next few 
weeks, including one at Club Babalu on 
Dec. 16. 
For more information. visit www.ace/er-
aenergia. com. 
mkroeck@chroniclemail.com 
A new energy supplement, Acelera, hit the market a few weeks ago. The company claims 
the pill helps relieve the symptoms of a hangover by replenishing the body with the nutri-
ents alcohol removes. 
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Celebrate Wo rld AIDS Day, December 1, 2006 
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY. 1104 S WABASH AVENUE 
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DRESS UP AGAINST AIDS. NOVEMBER 16, 2006-JANUARY 5, 2007 
WORLD AIDS DAY RECEPTION : DECEMBER 1, 4 :30-6PM This Week! 
(C]Spaces is proud to present the work of Brazilian artist Adriana Bertini and her 
exhibition Dress Up Against Aids. Bertini uses thousands of condoms per garment to 
create beautiful even1ng dresses in an effort to promote HIV prevention. ·My idea is to 
pmmote condom use not as a commercial fashion but as a conceptual fashion.~ says 
Bertini. The artist's use of the condom in a repetitive manner evokes Bertini 's belief 
that if condoms become more commonly seen objects. people will be more likely to 
use them. 
In 1994 the artist worked with HIV positive children as a volunteer for an AIDS 
prevention group. Over 10 yea rs she has researched and executed several processes 
to work with this unique form of latex. Her years of commitment in AIDS prevention 
evolved within her background in fashion and ultimately led to the inception of this 
project in 1997. Since then, her work has been exhibited in the International AIDS 
Conference in Barcelona,. Toronto and Bangkok. The showing at Columbia College is 
the national premiere of the collection. 
C3 3 GALLERY. 33 E CONGRESS AVEN UE 
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WORKING FRAMEWORKS, November 17, 2006- January 5, 2007 
(C]Spaces is pleased to present the third and final installment of the traveling 
exhibition Working Frameworks in the C33 Gallery and the Conaway Center. Exhibition 
Coordinator Saul ApPelbaum describes the exhibition as "a cross-disciplinary/cross-
institut ional/tri-state art network. Working Frameworks is a space-specific exhibition 
demonstrating the alignments and displacements, oth allegorical and material. 
occurring when an object of art moves from one locale to another." Originating at 
Cornell Un iversity in New York. moving to the Knowlton School of Architecture in Ohio 
and concluding at Columbia College Chicago, the exhibition features interactive and 
site-specific works by over 40 artists. 
Working Frameworks features Mark Van Fleets Van Gallery, a family Van converted into 
a mobile art gallery and the Control Room created by Gene A. Felice II and Nathan 
Ober. The Control Room is an interactive kiosk that displays the progression of the 
exhibition and posts the finds on www.workingframe~orks. com. 
HOKIN GALLERY, 6 2 3 S WABASH AVENUE 
Hour s 9 am 7 pm Mondd ~ TIHn s dn} il fl d 9 d ill 5 pm o n Fq dny 
PICTURING HOPE: THROUGH THEIR EYES, Photographs by Children Affected by 
HIV/ AIDS 
November 29. 2006 - January 10, 2007 T his week.! 
Reception : Wor ld AIDS Day. Friday, December 1. 2006, 7:30 . 9 PM 
Curated by Cra ig Bender, Founder, Picturing Hope 
This exhibit of photographs, taken by children in Burkina Faso. India, Malawi , Romania 
and Tanzania. provides a close look at how the global AIDS epidemic is shaping 
everyday lives t~rough children's eyes. The images are selected from Picturing Hope, a 
program that provides resources to children affected by AIDS to explore their feelings. 
strengthen their sense of self and find a voice through which to tel l their stories. For 
more information on the program. please visit: www.picturinghope.com 
HOKIN ANNEX, 623 S WABASH AVENUE 
Hours 9 am I pill Monday l llu l sdcl Y and q cur. 5 ptn on Frid<1V 
WA-POP! The Invasion of Japanese Pop Art . 
November 29, 2006 · January 17, 2007 
Reception : Thursday. November 30, 5-7 PM This week.! 
Curated by Yusuke Tanaka, Art and Des1gn Maj o r. Co lum bia College Chicago 
WA-POP! The Invasion of Japanese Pop Art presents Pop Art by Japanese art1!-ts \\ ho 
are actrvely working in the States and by the students of Colum bia College Chrcago 
The exhibiti on title is a playful expression th at asks nrnong other t l1111gs. ··what pop?" 
This eyepopping and often del1ghtrull y lfreveren t exhtbr t offers provocatrve rdeas that 
explore a genre of art that is perceived very dif ferent ly m Jopan than in the Unrted 
States. 
cspaces.colum.edu 
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You've written your last paper. You've att 
last class. You've sat through your last 1 
·It's time to rest. 
But walt! Now that your life doesn't revolve around classes and homework, It's time to have some fun and see some live music. 
The Chronicle has compiled a list of six must-see concerts to attend over the winter break. With jazz, rock, pop, blues and Mexlcan-
Amer1cen stYles represented In this list, there's something here for everyone. We've also Included background Information on the band 
or artist and Incorporated some extra Information about the venues hosting these noteworthy performances. 
Imogen Heap at the Riviera Theatre, 4746 N. R1101ne Ave., Dec. 19 
Few solo female artists of today match Heap's artsy 
approach to crafting songs layered with samples, ethere-
al melodies and thick bottom-end. This British 
singer/ songwriter, formally of the band Frou Frou, is fre-
quently compared to Annie Lennox, PJ Harvey and, most 
of all, Bjork. Live, Heap Is a one-woman show, despite the 
constant button-pushing and gadget fidgeting required to 
maintain the rhythm while she sings. Like Bjork, Heap's 
fashion is as original and bizarre as her music-she 
blends a mid·'BOs look with something resembling a 
modern-day runway model. Heap, who doesn't make It to 
the U.S. that often, Is touring in support of iMegaphone. The album, which came out 
in 1998 and is her first, was re-released Nov. 14-but you can count on Heap's set to 
feature many songs from her latest release, the brilliant Speak for Yourself. This show 
begins at 7:30 p.m., costs $21 and is just two days after classes officlally end for the 
fall semester. Kid Beyond'and Levi Weaver will also be playing. So, celebrate Christmas 
break In Its infancy by seeing one of music's most original female performers at the 
Riviera Theatre, a club rich with history. 
Built in 1917 by architects George and C.W. Rapp, the theater is one of the leading 
mid-sized concert halls in Chicago. Cepacity for this venue is about 2500 and it fea-
tures some fantastic architecture inside. High ceilings create carrying acoustics that 
rival the sound quality of most opera houses. The main floor Is massive, but concert· 
goers who choose to watch their shows In peace are In luck: the Riviera Theatre has a 
large balcony on the second level and an elevated floor In the back of the first level. 
Behind the soundboard is a wrap-around bar which serves beer and cocktails. Despite 
serving alcohol, this venue is all-ages. 
Los LobOS at the Ara&on Ballroom, 1106 w. Lewr.enoe Ave .. Dec. 30 
Los LobOS are living legends. Since forming In the 
early '70s in East LA.. this band has blended all of their 
influences Into a sound echoed In numerous current 
American bands-namely Oevotchka and Dave Matthews 
Band. Incorporating various styles of music into their 
original sound, Including blues. rock. country and tradf. 
tonal Mexican-style genres. has allowed them to gain a 
multitude of fans just as diverse as their music. Live. Los 
Lobos Is the perfect stylistic assimilation of traditional 
Mexican music performance-music that Is participatory, 
Intimate and hard not to dance to-<:omblned with the 
attitude of a southern bar band. Thirty years after forming. Los Lobos has perfected 
their live act This show starts at 7 p.m .• and costs $30. Come celebrate the day before 
New Year's Eve by seeing this brilliant band at the Aragon Ballroom. one of Chicago's 
best concert halls. 
Built in 1926 by Andrew and William Karzas. this club was one of the city's most 
popular hangouts when swing and jazz music swept the nation. and was once one of 
the best-known dance halls In America. The elegant Interior Is a little worn. but the 
venue's deterioration only adds to Its mystique. Dancing on the shiny wooden floor 
feels like jumping on a thousand tiny trampolines, as the club has retained Its spr1n&-
llke feel since its dance hall days. The sound system can be bllsterln&IY loud. especial-
ly when the venue hosts loud metal acts or salsa groups. 
-.....n Clldeletltw llltiQIIcNn. 2100 w. ~~DIG. 31 
After releasing their debut elbum. Enter. earlier this 
year, Russian Circles have ettabllahed themselvea as a 
leading local act, eenerating a massive amount of lndu• 
try buu and critical praise. Their music Ia a croea 
between loose progreaalve end dense atmospheric; 
think Dream Theater meeta Tool, but without vocela. 
Uve, Russian Circles Ia Intense, ener&etic, loud and son· 
lcally enveloplna. Thla local act may be lnatrumontel, but 
that doetn't mean thoy'ro lnaccoaalble to the aenerel 
rock tan who typically prefera aomothln& to aln& alona to. 
Join poat-rock/lnstrumentel band Run ion Circlet for 11 
N~>W Y!illr'tl Evil bD4h 111 tho Btl&t Kltchun. ncketl nre St2 at the door. Maps and 
Atl-. wmpri110<J of Columblll studonta. an<J Tolth nro opening. Thla ahow Ia 21 and 
""'" and bogJna 111 II p.m. 
Uo11t Kitchtm i11111m!lll!lr vonuo. 110 g01 thuro early. But dobplte Ita model t alzt, tht 
(J;}!Jt Kltch~~n Is onu of the prernlore tp(ltll to aee 11 ahow In ChiCIIIIO. It holtl 1 wldt 
v~~rluty of w noorta from bDrnJs of 1111 dlffmont gonru but you woul<ln 't think 10 look 
lng ut thu t11111. IJ11rk 11nd dirty. It ~~~Joms llko 11 PIIIOIIIIUttor punk8 would Mnll out. But 
ttu! ~lub't fri1Jr11J1y ~t11ff mllk41& tho U0111 Kltt h!HI n wnrrn nrttl woloornlng vonuo to Itt 
""how ln. lho tmr f!llllulll& ovor 40 boer~ on ta ll, llrttl lim toM 11 r111110n!lbly prlctd. 
'"" rJinlr,g IJri!IJ !HIO tmr nr& lrt 11 mttorf!rlt room from tho IUJIIIJ, 10 thn mnjorlty of tht 
qhiiWq IJI IIIII llf!lll Kltr,tll!rl hro nil nfVJ!I. 
G!IIIMmln end F\1en01•1M HIMt f6111M, ua H. DIMbcMn M.,JMI. U 
- Much of the current progressive rock heard today 
incorporates elements of improvisation with a folk/bluea 
mix, and that can be attributed to what Gregg Allman has 
accomplished in his 37 years as a professional musician. 
As a founding member and songwriter for The Allman 
Brothers, one of America's most influential blues bands, 
Allman is a true living legend. Though many Allman 
Brothers albums are known for their slick and simplistic 
pr<><;luctlon, the brilliance. of their music can only be exp&-
rlenced In a live setting. Songs regularly tum into drawn-
out jams with Coltrane-esque solos and cllmaxlnc 
crescendos. And though his brother and e<Hland member Duane Allman was killed 
tragically In 1971. Allman Is keeping the music alive as he tours regularly with solo 
artists like guitarist Robben Ford and drummer Steve Potts. The concert starts at 9 
p.m. and Is $36.50 through Tlcketmaster. 
Despite being a little expensive, the House of Blues Is a great place to hang even If 
you're not seeing a concert. It hosts a wide variety of acts, including soul, rap, funk and 
rock and has a restaurant and bar. The st.ff is incredibly friendly, and most of the food 
Is southern-fried cuisine. On Sundays, the House of Blues holls a gospel brunch, 
where food Is served to gospel music. A gift shop up front sells T-shirts, shot glassM 
and other House of Blues merchandise. 
Otnce at Schubes, 3159 N. Southport Ave., Jan 15. 
Office could be the best ~~ act you've ,_ heard 
of. The brainchild of musician and artist Scott Masson, 
Office combines danceable grooves with geeky, Weezer· 
Inspired lyrics and an approach to songwrttlng that 
echoes greats like Buddy Holly and Elvis Costello. A rest-
dance at Schubas In May of 2006 generated a massille 
amount of buzz for the band, and the group inked a deal 
with New Une Records. The band's last album, 2005's 
Q&A, also stirred up a lot of talk in the music industry. 
Uvlng up to an office motif, the bend dresses In suits 
when playing live. Their show Is energetic, engaging 'and 
shouldn't be missed. This concert starts at 9 p.m., costs $15 at the door and IS 18 and 
over. Also playing are Mucca Pazza. The God Damn Ooo Wop Band and Tlgereity. 
Like the Beat Kitchen, Schubas is a smaller venue, but what It lacks in size It makes 
up for In style: This neo-Gothlc Inspired venue Is a jewel in the Chicago club scene. 
Located In Lekevlew, the building was erected In 1903; and was built as a part of the 
Schlitz Brewery project. which built everything from comer taps to hotels in the first 
part of the 19th century. The venue was renovated In 1997, and a full-servlee kitchen 
was added. serving tradit ional American food. Schubas also has a full bar. 
'filii......_ • ..,. ......... ~ !JIM£..,.~.._ a 
In a city rich with jazz history, Von Freeman Is one of 
the few who's seen and played It all. Startln& his career In 
the early '406, Freeman, who plays tenof saxophone, ha 
close to 20 studio albums and has ~with~ 
from Chinle Parker to Dllzy Gllle8ple, to moclem-dlly jUZ 
sln&ers like Kurt Ellln&- Freeman lsthet.thefofjiiii.-
Chlco Freeman, allo a tenof saxophonist. Ellen ~ 
if'OWin& up In the 301 he wee tllu&ht • more trdlonll 
epproach to jazz. Freeman's style hal eYOIYid 1111 ~ 
rate ltylet of free jazz and .... nt-elrde-~ .-. 
awry l"Uelday nl&ht at New Apartment L~ and the 
ahow 11 frea. Hit performance uautlly starta after 10 p.m., and Ilea been lcnown 110 
carry lon&lnto the nl&ht. 
Many people travel up north to '" &ood ]lu at olubt like the GfMn Mill, 4802 N. 
Broadway St .. or Velvet Lounae. 87 E. Cermak Rd., but few North lldefl know ~ 
thla club located In Chloa&o'l South Side. Thll venue Ilea a fUll blr that II dlcofMIII 
by many Chrlatmaa ll&hta thlt tlmt of year. And althoulh It doetn't holt~~ 
belldea Freamtn'a 1\ltlday performance, amateura ara often Invited onatate to • 
play their ohopa. 
Story by Brent Steven White 
Photogr phy by Michael Jarecki and Mauricio Rubio 
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The biggest iockosses of 2k6 
The Chronicle combines its passions-Jackasses cind Top 51ists-for a look back on the 
people that made 2006 a pain in the rear 
By Hunter Clauss/Editor-in·Cheif & Tiffany Breyne/Managing Editor 
From celebrity mishaps and gossip to 
political scandals, 2006 saw an abundance 
of Jackass moments that made headlines 
across the nation. Now, despite the never-
ending list of stupid famous people, we at 
The Chronicle have narrowed it down to the 
Top 5 Jackasses of the Year. Though the 
level of idiocy is subjective, there is no 
uncertainty that these people belong on the · 
list. 
REP. MARK FOLEY, R-FLA. 
Just when it seemed like 
maybe Mel Gibson wasn't an 
anti-Semite, he had to get drunk 
and pull a Mad Max on a cop. In 
a drunken tirade, Gibson blamed 
Jews for basically every problem 
in the world including his arrest 
by a Los Angeles county deputy 
sheriff. But did everyone forget 
The Passion ofChrisf! Wasn't it 
obvious that the Lethal Weapon 
star pretty much blamed Jews for 
the death of J.C.? Good thing 
Passion raked in all that dough 
because Gibson's remarks are 
going to cost him when it comes 
to his new movie, Apocalypto. 
Republican congressman Mark Foley 's pale, sweaty fingers can't 
help themselves when it comes to instant messaging young pages. 
The story of Foley 's late-night messages broke only weeks before 
the mid-term e lections, and in one conversation the Sunshine State 
representative asks his " favorite young stud" as to whether or not 
he recently received a hand job, then goes off on masturbation 
techniques. Yeah, who wouldn't want to flirt with some creepy 
right-wing politician? However, not to knock on the page, but the 
kid actually admitted he had a fetish for people wearing casts. It's 
hard to tell if the kid 's joking and trying to creep out Foley or if 
he's serious. But the whole incident is just another reason Florida 
is one of the trashiest states in the union. 
For those Americans who have been living under a big pile of 
ignorance for a few years, former NFL star O.J. Simpson is no longer 
known only for his athleticism, but also for facing murder charges in 
the deaths of his ex-wife Nicole Brown-Simpson and her friend 
Ronald Goldman. Simpson also marred the image of white Broncos 
everywhere by evading arrest and leading cops in a car chase 
throughout the Los Angeles area. Because, of course, if you drive 
long enough, the cops will just give up-especially when you're 
wanted for murder. 
Luckily, many people were able to forget about that train wreck of 
a human being after far too much media coverage. But for some rea-
son, Simpson felt the need to bring his idiotic behavior back into the 
public eye with an even more idiotic book, If I Did It, detailing that 
if he had committed the murders, this is how he would have done it. 
· How convenient! Since we were all so disappointed about 
Simpson's innocence, we could finally _figure out just how the man 
would have done it! And even better, Simpson set up an interview 
with Fox to discuss the book and his hypothetical murder story. 
Eventually, due to bad media coverage and overall lack of respect for 
the victims' families, the book and the interview were kicked to the 
curb. And so was O.J. "Jackass" Simpson. 
Kim Jong-il 
THE CHICAGO TRANSIT 
AUTHORITY 
Riding the CTA is like riding a 
magical, dilapidated amusement 
ride around the city. However, 
unlike Mr. Toad 's Wild Ride, 
commuters can hobnob with 
puking frat guys, restless home-
less people carrying 20 different 
plastic bags filled with newspa-
pers, clueless tourists and moms 
pushing monstrous double 
strollers. And with the CTA hav-
ing just passed a fare hike at the 
beginning of the year, pumping 
it up from $1.75 to $2, another 
increase looms on the horizon as 
the CTA attempts· to balance its 
budget. Too bad the agency is 
looking to spend $1 billion on 
the Circle Line, or Circle Jerk, 
wtJ ich will connect all of the 
Metra and CTA lines. It 's nice to 
know the CTA is looking for 
new ways to blow its wad on the 
North Side w~en the South Side 
apparently ends at the 95th and 
Dan Ryan Red Line stop. 
But the CTA can make good 
on two things: getting you where 
you need to go and getting you 
there late. 
Whatever happened to 'give peace a chance'? Maybe North Korea didn't get enough hugs as a child, but 
we're thinking the country is dealing with some complex personal and psychological issues. It's hard to 
believe that people who resort to-<>h, we don't know, nuclear weapons- are all too sane in the membrane. 
When the country tried out a test bomb on Oct. 9 of th is year it sent a shock and a message to the rest of 
the world-<lon't mess with the N.K. Though North Korea hasn't since made any threats of nuclear action 
nor done anything too irrational, it still won't cooperate in tenns of keeping regu lat ions on their anned 
power. 
Basically, dealing with the country and its nuclear capabi lities is like dealing with an abnonnally large 
and strong five year old pointing a gun at a person 's face. There 's no easy way to reason with it, and one 
wrong move could mean the end to, well, civilization. 
In response, the U.S. and other countries have a similarly idiotic solution: withhold all imported luxuries 
such as cognac, iPods and plasma TVs from North Korean leader Kim Jong-il. Right, a good way to stop 
nuclear warfare is by denying a crazy man his iPod. That's not how you tame a jackass or his country. 
Instead, The Chronicle wants to say to North Korea: Get rid of the nuclear bomb; let's go grab an ice 
cream and then we' ll have an Eskimo kiss session. 
Now that's how you tame a jackass. 
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Choin moil: Not just for deflecting swords 
Chicago artist breathes new life into ancient armor 
Old-fashioned annor has got-
ten a new twist at the Razor's 
Edge Boutique, 4308 N. Lincoln 
Ave. Pendants, belts, bracelets 
and even scale models of tourist 
attractions that have been hand-
made from tiny, interlocking 
metal rings, known as chain mai l, 
are just a small selection of the 
items being displayed. 
Razor's Edge spotlights a new 
artist every month. said Kurt 
Okimoto, owner of the three-
month-old gallery. This month. 
Okimoto chose to feature the art 
of Rebeca Mojica, founder of 
Blue Buddha Boutique. 
Mojica, a self-taught chain 
mail artisan, launched Blu~ 
Buddha Boutique in February 
2003 as a diverse lin~ ,,f chain 
mail products. Her work is sold in 
cities from San Francisco to 
Buffalo. and sht·· s ewn sold 
pieces to custom~rs as far away 
as Sweden and Bulgaria. 
.. , picked up my p liers in May 
2002:· Mojica said. She tirst 
became interested in th~ art fonn 
while living in Gem1any after 
Rebecca Mojica. founder of Blue Buddha Boutique, uses chain mail 
to create Jewelry and art. 
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By Steve Baltrukonis/Copy Editor 
graduating from Medii! School of 
Journalism at Northwestern 
llniwrsitv. 
.. It w~s in Bielefeld at a 
Renaissanc~ Fair which, as a side 
note. was incredibly cool," 
Mojica said . .. It took place at a 
17th-century fort which was right 
down the block from my house. 
There was a bunch of goths walk-
ing around. A gaggle of goths, if 
you wi ll. A couple of them had on 
these really awesome chain mail 
belts." 
Inspired by the sight, she 
searched the fair for similar belts, 
but came up empty-handed. After 
taking her search to the Internet 
and finding a kit on eBay, she 
created a chain-mail belt. She 
was hooked. Beginning that day 
in May, she claims to have chain 
mailed every day for two years. 
It 's more than just hooking one 
ring to another, said Kat 
Ramsland, a fonner student of 
Mojica 's and a Lillstreet Art 
Center employee. 
"The thing about Rebecca is 
that she knows just about every 
different technique that's out 
there for chain mail ," Ramsland 
said, " from Japanese chain mail 
to Persian chain mail." 
" When I started there were 200 
chain mail weaves, and now there 
are about 600,.. Moj ica said. 
Weave is the tenn for the differ-
ent ways mail is chained together. 
MailArtisans.org classifies 
weaves into five different fami-
II 
These pieces of chain mail were made by Rebecca Mojica. 
lies, inc luding Japanese and 
European. Mojica first noticed 
the growth in popularity of chain 
mail jewelry immediately after 
the release of "the Lord of the 
Rings films, when it started 
expanding beyond the Society for 
Creative Anachronism crowd. 
" Those are the people that 
make their own chain mail and 
battle one another [for recre-
ation]," Mojica said. 
She said that in the past few 
years, there's been a growth in 
types of weave. 
"Now the jewelry aspect of it 
and other applications ~e really 
exploding," Mojica said. "A few 
years ago, if you would ' ve gone 
to a craft fair, maybe you 
would've seen one piece of chain 
mail someone was selling. And 
now I'm seeing more and more 
people selling it, more people 
buying it. It's just exploding." 
Mojica said Japanese weaves 
are her favorite. 
"You can make triangles, 
squares, hexagons. All sorts of 
cool stuff you can expand out 
three dimensionally," she said. 
Recently, Mojica was asked to 
participate in the Winter Delights 
festival in January at the Chicago 
Department of Tourism. To dis-
play something Chicago-themed, 
she's working on a Japanese-
weave scale model of the Sears 
Tower. 
"It'll be about 10 inches,.tall, 
about 6,000 rings and many hours 
of work," she said. ., 
sbaltrokonis@chroniclemail.com 
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U2 
18 Singles 
•••• 
Nylon Magazine 
The Holiday Issue 
• • • 
" Day Break" 
ABC 
No Hearts 
~ Airport security 
After two anthologies, the 
band has thought of yet 
another way to resell all 
their music. This CD takes 
four tracks from A II Thot 
You Can l Leave Behind 
and introduces two new 
singles, including "The 
Saints are Coming" featur-
ing Green Day. It's a good 
retrospective of the band's 
biggest hits, but it's noth-
ing new. -M Kroeck 
Listen, Nylol) makes me 
want a diamond grill. And 
an oversized velvet jack-
et. And a bright sequin 
dress. And some plat-
forms.And Nike high 
tops. And thermal under-
wear with pom-poms on 
it. And to major in graph-
ic design. They must be 
doing something right. 
--C. Mahlmeister 
This show is like a murder 
mystery version of 
Groundhog Day. Taye 
Diggs gives his character a 
compassionate personality, 
intelligence and a strong 
wi ll to discover the truth 
behind a murder. If some-
one thinks they've had a . 
bad day, after watching 
this show it's easy to real-
ize it could always be 
worse. - M Kroeck 
1 used to love flying-not 
anymore. The worst is 
"taking my shoes off to go 
through the security 
checkpoint at 0 ' Hare. I 
keep envisioning all the 
diseases that could be 
passed through my .socks; 
1 especially like the nice 
touch of my socks getting 
soaked from the snow fel-
low travelers tracked in 
the airport. 
- K. Haburn 
• • 
The· Decem berists 
The Crane Wife 
• •• 
Stop Smiling 
Issue 28 
STOPSMILING :llll 
••• 
The Holiday 
D_irected by Nancy 
Meyers 
••••• 
Dr. McGillicuddy's 
Peppermint Schnapps 
Maybe the Decemberists 
should focus less on their 
green-screen rivalry with 
Stephen Colbert and more 
on making a record that 
doesn't suck as much as 
The Crane Wife. Their 
other albums are great, and 
frontrnan Colin Meloy is a 
fantastic storytell ing song-
writer, but they dropped 
the ball on this one. 
-s. Yaccino 
This intervie~-only issue 
features 20 Q&A's with a 
scatterbrained list of musi-
cal, literary and cultural 
icons. Some of the issue's 
· best are the ones with Tom 
Waits, Cat Power, RZA 
and ' new journalist' Gay 
Talese. It did, however, 
lack in organization with 
the interviewees, and that 
did take away from any 
consistent theme it might 
have had. -J. H. Ewert Jr. 
Cheesy love scenes plus 
attractive people plus 
corny jokes minus quality 
acting skills equals a typi-
cal romantic comedy for 
the masses. Cameron Diaz 
is a charming mess, Kate 
Winslet is a classy dame, 
Jack Black is somewhat 
serious for once and Jude 
Law is quite cute. 
Recommended to anyone 
looking for brainless enter-
tainment. - T. Breyne 
11ris is one doctor I don 't 
mind visiting every day. 
The smooth minty-ness of 
this refreshing beverage 
can be enjoyed on the 
rocks or mixed in with a 
nice hot chocolate. Wmter 
has officially begun once 
tb.is baby is opened up, and 
though it cools my throat it 
warms my heart and soul. 
-T. Breyne 
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•••• 
Dream gi rls 
Original Soundtrack 
. .. ., ., 
Best American Comics 
'06. Harvey Pekar and 
Anne Elizabeth Moore 
• •• 
Thank You for Smoking 
DVD, Directed by Jason 
Reitman 
., ... 
CTA Holiday Train 
Listen to this album on a 
cold December day 'cause 
it's smokin' hot. Eddie 
Murphy, Jamie Foxx, 
Beyonce Knowles and 
Jennifer Hudson, along with 
other stellar vocalists, make 
this music come alive. One 
caveat: a couple songs get 
dangerously close to cheesy. 
- J. Fischer 
Featuring tb.e work of 
Chris Ware, Robert 
Crumb, Lynda Barry, 
Jaime Hernandez and 
many more, this inaugural 
collection captures the 
creme of the crop of comic 
books that continue to 
push the boundaries of the 
medium. It's an excellent 
gift for any shameless 
comic nerd fed up with the 
superhero genre. 
- H. Clauss 
Though it could be slight-
ly more provocative con-
cerning the subject matter, 
this film does bring up a 
few good points. 
Obviously, don't rent it 
for a deep and considerate 
documentary on the 
process of lobbying and 
history of tobacco--
rather, do so because it 
because it 's an entertain-
ing movie. - M Byrne 
Deck your commute with 
boughs of holly. The CTA 
pulls out all the stops with 
this festive train. Lights, 
music, elves and candy 
canes bring smiles to even 
the weariest faces when it 
pulls into the station. 
Though a bit creepy ini-
tially, it melts the heart of 
any scrooge. 
-J. Fischer 
Premium Blend The Scotland Yard Gospel Choir 
Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands 
If Jim DeRogatis, the snarky, snide and hard-to-please 
pop-music crit ic for the Chicago Sun-Times digs your 
band, you' re already a success. 
Blending warm, rich melodies with clever lyrics and a 
do-it-yourself attitude unmatched by most Chicago indie 
acts, the Scotland Yard Gospel Choir epitomize musical 
accessibly. Enjoying accolades from the critics while 
echoing such greats as Belle and Sebastian, Camera 
Obscura and The Smiths, this .band, which underwent a 
lineup change earlier this year, enjoys admiration in near-
ly every indie in:crowd circle. 
But things haven 't always been so bright. The group's 
main songwriter, Elia Einhorn, trudged through years of 
substance abuse in his late teens. However, Einhorn, who 
was born in Wales, cleaned up to form the Scotland Yard 
Gospel Choir and record 2003 's I Bet You Say That to A II 
the Boys, an album hailed by critics around the country. 
Einhorn has also seen his band's music featured on "The 
O.C." and in Chicago's legendary Second City. 
On the eve of his 27th birthday, which he planned to 
celebrate early with some friends by seeing This is Spinal 
Tap at tb.e Musicbox, The Chronicle and Einhorn dis-
cussed the band's next record, the Chicago scene and 
what he wants people to get from his mus ic. 
The Chronicle: Are you exc.ited or nervous about turn-
ing 27? 
Einhorn: Excited. I' m definitely doing better these days 
than I have for most of my life. I'm on my own and away 
from the fucked-up family stuff from when I was a kid. I 
have a good job that lets me tour, a great band and a great 
girlfriend. It's a blessing. 
Being born in Wales and living in the U.S., what do 
you see as being the major differences between the two 
countries? 
There are too many to list. For me, Chicago is a very 
urban city. There are more shows than you can go to, 
more bands than you can keep up with and probably 5,000 
coffee shops and c lubs. In Wales, where I'm from , it 's a 
tiny village, about 1,200 people. You can hear the cows 
from my bedroom window. 
As you mentioned, there are a lot of C hicago bands. 
How do you fit into the scene? 
That's a good question. Our first album topped a lot of 
charts here and was on a lot of"Best Of' lists. That was a 
nice feeling to be accepted by the community that I' ve 
followed as a little kid. Now, we have a lot of people bug-
ging us for a new record, which is almost done and should 
come out next year. We're just looking for a label [to 
re lease it on]. 
What do you want people to get from your music? 
Two things: that the world is full of hopelessness and 
the world is fu ll of hope- and also that there are other 
people who have felt like you' re feeling and have gotten 
through it. Music has always saved me, whether it's 
Morrissey lyrics or Woody Guthrie reminding me what 
life is all about. 
The Scotland Yard Gosp el Choir are looking to release 
their new, self-titled album in 2007. For more informa-
tion, visit www.myspace.com/scot/andyardgospelchoir. 
- B. White 
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'Project Runwoy' mentor 
living it up 
Tel~vision host Tim Gunn redesigning his life 
By Jackie Whlte/ MCT 
The answer 10 one queslion sealed the 
deal for Tim Gunn to join Bravo's 
"Project Runway" as mentor to the 
aspiring designers. 
"Can you make a wedding dress . in 
two days?" the producers asked him. 
• G unn, the c hairman of the 
Department of Fashion Design at New 
York's Parsons New School of Design, 
is long accustomed to pushing s tudents 
through deadlines. 
He shrugged and said, "Well, sure." 
"You' re the only person who has said 
yes," replied the surprised TV produc-
ers. who were looking for a consultant. 
More than two years later, thanks to 
the walloping success o f the reality 
show, Gunn is a high-profile personality 
with major celebrity status. 
Last month he drew an admiring 
crowd estimated at 350 people to 
Macy's Leawood, Kan .. s to re in an 
appearance with Angela Keslar, a 
des1gncr from the recent "Runway" sea-
son. Macy's was a show sponsor, and 
Keslar created the w inning design that 
was incorporated in its !.N.C . line. 
Gunn IS a gentle. so ft -spoken man 
w1th graymg hatr. a stereotypical profes-
sonal look and a weakness for Banana 
Republic clothes. At 53. he appeared · in 
People magaz1ne's "Sex1cs t 100 Men 
Ahve" 1ssue along with George 
C looney. B ill Clin ton and Harriso n 
Ford. 
"I'm havmg the time of my life." he 
sa1d. "And 11 all happened to me after I 
was 50." 
Every season the televis ion show 
bnngs together a group of ups tart 
deSigners. Each has a clear personal aes-
theuc and d1s11ncllvc. quirky personali· 
ty. Each week the group is given specif-
IC challenges. Fo r example: create an 
outfit w ith matenals from a grocery 
store; dress a dog; design new postal 
uniforms. 
Throughout each exercise. Gunn is 
their teacher. hand-holder. counselor 
and timekeeper. lie tends to jump-start 
them with such Signature lines as "Carry 
o n." " ( am eoncemcd" o r "Make 11 
work." 
At season's end. four contenders ere-
ale eollccllons that are sent down the 
runway dunng New York Fashion 
Week. One person is named the overall 
wumcr and gets a mcntorship and 
money to start thc1r own I me. 
Ccr1a1nly a lugh po int 111 the show's 
his tury came 111 the lina season when 11 
won an Fnnuy. 
" We felt so va lidated ." Gunn sail!. " It 
was a IHll\-nctwor"- show. And we won." 
Judges utcludc the host. model I k1di 
Klum. !·lie mngawtc 's Nma Gnrcm and 
dcs1gncr M 1d111d Kors. (ouest JUdges 
ha ve 1ncludcd Kat<' Spade, Fashion 
Week exceut1vc Fcm Malhs and Tcri 
Agms, 11 Wall Street Junmal fitshion 
wntcr. 
Ciunn hns nn uHcru~tlun with JUdges 
and dlll'sn 't hcs llntc Ill vuirc his 
tiHlUghts when he dasagrccs. 
" I say helln and guudhy,•," he s111d. 
"And then 111 11111es I want It> run up to 
lill·m and shout and scr<'ttlll , ·Arc Y<lll 
ua1y'1"' h<' wid 1he Macy's audience at 
I cuwood's Town ( 't•ntc..:r· PlttlH. 
Ill- wn~. flu ans tnalt.:t', stuuncd when, 
m St'll"itlll 2. < 'hloc D:tP WlHl lllll ovt•r 
the 111111e ClcttliVC l>1uucl Vusovic. As 
< iuuu tl'ils 11. afh·r a lung s<·ssiun ,,f 
dcltlll'IIIIHHI, ( iall' lll sud<knly luund1cd 
llllll II ftiUWIIIft p11d1 fltr il1111, llntf lht• 
jlldf\<'' slulkd l\l'IIIS 
I h1• illd)l<'S' l'l>nllll<'nls Ill \' <k cidcdly 
Gunn is the quiet, kindly voice helping 
contestants polish their visions and 
pump their egos. 
Sometimes the designers rebel like 
teenagers who don't want to .listen to 
their parents. 
"There was a time when I was very 
rude to him," Keslar said. " I felt terri-
ble." He assures her it was a healthy 
emotional outbreak. 
" We are a family," he said to Keslar. 
" It is much better to get out the anger 
than let it fester." 
His ability to critique in a non-com-
bative way, he says, comes from long 
years o f teaching. It did not come from 
his own upbringing in Washington, 
D.C., which he describes as terrible. 
" I had a miserable childhood. It took 
years of psychiatry to get pas t it." 
Unhappy with himself, he said, he with-
drew, played the piano, wrote poetry and 
didn 't come into his own until he dis-
covered art. 
He studied at Yale. and entered the art 
wo rld a t the Corcoran Gallery in 
Washington. At one point he designed 
architectural models for four years. 
He moved to New York and Parsons 
to become associate dean 23 years ago. 
The move was difficult, he said. He was 
overwhelmed by the contrasts of the 
polite, civilized Washington with the 
raw. rough-edged New York. 
In 2000 he was named chair of fash-
ion design and is credited with raising 
the qua lity and profile of the school. The 
award-winning design team of Proenza 
Schouler brought acclaim to the school 
when, as students, they designed such a 
successful co llection that Barney's, the 
upscale New York retailer, purchased it. 
Gunn 's "Runway" . experience has 
been transforming. Always shy and hes-
itant even in his early teaching days, he 
said his role on the television show has 
changed how he feels about himself. He 
has gained confidence and a better sense 
of himself. 
As for the future of American fashion. 
observ ing from his unique view in the 
c lassroom and o n the show. Gunn said 
he is optimistic. 
" ( have never seen more opportuni-
ties." he said. 
ha t' h, and lhl· 111\HC Clllllphllll'lllttry Tim Gunn. the host or 'Project Runway.' 
uhs.· 1 va1u•1~' ""' u.•ually cdllcd out . llut Is onjoylng his rome. 
Pogeont of the -Christ 
Latest biblical drama neither offensive nor moving 
Nearly three years after Mel 
Gibson's Passion of the Christ 
graced movie screens in all its 
bloody, controversial glory, 
director Catherine Hardwicke has 
crafted a suitable prequel just in 
time for the holidays. If Passion 
was an uncompromisingly brutal. 
expression of personal faith, The 
Nativity Story plays more like a 
well-l)lannered dictation. Yes, the 
tale of Christ's birth is far more 
pleasant than the one about his 
death , and Hardwicke wisely 
avoids Gibson's 'fire and brim-
stone' approach to biblical film-
making by making the story more 
widely accessible, while empha-
sizing its more heartfelt and uni-
versal traits. The Nativity Story is 
a fai rly impressive achievement 
to be sure, and while it will 
undoubted ly elate the choir it's 
preaching to, the film fails to 
achieve the greatness it was obvi-
ously aiming for. 
By Matt Fagerholm/Film Critic 
Keisha Castle-Hughes embod-
ies the adolescent Mary, who's 
not at all pleased with her 
arranged marriage to the much 
older Joseph, played by Oscar 
Isaac. Her virgin pregnancy 
proves a difficult story for her 
folks to swallow, but once the 
Angel Gabriel sets the record 
straight with Joseph, he joins 
Mary on a journey to Bethlehem 
slightly more peri lous than the 
Bible describes. Other figures 
included in this cinematic canvas 
are King Herod, broodingly 
searching for the prophetic king 
he intends to destroy, three mild-
ly wisecracking wise men and 
John the Baptist's mother 
Elizabeth- House of Sand and 
Fog's Shohreh Aghdashloo-
who shares a joyful moment with 
Mary straight out of the Good 
Book, as their unborn babies 
seemingly kick communicatively 
from inside the womb. 
Like Passion, this film barely 
attempts to explain the plot, mak-
ing its theological significance 
borderline meaningless to anyone 
unfamiliar with Christianity. 
What is perhaps most disap-
pointing about Nativity is the fact 
that its director and star have pre-
vious ly made two of the most riv-
eting coming-of-age films about 
young women ever completed. _ 
Hardwicke's · directorial debut 
was the startlingly raw Thirteen, 
charting a girl 's descent into self-
destruction and emotional insta-
bility with documentary-style 
detail, whi le Hughes's spellbind-
ing film debut fueled the elegant 
drama Whale Rider, about a 
Maori girl destined to become the 
first female leader of a patriarchal 
New Zealand tribe. 
The collaboration of these two 
gifted women could have poten-
tially made The Nativity Story a 
masterpiece . Instead, Hardwicke 
takes a sterile, plodding approach 
· to the material, and despite 
Hughes's exceptionally under-
stated nuances, her performance 
mostly comes off as stiflingly 
wooden. 
The film has numerous 
strengths, not least of which 
Elliot Davis's exquisite de-satu-
rated cinematography and the 
Ita lian locations-also used for 
Passion-which breathe authen-
tic life into every frame . 
Hardwicke does allow small 
moments of levity and humanity 
to leak through, most notably in 
her inclusion of Mary's initial 
disdain for the husband forced 
upon her. Although Nativity never 
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-Oscar Isaac plays Joseph in 'The Nativity Story.' 
panders to the intended family 
audience and includes scenes 
involving murdered babies, 
slaughtered cows, crucifixion and 
even circumcision, the only nau-
seating image on display is 
Joseph's mud-caked feet . While 
Hughes spends most of the movie 
simply looking distressed, Isaac's 
sensitive and genuinely empa-
thetic portrayal makes Joseph 
emerge as the heart of the film . 
Lovely re-enactment at best, 
pageantry of zombie-like rever-
ence at worst, The Nativity Story 
will exhilarate no one, and offend 
even fewer. It lacks the awe-
struck joy cif The Prince of Egypt, 
the humanity of The Last 
Temptation of Christ and the gut-
wrenching passion of Gibson's 
film . But it also is the first live-
action biblical film in awhile that 
attempts to reach a wider audi-
ence, and Hardwicke should be 
commended for taking on a proj-
ect of such epic scale and suc-
ceeding in making a film that 
offers a warmer, more humanist 
view of Christianity in an age 
rampant with violent extremism. 
Nativity will satisfy its target 
audience immensely and may 
work as a diverting portrait of the 
biblical story for others. 
Toward the end of the film, 
when Gabriel appears to the 
shepherd and ~akes his immortal 
proclamation beginning with, 
" for behold, I bring you tidings of 
great joy," one yearns for Linus's 
rendition of the line from "A 
Charlie Brown Christmas." 
Whi le this Gabriel delivered the 
words, Linus delivered their 
ll)eaning. 
chronic/e@colum.edu 
'The Nativity Story' 
Directed by Catherine 
Hardwicke 
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Another olbum from beyond the grove 
Posthumous 2Pac release features contributions from rap music's biggest names 
. , 
By Brent Steven White/Assistant A&E Editor 
Snoop Dogg. Ludacris and Bone Thugs 'N Harmony, among others, 
contribute to the new Tupac Shakur release. 
Since his violent and untimely 
death in September of 1996, II 
posthumous albums have been 
released under 2Pac's name-
twice as many as were released 
when the rapper was alive. At 25, 
just before his death , Tupac 
Shakur achieved more than most 
musicians achieve in a 50-year 
career. But a decade after his 
death, 2Pac's success is truly in a 
league of its own. 
And his accomplishments con-
tinue to mount with another 
posthumous release, Pac 's Life, 
which is a fairly decent, though 
non-cohesive, release featuring 
guest appearances by friends and 
fellow artists like Snoop Dogg, 
T.L, Ludacris and Bone Thugs 'N 
Harmony. Several producers also 
helped to create the record includ-
ing LT Hutton, Sha Money XL and 
Swizz Beatz. 
Although it's touching that this 
album was released to mark the 
lOth ann iversary of Shakur 's 
death, many of the songs are 
directionless, dull and saturated 
~cause of the varying contribu-
tions. The production on a remix 
of "Untouchable," for example, 
is weak and flat, which is unfor-
tunate because Bone Thugs 'N 
Harmony deliver crushing lyrics 
and awesome harmonies in this 
song. 
"Playa Cardz Right," featuring 
s inger Keyshia Cole, is another 
example of the blueprints of an 
unfinished song by 2Pac getting 
misinterpreted and misused by 
the people finishing it. On this 
track, 2Pac's customary approach 
to dense, highly prophe\iC lyrics 
is accented by Cole turning the 
song into a tradi!ional R&B 
track. But "Playa Cardz Right" 
isn't a "Dear Mama," .even 
though it 's written to present 
itself in that way. 
However, Pac s Life does have 
some quality songs. "Pac's Life 
Remix" features 2Pac rapping 
about being pissed off at censor-
ship, while a thick, bouncing beat 
thumps hard. The song also 
includes contributions from 
Snoop Dogg, T.I. and Chris Starr, 
and could easily be a club hit. 
"Dumpin," featuring Hussein 
Fatal, Papoose and Carl Thomas 
is another solid song, and easily 
this album's best. WhaJ,Qver atti-
tude, emotion or feeling 2Pac 
was trying to convey when he 
recorded the lyrics is represented 
and pontificated upon in a well-
constructed and artistic manner. 
If2Pac were a live today, it's like-
ly that this is the kind of music 
we'd be hearing from him. 
Shakur's posthumous accom-
plishments can largely be attrib-
uted to the work ethic he pos-
sessed when he was alive. It was-
n't uncommon fo r him to be lay-
ing down . lyrics in two or three 
qifferent stud ios simultaneously, 
which is amazing if you consider 
that he also filmed movies, made 
music videos and regularly per-
formed live. After his death, the 
body of his recorded and unre-
leased work was left in the hands 
of his mother, former Black 
Panther Afeni Shakur, who has 
since over seen her son's music. 
And the impact of 2Pac's 
music on pop culture is both 
important and immeasurable. 
Even though his actions didn ' t 
often coincide with his message, 
we cannot deny or ignore his 
impact. 
It's no wonder, then , that his 
peers constantly point to his 
music and message as a main 
influence and feel compelled to 
contribute to albums like this. 
bwhite@chroniclemail com 
'Poe's Life' by 
2Pac 
r 
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Better thon o Hollmork 
Nonprofit creates original holiday cards 
As many prepare for the 
onslaught of holiday cards. a few 
unsuspecting people may receive 
holiday cards that are more than 
just a friendly greeting. 
Marwen. a Chicago nonprofit 
organization that helps underprivi-
leged youth gain skills in the arts. 
is selling holiday cards designed 
by students to raise funds to keep 
the center running. Tbe cards were 
made in one of the school's classes 
that gives students training in mar-
keting and developing products for 
a client 
Every year Marwen hires I 0 stu-
dents to create the holiday cards as 
part of an advanced entrepreneur-
ship program. Most of the students 
are juniors and seniors in high 
school who have taken studio 
drawing and painting classes prior 
to being in the Holiday Card 
Program, said lsa Pressman, the 
assistant director of development 
for Marwen. 
Pressman said the program, in 
its II th year. is important because 
it helps bring in income for the 
school, which receives most of its 
Eig)1teen-year-old Alejandra Herrera created 'City Afternoon Fun· 
throug)1 Marwen·s Holiday Card Program in 2005. 
• 
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Edttor 
funding from private donors. It 
also helps students refine their 
skills as artists and professionals. 
"The students learn how to 
apply their skills to a real-world 
job by creating the image, produc-
ing the product and selling the 
card," Pressman said. 
There are 18 different card 
designs in the line and the cards 
are sold in packs of 12 of the 
same design. According to the 
program's teaching artist, Lisa 
Cinelli . the program has raised 
more than S 120, 000 for the non-
profit organization. 
The cards can be purchased at 
Marwen, 833 N . Orleans St., or 
through the organization's web-
si te- www.marwen.org- as 
well as various stores around the 
city. The Shop at the Cultural 
Center of Chicago has been car-
rying the cards for at least the 
past seven years, according to 
Octavio Martinez, who works 
for the shop and helps teach the 
Retail Management practicum at 
Columbia. 
" We like to support the cause 
because [Marwen) teaches art to 
underprivileged children and most 
of the cards are Chicago-themed. 
and we have a large selection of 
Chicago-themed Christmas cards.·· 
Martinez said. 
Alejandra Herrera, an IS-year-
o ld senior at John Hancock High 
School, participated in Marwen's 
Holiday Card Program last year. 
Herrera said the program helped 
give her a sense of community and 
prepared her for college. 
"I've been a part of art organiza-
tions before Marwen. but nothing 
compares to the community you 
have [with them]," Herrera said. "I 
did a lot of things with Marwen 
that I never thought I' d do." 
Herrera said she learned a lot 
from the program and gained an 
understanding for what it takes to 
be an artist and a professional. 
Cinelli has been teaching the 
program for the past four years and 
said every year each group of stu-
dents comes in with different skill 
levels, but leave knowing they've 
improved. 
"They're creating a product 
that's well respected and it's more 
than just making a painting," 
Cinelli said. " It goes farther than 
the walls of the studio ... They see 
the bigger picture and where their 
art can take them." 
Cinelli also said the program 
helps students because. in order to 
get into it. they need to go through 
a series of interviews that deter-
mine whether or not they can par-
ticipate. They have to demonstrate 
that they are willing to work for a 
client- Marwen-and have draw-
ing and painting skills that are ben-
eficial to the final product 
One of the main reasons for the 
program's success may lie in the 
marketing. according to Sherlene 
McCoy. assistant to the chair and 
department manager for 
Columbia·s marketing program. 
McCoy thinks the cards might be 
popular because they are made by 
youth and are not the typical 
designs that many people buy. 
"People can feel good about the 
purchase because you're getting 
something different," McCoy said. 
"I know when I buy cards I don't 
want to buy what I know everyone 
else is buying." 
McCoy said that in terms of 
fund raisers, the program is good 
because consumers know that 
what they're buying is supporting 
a charitable·organization. She also 
said in purchasing the cards people 
feel like they are encouraging the 
students to be creative. 
Former Holiday Card Program 
participant Elizabeth Requena is 
currently a senior at Whitney 
Young High School. She said the 
program improved her skills as 
an artist and made her think about 
the process of creating a piece 
differently. 
"The card program was really 
fun," 18-year-<>ld Requena said. " I 
made a lot of good friends who are 
committed to Marwen. It's very 
supportive there." 
Requena also said that by being 
a part of the Holiday Card 
Program she was able to take trips 
to colleges. Through programs 
sponsored by Marwen. she visited 
schools in Boston and Rhode 
Island, which helped her make 
choices about where she would 
continue her education. 
"It really helped me make deci-
sions for college;· Requena said. 
"I wasn't sure if I wanted to go to 
an art school or a regular universi-
ty. Now I feel kind of prepared." 
mkro«k@chroniclemail.com 
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Toby Keith in trouble 
Bar singer suing the country star for copyright infringment 
Folk singer Michael McCloud 
was strumming his guitar at 
Sloppy Joe's bar in Key West ,Fia, 
when he noticed his eclectic audi-
ence of spring breakers, tattooed 
bikers and lesbians in town for the 
Women in Paradise festival. 
"Just about the moment I real-
ized the strange soup of humani-
ty was happening right before my 
eyes, a tour bus pulled up from 
Fort Lauderdale," McCloud 
recalled of that March day in 
1988. "A bunch of geriatrics with 
walkers came in with their drink 
tickets." 
Inspiration. 
McCloud went into the men's 
bathroom and wrote "Tourist 
Town Bar." 
The song was written for his 
own amusement. But now, nearly 
two decades later, the 60ish, chain-
smoking performer is hoping the 
humorous ditty will provide for a 
nice retirement. 
McCloud, who still sings for 
tips, is suing country superstar 
Toby Keith for copyright infringe-
ment, claiming striking similari-
ties between his song and Keith's 
2003 tune "I Love This Bar." 
Keith's version became a No. I 
hit on country charts and lasted 20 
weeks on the Hot 100 Airplay 
charts. It also was the first song on 
Keith's album, Shoclc 'n Y'A/1, 
which rose to No. I on the country 
charts and sold 2.3 million copies 
in its frrst year. 
By cammy Clark /MCT 
Calls to Keith's record company 
were answered by a secretaty who 
said the company had no comment 
and referred calls to New York 
attorney Stuart Prager, who did not 
return any calls. 
McCloud's attorney, Amy 
Quezon of the firm Wilkes & 
McHugh, said the primaty issue is 
not the music, but the similarity of 
the two songs' lyrics. 
McCloud's song begins: "We 
get bimbos and bozos and bikers 
and boozers/Daytime drunks and 
three-time losers/We get a room 
· full of rednecks and fancy dressed 
fellas/ And bus loads of bluehairs 
and dirtbags and sailors." 
Keith's song begins: "We got 
winners, we got losers/Chain 
smokers -and boozers/ And we got 
yuppies, we got bikers/We got 
thirsty hitchhikers." 
Quezon said what makes the 
case "a slamdunk" to her is that 
Keith recorded the song in Key 
West, in Jimmy Buffet's Shrimp 
Boat Sound Studio, a stone's 
throw from the open-air Schooner 
Wharf Bar, where McCloud has 
played regularly for the past 12 
years. 
McCloud said Keith visited the 
Schooner Wharf Bar several times 
when he was playing. 
"Yeah, Toby Keith was here," 
Schooner Wharf bartender 
Angus Cameron said. "Came in 
several times with his big old 
security dude that weighed like 
400 pounds." 
Cameron confirmed that Keith 
ate lunch at the bar several times 
during McCloud's afternoon gigs. 
Miami-based entertainment 
attorney David Bercuson, who 
has 20 years experience in 
music copyright law and is not 
involved in the case, listened to 
both songs and compared the 
lyrics at The Miami Herald's 
request. 
His opinion: McCloud's lawsuit 
faces tough going. 
"The theme of the songs are 
comparable, the manner in which 
the theme is delivered are compa-
rable, but every love song is sort of 
the same, too," Bercuson said. 
"You can't protect an idea. The 
notes aren't the same. The words 
aren't the same. It sounds like this 
guy Keith heard something, liked 
the idea and ran with it, giving it 
his own twist." 
The suit was filed in federal 
court in Miami against Keith, his 
co-writer Scotty Emerick, his 
recording and distribution compa-
nies and Keith 's. own company, 
Tokeco. 
McCloud says if Keith had 
asked him, he would have sold 
him the song for $500. 
"I really would have," he said. 
"Because the song was written on 
the toilet and it took me five min-
utes. Granted, the song has grown 
since then." 
McCloud copyrighted "Tourist 
Town Bar'' in 1996 at the insis-
tence of his wife. She told him 
someone on Duval Street was tak-
ing credit for his songs and he 
needed to protect himself. To save 
money, they combined 15 songs 
into a compilation in order to pay 
just one fee. The song is on 
Gretastits, one of his four self-pro-
moted COs. 
On his website, Keith writes 
about how he came up with "I 
Love This Bar." 
"I was sitting on the bus with 
co-writer Scotty Emerick one 
night after a show, and we had a 
little groove going on. We were 
just talking about all the characters 
you see in a bar and just started 
writing it. It didn 't take very long. 
It just felt like a real good redneck 
sing-along song." 
Bercuson said copyright-
infringement cases involving 
songs are common--and usually 
costly. But he said the government 
has made it easier for little-known 
song writers to battle big artists on 
major national labels because 
·attorneys' fees can be included as 
damages. McCloud's attorneys are 
working on a contingency basis. 
McCloud said he fiiSt heard 
about "I Love this Bar'' from e-
mails to his website. Some of his. 
fans, he said, were outraged that 
Keith had taken his song. Others 
congratulated him for having such 
a big star record his song. 
McCloud said he went out and 
bought Keith's CD to hear the 
song. At first he didn't plan to do 
anything about it, then briefly 
looked into getting a lawyer, but 
decided it would be a waste of 
time and energy. 
But when Quezon, who has 
been a fan of McCloud's for sever-
al years, ·approached him between 
sets at the Schooner Wharf, 
McCloud said he realized he want-
ed to make a stand. 
"Even though that song is basi-
callY a piece of tripe, I nailed if,"_ 
he said. "And it also is a matter of 
principle. I think Keith felt that. an 
old gray-haired drunk wasn't 
going to do anything about it." 
Chicogo Symphony returns to oirwoves 
Deal made possible by $3.4 million gift given by the petroleum company BP 
After more than five years, the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra 
announced Thursday, Nov. 30 it 
will return to the national radio air-
waves early next year as part of a 
comprehensive new media agree-
ment that includes the launch of a 
new in-house recording label for 
compact discs and digital down-
loads. 
The agreement by the CSO 
Association, the Chicago 
Federation of Musicians and the 
WFMT Radio Network is made 
possible by a three-year, $3.4 mil-
lion gift from the petroleum com-
pany BP. Local and national 
broadcasts of in-concert perform-
ances by the CSO will resume in 
March as part of a 52-week series 
called the BP Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra Radio 13roadcast~. pro-
duced by WFMT-FM and syndi-
cated by the WFMT network. 
The series will comprise of 39 
weekly programs, with interviews 
and special features augmenting 
the taped performances. The 
remaining 13 weeks of broadcasts 
will be commercial recordings by 
the CSO, which WFMT has been 
airing since 200 I as CSO 
Retrospectives. 
CSO association president 
Deborah R. Card said Thursday 
the orchestra and its joint media 
committee decided they would not 
enter into any new media agree-
ment that wasn't "all-inclusive." 
"We did a lot of research with 
other orchestras that are either 
doing [recordings[ on their own or 
in panncrship with record compa-
nies like DG and Universal," she 
By John von Rheln/MCT 
said. " We decided we would have 
much greater control with a plan 
that allows us to manage the mar-
keting, positioning, timing, all 
those things. Ultimately, I think 
the financial model works much 
better [for us)." 
As another part of the agree-
ment, early next year the CSO will 
join the San Francisco Symphony,' 
the London Symphony and other 
orchestras that create their own 
live concert recordings and market 
them as commercial COs and dig-
ital downloads. 
The CSO will self-produce at 
least six new CD releases over the 
next three years under its own 
label, CSO Resound. All releases 
will be drawn from live recordings 
ofCSO concerts. In addition, three 
to tour digital-only releases will be 
issued each year. Partial funding 
comes from Boeing Co. 
The initial release will be 
Mahler's Symphony No. 3, toped 
in conccns in October nt Orchestra 
I I all under the direction of princi-
pal conductor Dcrnard lluitink. 
The live Mohler perfonnoncc will 
be released in early 2007 as both a 
commercial recording and on· 
audio tile downlondoble through 
the orchestra's wcbsitQ, 
www.cso.org, 1'1\mcs, www.omo-
w n.com and other distribution 
duumcls. The CD nlso will be sold 
nt trndit ionttl retnll outlets, lnclud· 
ing th~ Symphony Store. Future 
releases will be announced in mid-
2007. 
In addition to contractual guide-
lines for radio broadcasts of CSO 
concerts, the agreement allows for 
simultaneous streaming on the 
Internet and sets terms for broad-
casts of chamber music concerts 
and for creating self-produced 
COs and digital downloads. It also 
includes provisions to create 
recordings for educational use in 
the Chicago public schools. 
The new series represents the 
first new nationally syndicated 
radio programs by the CSO to be 
heard since 200 I. It will be syndi-
cated to more than 160 markets 
nationwide, according to Steve 
Robinson, senior vice president for 
WFMT and its radio network. He 
said he expects the number of sta-
tions to increase through 2007 as 
word reaches classical music out-
lets throughout the U.S. 
Card said the CSO's renewed 
presence on radio and recordings, 
along with its expanded presence 
on the lntemet, should significant-
ly bronden the orchestrn 's local, 
notional nnd intemationnl out-
reach. 
"We feel th~ radio broadcasts 
con hnvc n positive impact on our 
COs nnd other recordings, draw· 
ln11 people to our website nnd. of 
course, bringing more people to 
our live concerts," she said. "We 
t·cnlly wont to extend tho sound of 
the CSO and to engage more peo-
ple as active participants" in what 
the orchestra does, she added. 
The CSO is the second major 
classical organization in Chicago 
to reach a new electronic media 
agreement in recent months. In 
October, the Lyric Opera and its 
unions resumed local and national 
radio broadcasts on WFMT and 
via national syndication. 
Also, downloads of the CSO's 
upcoming "Beyond the Score" 
series presentation of Bartok's 
"The Miraculous Mandarin," with 
conductor emeritus Pierre Boulez 
and host Gerard McBurney, will 
be made available free of charge 
on the orchestra's website begin-
ning in Januaty. The Bartok pro-
gram will be given Sunday after-
noon at Orchestra Hall and repeat-
ed Dec. 9 in New York's Carnegie 
Hall. 
Part of the BP gift will support 
two Europeru1 tours by the CSO. 
including one in full 2007 to be 
conducted by Riccardo Muti. The 
petroleum company has con-
tributed to the CSO's nnnunl 'fund 
for more than IS yenrs and lms 
supported CSO education and 
community initiatives since 2002. 
F'rom 1976 until 200 1. BP, once 
known as tandnrd Oil Co. of 
Indiana (later Amoco), underwrote 
the orchestra's local nnd national 
radio broadcasts. 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Junk .-mall 
5 Part of U.A.R. 
9 11emizn 
14 Equestrian 
15 fr~ mother 
18 In a dominant 
17~ 
partner 
19 Missouri river 
20 Oxlord lastener 
21 Third-party 
contract 
22 Red ink 
23 At any time 
24 Chopolf 
27 "Kidnapped" 
auth. 
28 Videotaping 
device 
32 Glacial epoch 
34 Be indisposed 
35 Cotton bundle 
36 Bird or Linville 
37 Place 
38 Streisand film 
39 _ vera 
• 40 Derek and 
Dlddley 
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41 Joined in 
marriage 
42 Appetizers 
44 Org. with maps 
45 Decade dlvs. 
46 Walking stick 
4 7 Baltic capital 
49 Aynn and 
others 
52 More vigorous 
56 Baa Arthur 
sitcom 
57 Wretched 
58 "KI_!1g Solomon's 
59 Win of "The 
Waltons" 
60 Temperate 
61 Feeling of 
apprehension 
62 Disarrange 
63 Pindar's output 
DOWN 
t Health resorts 
2 Fancy 
schmancy 
3 As well 
4 Bellowed like 
Bossy 
5 Good-natured 
6 Bounces back 
7 Comic Johnson 
8 Busy insect 
9 Free up 
10 Engraved 
11 Deneb or Vega 
12 African nation 
13 Pour out 
18 Priesthood 
21 Bad to the bone 
23 Send forth 
24 Flowerinll shr.ub 
25 Florida c1ty 
26 Evita or Juan 
29 Sweet treat 
30 Refashion 
31 Card-game 
displays 
33 Some three-digit 
numbers 
34 Neighbor of Ger. 
37 Sit for a shot 
38 Tes t-pilot Chuck 
40 Blue and Stiller 
41 Deferments 
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51 Ladder part 
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55 Cincinnati nine 
57 Grand Casino 
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• 
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): 
Angry at the world for doubting 
your decision to major in poetry, 
. you' II show them all by getting a 
teaching job at the university you 
graduated from. 
• 
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20): 
Your meaningless life will take a 
turn for the worst when you 
obtain a copy of your birth cer-
tificate and learn your real name 
.is Osama bin H itler. 
0 Aries (March 21-April 20): Getting into a fight with a magi-cian at the local bar will lead to unwanted attention . Not only 
· will he strangle you as he pulls a 
never-ending handkerchief from 
his breast pocket, but he'll make 
your significant other disap-
pear- in his pants. 
0 Taurus (Aprii21-May 2 1): Love is in the air for you. Oh wait. Scratch that. Genital warts 
are in the air for you. 
e Gemini (May 22-June 21 ): Your excruciating, agonizing death will appear much funnier 
to your friends than you thought 
it would. Luckily, you won' t 
remember much of it, but they 
sure will. 
• 
Can=- (June 22-July 23): The 
sad thing about being out of 
grade school is thai you don't get 
as much play from priests, sub-
stitute teachers, distant relatives, 
your older sibling's signifiCaJlt 
other, tbe neigltbor's dog and 
clowns. 
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lan Holtquist. a 19-year-
old film major; was not only 
keeping bundled in the icy 
wind, but looking stylishly 
cozy as well. 
A thick beanie under his 
gray hoodie gave him a dou-
ble dose of w armth and so 
did his matching gloves. 
" I just woke up," Holtquist 
said."l put on as many layers 
as possible because I knew it 
was going to be cold o ut-
side." 
H is bro wn quilted jacket 
was paired with slim-fitting 
jeans tucked behind a pair of 
loosely laced brown sneak-
ers. 
" I look for snug. good-
fitting clothes," H o ltquist 
said. " I buy girls' 
pants. I don 't like 
th ings really 
Leo (July 24-Aug. 23) : 
Mermaids are heartless, tuna-
sme lling, blue-balling, sea-shell-
bra-wearing skanks who wi II get 
their beardo mermen boyfriends 
to sink your ship with their gaudy 
tridents. Plus, they only d o oral. 
Virgo (Aug. 24- Sept. 23): 
Remember that one time at the 
water park when Joey went down 
the lUflnel slide and never came 
out on the other end? Yeah, that 
was great. 
e Libra (Sept. 24--0ct. 23): The possibility of getting hit by a bus on the way to work does count as 
a reason for waking up in the 
morning. So tum that frown 
upside down. 
e Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): Cigarette holders only work for drag queens and Batman's portly 
enemy, the Penguin. 
• 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 2 1 ) : 
Your newfound fascination with 
Victorian-transgender- fisting 
porn will lead you to a life of suc-
cess with the hit skin flick, Dandy 
if! Dont. 
• 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20): 
Instead of buying an expensive 
Kryptonite bike lock, j~ slap a 
sticker on your bike thai says it's 
protected by one even though it 
totally isn't Hey, if it worked for 
tbe Portfolio Center then why 
wouldn't it work for you? 
·-· 
r.· 
,~ _.an Inter net ganie fix 
-A.it~b;ati:Ve online 
· ~orld consuming 
garners' lives 
By Lisa Black/MGT 
Doctors didn't believe Liz 
Woolley when she said her son 
was addicted to an Internet game 
in which players take on the roles 
of elves, ogres and trolls. 
Sure, her son; Shawn, 21 , was 
depressed, they said, telling 
Woolley that the 12-hour days of 
game playing, the social isolation 
and personality changes were a 
side effect rather than a cause of 
the Hudson, Wis., man's mental 
deterioration. 
But five years after Shawn 
Woolley committed suicide at his 
keyboard, the medical profession 
is taking his mother's concerns 
more seriously. 
Woolley's case was extreme, 
but the psychiatric profession is 
increasingly dealing with people 
who blame online role-playing 
games for lost jobs, failing 
grades, health problems and even 
divorce, counselors say. 
Distressed family members 
blame fantasy games such as 
EverQuest and World ofWarcrafi, 
which differ from traditional 
video games because the player 
takes part in an ongoing drama 
with thousands of other players 
worldwide. 
Manufacturers say the games 
aren't addictive, but experts say 
the games provid~ an alternative 
life in which people who don't 
feel they are successful in real life 
can become powerful as charac-
ters or plug into a world where 
they are welcome. 
The Internet games are just the 
latest in an evolution of online 
addictions that began with chat 
rooms, porn sites and gambling, 
experts say. ' 
One study published in 
October in a neuropsychiatric 
journal. CNS Spectrums, found 
that nearly 6 percent of 2,513 
adults reported that they felt their 
relationships suffered as a result 
of excessive Internet use. 
"I get dozens of calls from par-
ents," said Kimberly Young, a 
psychologist who opened the 
Center for Internet Addiction 
Recovery, in Bradford, Pa., in 
1995. "It's the same story time 
and time again. Parents say, 'At 
first I thought it was a hobby and 
a phase, but he won't stop. He 
thinks it's fine to live in his 
bathrobe and play the game all 
day and not have any social con-
tact.' There's a whole subculture 
that supports that." 
Many mental health profes-
sionals now agree that online 
gaming addictions exist, although 
little scientific research has been 
done. Internet addiction does not 
appear in the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, a reference work that 
covers mental illness, compiled 
by the American Psychiatric 
Association. Instead, gaming 
addictions are usually catego-
rized as a compulsive or behav-
ioral disorder, experts said. 
Proctor Hospital in Peoria, Ill ., 
routinely admits patients for resi-
dential treatment to overcome 
addiction to Internet games, said 
Coleen Moore, coordinator of 
resource development. 
"This is very new," Moore 
said. "People are just getting edu-
cated and understanding how the 
Internet can be compulsive and 
can be an addiction." 
In playing World of Warcrafi, 
players choose a character that 
falls within races such as the 
undead, humans and trolls. They 
may be priests, warriors, 
shamans or other characters, 
each of which possesses certain 
skills and must meet challenges, 
such as s laying a certain type of 
monster, before they move up to 
new levels of skill . 
Shawn Woolley wasn't able to 
find his way out of addictibn, 
his mother said. He had lost his 
job at a pizza parlor and was 
evicted from his apartment 
before he shot himself in the 
head on Nov. 22, 200 I, as he sat 
with the game on the screen in 
front of him, she said. 
"We would take him to profes-
sionals, and they would tell us 
we· re lucky he was not addicted 
to drugs or alcohol," said 
Woolley, whose son played 
EverQuest. 
Gaming fans say any hobby, 
such as watching TV, can be 
abused. 
" It's unfortunate that certain 
games or a genre get singled out," 
said Brad Witzel, 21. "I have 
never met a person who thinks 
Melissa and Hudson Akridge of Hainesville, Ill. jump-online to play 
'World of Warcraft.' Hudson no longer clocks in 40 to 50 hours a 
week playing-as he once did-with his 'ninja mage' character. 
this stuff is real, and if they do, 
there's a mental health problem." 
The games' manufacturers 
said via e-mail that it is the 
responsibility of the individual 
player to monitor time spent 
playing the game. 
"We feel that a person's day-to-
day life should take precedence 
over any fonn of entertainment," 
wrote Paul Sams, chief operating 
officer of Blizzard Entertainment, 
the Irvine, Calif. maker of World 
of Ware raft. 
Sony Online Entertainment, 
based in San Diego, issued a sim-
ilar statement regarding its game, 
EverQuest. 
Yet mental health professionals 
say the games are designed to 
encourage players to stay online, 
creating scenarios that entice 
them to keep playing to build 
their character's power, as well as 
offering no definitive conclusion 
to the game: 
Some say gaming addicts . 
exhibit some of the same signs as 
alcoholics. Proctor Hospital eval-
uates new clients by asking a 
series of questions, including, 
"Has there been an increased tol-
erance? How much time were 
you originally spending on gam-
ing online versus today?" 
Christopher Knippers, a psy-
chologist for the Betty Ford 
Center in Rancho Mirage, 
Calif., said he has noticed that 
more of his patients arrive for 
substance abuse but are treated 
for online addictions, such as 
game-playing, as well. 
"You really define a behavior 
or chemical as a problem in a per-
son's life when it starts taking 
over some area of their function-
ing," he said. "These games do all 
of that." 
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The Great Lakes Naval Station Firing Detail proceeds in line outside Navy Pier during Chicago's Pearl Harbor 65th anniversary ceremony Dec. 7. The attack left more than 
2,300 dead and 1,200 wounded. Of the dead, 118 were from Illinois, including 7 from Chicago. 
Pearl Harbor: 
War stories to 
change when 
SUlVIVOrs are gone 
Continued from Back Page 
War II began. 
Both a place and event, Pearl 
Harbor holds a spot in every 
American history textbook, but 
before long that could be the only 
place the story is told. Finnem, 
the secretary for the Pearl Harbor 
Survivors Association, said the 
• few who survived the attack are 
dying off at a rate of two a day. 
'I;p mark the 65th anniversary 
of PearT Harbor, Chicago held a 
memorial ceremony Dec. 7 at 
Navy Pier. Mayor Richard M. 
Daley was on hand to honor those 
who involved in the attack and 
the seven servicemen from 
Chicago who died during it. 
"Let's thatik the three-and-a 
half-million living American vet-
erans of World War U, they have 
been called the greatest genera-
tion, and with good reason," 
Daley said at the ceremony. 
"They survived the great depres-
sion and fought in the greatest 
war in history and when they 
returned home, they basically 
built the greatest country." 
Daley said Dec. 7 will forever 
he Pearl Harbor Day in Chicago 
and added that in order to make it 
easier for veterans to receive all 
the benefits they are entitled to, 
Chicago will create a veterans 
resource center. The center wi ll 
combine all the veterans pro-
grams in Chicago. 
"We have to show veterans 
how much they mean to us by 
holding more ceremonies like 
this one," Daley said. "I hope that 
every city in America, regardless 
of what size, would take out just 
a few minutes or a half hour or 
one hour to basically have a Pearl 
Harbor day ceremony." 
Following Daley's speech, the 
dozen Pearl Harbor survivors on 
hand went outside to the pier's 
edge to drop a ceremonial wreath 
into Lake Michigan. With the 
sound of a 21-gun salute in the 
background, some survivors tried 
to put to rest a day that wi ll 
always haunt them. 
Mitchell Skrzypek, 84, and a 
survivor of the attack, was on 
hand but watched the wreath lay-
ing ceremony from the windows 
inside. He said he is afraid that 
when all the survivors of Pearl 
Harbor die, the great extent of the 
attack will be forgotten. 
"(We're] trying to teach 
younger people to honor and 
remember that date because time 
does heal, and if we do not appre-
ciate the sacrifices, it could hap-
pen again," Skrzypek said. 
Skrzypek served five years in 
the service and was a staff ser-
geant when the attack happened. 
He said people should remember 
the date for what it stands for in 
American history and that pro-
tecting 'the country should never 
be compromised. 
Skrzypek, a west suburban 
Downers Grove resident, is 
among the few survivors from 
Illinois still living. Among those 
who died, 125 servicemen were 
from Illinois. 
Finnem said the Pearl Harbor 
Survivors Association estimates 
that there are only about 5,600 
left nationally, but to give an 
accurate figure is an impossibili-
ty. 
He said the assoc iation keeps a 
file of about 3,000 people who 
have applied to join, but have 
been denied due to the stiff 
requirements. 
The association 's charter 
requires the applicant to have 
been a member of the armed 
forces on Dec. 7, 1941, they must 
have been on. the island of Oahu, 
Hawaii or no more than 3 miles 
off shore, if discharged from the 
military it must have been an 
honorable discharge and the 
applicant must not and never be a 
member of the communist party 
or any other subversive organiza-
tion which advocates the over-
throw of the United States 
Government. 
According to the 2000 Census, 
there are 217,908 World War II 
veterans left in Illinois and 
86,646 of them live in Cook 
County. As the average age of 
veterans' · increases and their 
numbers continue to drop expo-
nentially, Finnem said it's impor-
tant to always keep in mind what 
could happen if America lets its 
guard down. 
James Kollenbroich, Ph.D., 
adjunct history professor at 
Columbia, said when all the 
World War II veterans and Pearl 
Harbor survivors do eventually 
die there will be a dramatic 
change in how the story is told. 
"Walk through the parks of 
Chicago and see how many stat-
ues are dedicated to Civil War 
heroes and see how many names 
you recognize," Kollenbroich 
said. "There would have been 
ceremonies at those honoring 
them in the 19th century." 
Although there will be changes 
in the next decade on how the 
history is taught, Kollenbroich 
said there are good things that 
could come of it. 
"On a positive level you get rid 
of the mythology, as far the stuff 
that says this was all good and 
none of it was bad- that starts to 
disappear," he said. "You get a 
more equal treatment; people do 
tend to forget the negatives." 
Finnem said when all the Pearl 
Harbor survivors are gone, the 
only thing he wants people to 
remember about the event is that 
there are grave consequences to a 
country that downsizes its mili-
tary. 
"There are a lot of people out 
there who would like a piece of 
our butt and would be happy 
about the country disarming," 
Finnem said. 
j ewert@chroniclemail.com Mitchell Skrzypek, 84, a Pearl Harbor survivor, listens to speakers at Chicago's 65th anniversary ceremony at Navy Pier. Skrzypek was a 
Staff Sergeant in the Army and now lives in Downers Grove, Ill. 
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Urban Excursions: Hyde Park 
By Jenifer K. Fischer 
ManagJng Editor 
Heading about seven miles 
south of the Loop on Lake Shore 
Drive you get to a place where. if 
you close your eyes and imagine 
hard enough. you can almost hear 
the squeals of excitement and fas-
cinated gasps o f 1893 World 
Columbian Exposition attendees. 
When you open them again. you'll _ 
find yourself amidst a patchwork 
of ornate old homes. late 20th cen-
tury high-rise apartment buildings. 
one-of-a-kind shops and restau-
rants and strip malls. 
Here you find the neighborhood 
of Hyde Park. the area between 
51st Street and Midway Plaisance 
Boulevard. and Jackson Park. a 
600-acre stretch of nature border-
ing Lake Michigan from the south-
em part of Hyde Park to 67th 
Street, where you' II find the 
Woodlawn neighborhood. This 
socioeconomic and ethnic melting 
pot offers plenty of chann year-
round. 
Jackson Park 
For those interested in the time 
Chicago first hosted the World 's 
Fair, this particular pan of the city 
evokes a romantic sense o f days 
gone by. After all. j us t stepping on 
Jackson Park soil near the 
Musewn of Science and Industry. 
5700 S. Lake Shore Drive. one 
can't help but think about every-
thing that unfo lded there. It 's the 
place where the world was intro-
duced to the wondrous Ferris 
wheel. where Chicago's elevated 
electric railway debuted and foods 
such as shredded wheat. Cracker 
Jacks and Pabst Beer first tanta-
lized taste buds. 
Though none o f this remains 
there today, of course. a delightful 
place to recreate does-with a few 
whispers of the past . Lagoons 
meander through the grassy lawns 
and shady trees. Jackson Park Go If 
Course. basketball hoops, walking 
paths. a yacht harbor and a beach 
filled with city dwellers. This time 
of year. though the snow-filled 
park is sparsely populated, it is 
Rachael Strecher/The Chronicle 
The Osal<a Garden IS a relic from the 1893 World Columbia n 
E1po<>rt10n and cs located on Wooded Is land In Jackson Park. 
lovely just the same as a winter 
wonderland. 
Amidst it all, at the intersection 
o f Richards and Hayes drives, an 
immense, gilded bronze statue of a 
woman looms above the shimmer-
ing snow. demanding center stage. 
Unl ike anything else in Chicago, 
Daniel Chester French's 24-foot 
replica of "The Republic" takes 
you back to a cenain time and 
place. His 65-foot o rig inal plaster 
and gold leaf creation stood watch 
at the 1893 World's Fair. 
New York City 's Central Park 
creators. Frederick Law Olmsted 
and Calven Vaux, designed the 
park in what was once useless 
swamp land. Later, for the 1893 
World 's Fair. Olmsted jo ined 
forces with Chicago architect and 
planner Daniel H. Burnham to 
transform it into -the fairgrounds, 
and a small part of it still remains. 
Visitors can take a bridge on the 
north side of the lagoon to the 
Wooded Island, where the Osaka 
Japanese Garden was built for the 
World's Fair. 
In the summer time especially. 
this urban oasis soothes many a 
soul with its waterfalls. enormous 
rocks. plentiful shrubbery ·and pic-
turesque trees. Just to the north sits 
the Museum of Science and 
Industry. which was once the 1893 
Exposition 's Palace of Fine Ans 
and is now the only building that 
remains from the event. 
Hyde Park 
Founded in the 1850s. the 
neighborhood has often been tout-
ed as one of the most successfully 
integrated neighborhoods in the 
United States. Throughout its his-
tory. it has maintained itself as a 
raciall y-diverse area and in it 
many prominen t people have 
lived. including Barack Obarna. 
Marshall Field. Muhammad Ali 
and Saul llellow. 
Perhaps most often the Hyde 
Park neighborhood brings to mind 
the University o f Chicago or the 
many seminary schools residi"g 
there. but it offers so much more. 
This majestic neighborhood on 
Chicagn 's Snuth Side shines with 
its colorful murals. plentiful natu-
ral clement• and stately archit<'C-
turc. 
On its hish>rk 5\rd Street. 
you ' ll encounter plenty nf restau-
rants and shops to occupy an after-
noon and evening. 
Ynu can' t miss Mellow Ye llow. 
I ~OX E. 5lnl St .. cmbhvoncd in 
yellow em a green canopy han11ing 
ttiOfttf/ the Otl'tlnllliP 
two Hyde P~trlc r~l(fenf~ ehfll lor " lliiMIM solo at lj5fh treet 11111.1 Hy(le l'arll Boulvverd 
~,,...,......,, nrha Chronicle 
A replica of sculptor Daniel Chester French's 'The Republic,' which 
welcomed visitors to the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago 
in 1893. This version currently stands in Jackson Park around 
64th Street and Stony Island Avenue. 
over the sidewalk. Signs adorning Harper Coun. 
it tout its phenomenal chicken and For a taste of art or culture, there 
vegetarian friendly fare. And yes, are plenty of options. The Museum 
for the record, the name is a nod to of Science and Industry is an obvi-
the Donavon song which. accord- ous destination. but this area has 
ing to its menu. the owner's more than you may know about. 
daughter received permission from Though not technically in Hyde 
the psychedelic folk singer in the Park. just south of Jackson Park 
1970s to use the name. Not only is sits the South Shore Cultural 
the ambience fun and friendly. the Center. 7059 S. South Shore 
food. which includes crepes. Drive. which was once South 
award-winning chili , burgers, Shore Country Club. Here you can 
sandwiches. breakfast, chicken take in performances. concerts, 
and Mexican dishes. is fantastic- classes and exhibits. 
both in taste and price. The DuSable Museum of 
Jus t around the comer sits a taste African American History. 740 E. 
o f the South. Dixie Kitchen and 56th Place. provides an in-depth 
Bait Shop. 5225 S. Harper Ave.. look at African-American history 
known for its authentic Southern and art. Frank Lloyd Wright's 
style cuisine. including gumbo. Frederick Robie House. 5757 S. 
catfish. fried green tomatoes and Woodlawn Ave .• offers an oppor-
po ' boys. This down-home estab- tunity to sa: the work of one of our 
lishmcnt sits in an area between nation's most well-known arc.hi-
5 2nd and 53 rd streets known as tects. 
llarper Cnun. In this eclectic area. there is 
In the summer. this park-like something for everyone on any 
busincs.• """' hosts n fanners mar- day. To get there. just hop onto a 
kct. But ycnr-round you 'II lind a city bus or train from the loop and 
funy variety of shopping at places lind weekends' worth of entertain-
like Ar1iSims 2 1. 52-10 S. llarper mc.-nt for any budget. 
Coull. n cnopcmtivc nr1 ),tllllcry; 
l'<>ys ct Cetcm. S2 11 I htrpcr Court ifischt·ri!.,...·hronidt'tlt<lil.rom 
nnd Dr. Wnx R<•n>rd.,, Sl25 S. 
A llllUIJII! l!lltllll! 011 tlt1e of .ltiCIIIOn Ptrll'l Wlllktnt pett\1 ~I 
I'Uitl Afll!lflOilll 011 1>1!\l. f . tl\1 00 11()!11 l)lfll ~ MIM of tteila. 
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Looking for a 'few good wo.men' 
Chicago Force to 
hold tryouts for 
new players in '07 
By Kristin Kalter 
Staff Writer 
for the firs t time a fter hearing 
her name announced as the 
team's starting quarterback was 
Bandstra 's most memorable 
moment so far. She threw the 
ball to one of her teammates in 
the first drive of that game, and 
the Force scored a touchdown. 
While football fans across the "This isn ' t that hard," she said 
city are watching the Bears and she thought afte r that play. 
dreaming that their team makes it Linda Bache, owner, general 
to the Superbowl, the women of manager and player for the 
the Chicago Force are gearing up Chicago Force, said most players 
for their upcoming season. They have never played tackle football 
are a professional women's foot- before. But many are strong ath-
ball team who made it to the play- letes, · having either played on 
offs in the Independent Women 's Division One teams in college or 
Football League last year. The ano ther professional sport, she 
Force would like to go even fur- said. Although most have played· 
ther this year: They' re just looking before, women with no experience 
for a few more good women. are welcome to try out. 
Their season doesn ' t start until Players are not allowed to tack-
April, but try outs are currently le until making the team, but the 
taking place throughout Chicago. tryouts are still intense, Bache 
They are in need of female players said. 
with size, strength and speed to · The tryouts consist of strength 
add to their line-up. The next try- and agility exercises, such as a 
outs are scheduled for Jan. 4 at timed 40-yard dash, pass and catch 
North Central College, i~. : drills and pushup and sit-up tests. 
Naperville. . .- .. :-Th~ ~nost· promising players are 
Home games will be played ~~ t!len· recruited and trained for dif-
Lane Tech High School at 250 I W: ferent plays, positions, techniques 
Addison St. The IWFL have 30 and proper ways to stand. While 
teams throughout the country, dur- the players learn different moves, 
ing the regular season the Force many find it overwhelming when 
competes against teams in the they don helmets and shoulder 
Midwest Division, including pads. 
Detroit, Kansas City and Iowa. "Just putting on the equipment, 
Last year was the first season for you can' t imagine being athletic," 
Angie Bandstra, 25, who stepped Bache said. " Your vision is 
on to the team as a starting quarter- impaired, and the· shoulder pads 
back and ended up with the rook- and helmet change your balance." 
ie-qf-tbe-year award. She had Dawn Pederson, 32, a culinary 
nev~r played football before, but manager, attended the last tryout in 
was a basketball player in college. hopes of joining the team. 
Stepping out on to the field Pederson said she decided to try 
, .... ' 
out because of the camaraderie, 
travel opportunities and because 
she likes to play. She has played 
flag football a lot, but never tackle 
football , and said the strenuous 
tryouts gave her flashbacks to the 
time she played field hockey. 
Pederson said about 40 other 
women were at the last tryout with 
her. The Force did not have to 
make cuts due to the number of 
women that complete the tryouts. 
The women usually end up cutting 
themselves if they feel they cannot 
go on. 
Though the players are women, 
they are coached by an all-male 
staff Because women's football is 
fairly new, there aren' t a lot of 
female coaches. 
" I was so impressed by the 
product that they put on the field," 
said Jim Stahl, who's coached the 
team since 2005. "These are real 
athletes." 
Stahl, who previously coached 
high school boys, said coaching 
women is very different than 
coaching men. 
"Women don't have the NFL 
mentality that males pickup from 
watching T.V. ," he said. " It's 
refreshing because there are no 
prima donnas or pompous kind of 
attitudes." 
All players are trained on the 
proper methods of tackling 
because of the risk of paralysis or 
neck injuries, Bandstra said. 
"My mom tells me after every 
practice or game that I ' m nuts," 
she said. "But everyone thinks 
it's cool that women are playing 
something usually dominated by 
men." 
Bandstra recalled the first time 
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Abby Riewe, a wide receiver, re laxes during a halftime break 
of a Chicago Force scrimmage game last season. The team 
wi ll hold t ryouts Jan. 4 at North Central College in Napervi lle. 
she was tackled on the field. She 
said that she was nervous thinking 
about it before it happened, won-
dering what it would feel like. 
"When it happened, I thought . 
'Oh good, it's fmally over,'" she 
said. 
"Once you put on the equipment 
and start hitting, it's totally differ-
ent," Bache said. "Some don' t like 
that aspect, others will love it." 
Despite all of the action and 
competitiveness during the games, 
the players are close and friendly 
on and off the field. 
"Everybody is like a family, and 
has each other 's back," Bandstra 
said. "There isn ' t that usual catti-
ness or backstabbing that happens 
when you get together 40 to 50 
women." 
There is something to be said 
about that s ince these women 
come from different parts of the 
city and have different professions 
and personalities, Coach Stahl 
said. 
"Some need a kick in the behind 
sometimes, others need a pat on 
the back." 
The Force hopes to add about 20 
new members to the team, and 
there is still time for women to try-
out. 
"There's a place on the team for 
people of any size," Bache said. 
t!liffP I>I£~IIIhT10N 
v 1 The ~e"'Y o~ 
veceivi\1\~ ~ooc::A. ~ews." 
"There are positions that celebrate 
people that are big or small and 
fast." 
Since the team started four years 
ago, women of various sizes, from 
120-300 pounds, and ages, includ-
ing women in their 20s to women 
in their 40s, have played. Bache is 
the smallest member of the squad 
at 5'6" and 125 pounds. 
" If you' re my size, you better be 
quick," she said. 
Those who make it through 
tryouts can expect a mini-camp 
to begin in February and prac-
tices througli the season open-
ing in April. The season goes 
through July, and they practice 
three times a week. 
Stahl said since the team relo-
cated to Lane Tech last year, 
they have attracted more curios-
ity from women interested in 
playing, and gained more fans 
around Chicago. He hopes that 
with the new additions to the 
coaching staff and line-up the 
team will make it farther in the 
play-offs this season. 
For more information, visil 
www.chicagoforcefoolball. com. 
chronicle@colum.edu 
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Returning to the city's 
deep musical roots 
Museum gives 
auditory history on 
Chicago music 
By Beth Palmer 
Staff Wl1ter 
The Chicago History Museum 
makes the city's musical his tory 
come alive with its newest exhibit. 
"Chicago Roots Music ... In addi-
tion to catching people's attention 
with blues and gospel music. 
museum officials want to attract 
the iPod-satur:ned Generation Y. 
··we·re trying to reach out to a 
younger crowd."' said Alison 
Eisendrath. exhibition curator. 
··we didn't do as good a job 
before. reaching that age group."' 
The exhibit depicts Ch1cago 
music history begmning w1th the 
1940s blues on Maxwell Street and 
coding with an existing mdepend-
ent Chicago punk rock record 
label. 
In February 2006. when the 
Chicago Histoncal Soc1ety was 
renamed the Ch1cago H1story 
Museum. some Wltlun the muse-
um called 11 " too qu1e1. ·· 
''The new d1rector sa1d. ·w e 
need to wake th1s place up:·· 
E1sendrath sa1d. 
Walter Payton H1gh School Jazz 
band performed h,·e rhythm and 
blues on opemng day. Nov II . 
complementmg the authentic 
aud1o chps and documentary film 
featured m the e 'h1b11. 
' 'HIStory ISn ·, JUSI hushed rever-
ence ... Eisendrath said. "'History is 
alive. it's musical. History is peo-
ple telling their own story. This is 
everybody's history."' 
Standing under a portal, visitors 
can lis ten to music selec tions 
recorded at six legendary Chicago 
music landmarks. 
Black and white photographs 
show visitors scenes from 
Maxwell Street: L1ttle boys danc-
ing as a man picks a guitar. elderly 
fo lks smiling and clapping their 
hand•. and women singing. eyes 
closed. With the1r arms stretched 
out. 
The famou.• jazz club. the Blue 
Note. wh1ch closed in 1960. also 
has a section in the exh1b11. 
'" I like the hve mus1c- thc way 
it's integrated into the exh1b11 IS 
mterestmg.'' sa1d Dennis Joyce. 
VISiting from Wisconsm With h1s 
w1fe. 
A wall-s1zed graph1c- a map of 
the Umted States' railroad line. 
shows how musicians hke Lo Uis 
Armstrong. Duke Ellington. 
Muddy Waters and Mahaha 
Jacks on came to Ch1cago from the 
South dunng the Great M1grat10n. 
"People m1grated. rubbed •houl -
ders and trans fonned.'" E.scndrath 
sa1d. '"The cx h1b11 •how• the 
cros...o;ovcr m genre. 
The Old Town School of Fol~ 
Mus1c. \O.IHch sull otTef' cla"e' 
and concens at 1ts two locat1ort" m 
Ch1cago. " al•o featured On d is-
play IS a gu11ar owned by Wm 
Stracke. "ho founded the -.c hoolm 
Phil Blackwell points o ut some of the Blue Note's memorabilia featured in the Chicago History 
Museum's new exhibit 'Chicago Roots Music' to his wife Sally. The Blue Note was one of 
Chicago's famous jazz clubs dunng the 1950s. 
1957 and was an important musi-
c ian and cultural figure in 
Chicago. 
In the 1950s. Mahalia Jackson. 
llmmy Dnftwood and Pete Seeger 
were JUSI a few o f the b1g names 
who perfo rmed at the Old Town 
School. 
"History isn't ju.~t 
hu.~hed reverence; hi.~tory 
is alive, it\ musical. " 
- Alison F:isendrath, exhi-
bition cura tor for the Chica~:o 
lli~tory :\1useum 
Ch1cagnan< " ho gathered 
downtov. n 111 g.ra.;;sroot'· fa .... luon to 
h' lcn tn 1hc WI.S Bam Dance. a 
CIHcag<>- h,h cd fo lk mus.c rad1o 
program. arc featured 
lkcau'c the WI S n am Dance 
was broadcasted nationally, out-of-
town visitors also have a chance to 
identify with the exhibit. 
The showcase also dedicates 
one o f its six sections to Chicago's 
gospel music history, featuring a 
biography of Chicagoan Mahalia 
Jackson, who it named the "'queen 
of gospel music." 
Blood~hot Records, a Chicago 
mdependent record label created in 
1994, IS the exhib1t's last land-
mark. 
'"All mus1c is informed by roots 
mus1c.'" sa1d Nan Warshaw, a 
founder and co-owner of 
Bloodshot. 
Bloodshot Sl&f!S artiSts w1th an 
'" m<urgcnt country" sound. which 
1s a mu o f any or all o f punk. 
country. bluegrass. soul. fo lk. rock. 
pop and blues. 
"The ant1-commercml sens1b1h-
ty o f folk mus1c appeals to people 
who were brought up with lhe Sex 
Pistols," Eisendrath said. 
The exhibit also bas a mini the-
ater where visitors can sit and 
watch a 15 minute excerpt of the 
documentary American Roots 
Music: Chicago, which was made 
by the museum, the Old Town 
School of Folk Music and other 
Chicago cultural institutions. 
The documentary is part of a 
larger film made for Chicago pu~ 
he television station, WTTW 
Channel II . 
"The Bam Dance part was fasci-
natmg. and the Bloodshot 
Records-the whole exhibit is 
Impressive," said Laura Burt, 26. a 
librarian visiting the museum with 
her husband. 
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• Albert Weisman Scholarship (Deadline: December 15, 2006) 
• Alumni Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
• Bob Enrietto Scholarship/Semester in L.A. (Deadline: March 2007 ) 
• David Rubin Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
• Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (Deadfine: March 16, 2007) 
• Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
• Hillary Kalish Scholarship (Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
• John Murbach Scholarship/ Designer-in-Residence (Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
• Ron Pitts Scholarship (Deadline: April 3, 2007) 
ART & DESIGN 
• Pougialis Fine Arts Award (Deadline: April 2007) 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
• The Make A Dent Scholarship 
(Deadline: April 27. 2007) 
• The Chuck Suber Scholarship 
(Deadl ine: April 2007) 
ASL ·ENGLISH INTERPRETATION 
• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship 
(Deadline: June 1, 2007) 
DANCE 
• Forest Foundation Scholarship 
(Deadline: March 15. 2007) 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
• Joan and Irving Harris Scholarship 
(Dead line: March 15, 2007) 
FICTION WRITING 
• John Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story 
Workshop Scholarship 
(Deadline: Spring 2007) 
• Sylvia McNair Travel Story Scholarship 
(Deadline: Spring 2007) 
JOURNALISM 
• John Fischetti Scholarship 
(Deadline: March 9, 2007) 
• lrv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship 
(Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
MARKETING COMMUNICATION 
• The Patricia McCarty Scholarship Fund 
(Deadline: April 1, 2007) 
MUSIC 
• Music Department Scholarship 
(Deadline: February 10, 2007) 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
• Kodak Scholarship (Deadline: Apri l 2007) 
RADIO 
• lrv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship 
(March 15. 2007) 
TELEVISION 
• AI Lira Scholarship (Deadl ine: ~arch 15. 2007) 
• Thaine Lyman Scholarship 
(Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
• lrv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship 
(Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
THEATER 
• Betty Garrett Musical Theater Scholarship Fund 
(Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
• David Talbot Cox Scholarship Fund 
(Deadline: March 15. 2007) 
• Freshman Achievement Award 
(Deadline: March 15, 2007) 
.,. 
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Health: 
Columbia eatety 
ammmg business 
cited for violations 
Continued.fi·om Back Page 
order. failed to vent the building 
well enough. stored the food 
poorly and without labels and 
didn·t keep the building in good 
repair or cleanliness. 
A.P. Deli management declined 
to comment and asked not to be 
called back on the issue. 
Boni Vi no. I 09 W. Van Buren 
St.. received two cntical viola-
tions. one serious violation and 
five minor violations. The 
Department of Health wrote that 
hot and cold food were not main-
tained at adequate temperatures 
suitable for preservation. and uten-
sils. containers and counter tops 
were not properly cleaned. 
The Department of Health also 
wrote that Boni Vi no wasn ·t keep-
ing the restaurant clean enough to 
pass inspection. and the employees 
weren't wearing clean uniforms 
either. 
··we don't have any violations 
aeainst us:· said one of the man-
agers at Boni Vino. "ho refused to 
give his name. He insisted that the 
information "as wrong. despite 
being listed under Food 
Establishment Inspections on the 
Depanment of Public Health ·s 
"'ebsite. 
Columboa has been cited woth 
violations as "ell. 
The Plum Cafe. II ().IS. Wabash 
A•e . " as cited for two erotical vio-
lations. one senous voolatoon and 
Police: 
MiJlions paid in 
misconduct suits 
Continued from Back Paf{e 
HO"-ard Broolons. Jr (2 1 sl Ward) 
and Freddrenna L) le (6th Ward) 
said attomey5 attempeong to con-
tact arre5tcd people are often 
51ymoed b). pohce who refu1e to 
tell them "'hoch ~tatoon 15 holdong 
thc or chent5 Although Clone Sdod 
he .d look mto e~tabhqhong a maon 
call center to provode detaols on the 
" hereabout• of detaoned people. 
he 'laod prot«tong an arre•ted gang 
member from h" afliloa1c• '' one 
reason the poloce m;ry no1 gove O<ot 
a penon · • local 1011 
In a later onrcn<oew. flrookon• 
'laod that wa• no1 • l(r><Jd ••~u<.e 
I tMrul(/lt II wa.• <l t<on~enunu• 
frllf ( lme '" <-ry well. we wrJO 1 lc1 
tlwo pCT;I>n knrM thJf the olft!'""')' 
"there [to r~prc-c:no h:ml hc<.,ou..-
'h'q per w,r r; m ,t ~nv: Brr,okan~ 
od h ll"nl(tnllf~H '" 1-.or the 
"''~ ""' p-•ont "' worh •·~h " 
"'"""I trrrh rh,ot "~ wr•oi<J ht· 
''"''' hf l(•ngl>-onl(th mrJ hrlp 
tt~m urn11r tit" Utelr t nrn"'''l rnln 
two minor.Yiolations. They did not 
have adequate storage facilities for 
hot and cold food, the venting and 
air now was poor and a cenified 
food service manager was not 
present. 
Elvira Delgad l. the cafe 's man-
ager. said that the Plum Cafe cur-
rently has no violations. She said it 
has been inspected every two or 
three weeks. with the last one on 
Dec. 4. and any violations they had 
have been fixed. 
According to the Department 
of Public Health. criti cal viola-
tions relate to food handling, 
hygiene and temperatures the 
food is stored at. If the viola-
tions arc not corrected during 
the inspection. the establishment 
fails. receives a citation and has 
its license suspended. 
Guichard said restaurants with 
critical vio lations arc fined $500 
and they arc requied to have 
another inspection in order tore-
open. 
Serious violations. according 
to The Department of Public 
Health website. consist of food 
that has been improperly thawed 
or kept warm. food served to 
customers that had once been on 
someone else's plate and food 
that has been contaminated dur-
ing storage. prcparatoon or on 
the trip from the kitchen to the 
table. Fines run about S250 
If a serious violation is not 
corrected during the inspection. 
the busines• is requorcd to be re-
inspected 
Monor violations refer 10 the 
area the food os prepared on Poor 
constructoon of the buoldong. a lac ~ 
of cleanliness on the clothong \\ Om 
b) the empiO) ees and unautho-
rized personnel where the food " 
made can lead to a m mo r '-' 1ola11on 
depanment ·s unagc within the 
community 
.. It docs a great dosscrvocc to 
establishong trust bet\\ecn commu-
ni!) and polocc becauo;c of treatong 
"itnesses li~e the) ·re cnmonal: ' 
saod Craog Futternmn. law profes-
sor at the Uno ver;ot> of Chocago 
Futterman •aod pollee •earch 
"'otnc,.es from head to toe . 
remove otems Joke belts and 
shoelaces and hold them for 24 
hour. or more at a \ tatoon 
.. There arc people who arc 
free no pmbahle cauo;c to have 
done an) thong wrong:· hottcrrn.on 
'<lid 
Although the pollee are try mg to 
rectofy the problem• crcdtcd by 
Flurge. Futterman •uod the clcpan-
mcnt ha• no cftecto ve •y•teon of 
roohng out pattern• of ahu•e 
" I he undcrlyong ,obu•c• that 
allowed Hurge and h" henchmen 
to ahu•c people woth unpunoty 
h.ovc )et to be cnrreltcd.·· 
lutre m1an ~ud 
And .o lth nu~h ( lone • puke 
ohn111 lhe pnhtc t,okon)( the Jc,od" 
lu c orrc4. t the ~•tu,JI I(m nf Ul<'n..:t'd 
<.nnfr ~"m' I uucrn111n Md the 
dr p.ortnocnt uut o.o ll~ nhtn tr1l tu 
h€-m~t reqUired tn HknlttJl(' c..nn 
fcq; ,, n, l llmtll~ P·h "'ed ,, l,tw "' 
J ill) t rrqutrm)( p!ll olr t11 ' ' ·"' 
tr~urtl1ni£ mlrrrov,ellt~r' • '" July 
'1 111~ I uftc rnHIII '""who if lh,. " 
111 unpn,vrrnr nt. pol•lC nrr oulv 
1Jf> lo 11utn J 111 oeuml 11 111 111 dr o 
IIIVf'flllfll lffll And ,, lhc r nl tu• 
rlee rr1 " prttH tll a w1 lr•c•._ .. 
on~te"d of •f.lftll)( thntl1 " 111 1.11• 
ll1tfy. lhf Y \All • kot t All<lllloJ 
tfl! lflim)( th!' t ill tl ll~RirUII 
" trll lufl ' "'" " ••11tl h ltke• 
lf>mmuno l y jlt• IH "'"- w h n 
n ryrr11~ ,. enji&I(Ptl hut ,, ., 
tlo• ••I• t frw "''"'I'' !I ITiltt• 
wh" •111ln tht tlt jlftlflllt ott"• 
Mm Wtlh tlo pUbll 
' I l!tr r tt11ln• a •ulf ul •II• 
ltfl'll tw n ill t'ltl II to 1-'olltl' 
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Se~sons greetings via CTA 
Mauricio Rublo(The Chronicle 
Passengers waot at the CTA's Green Line Adams Street stop for the next train as the 
'Holiday Tram' passes by. The 'Holiday Train' runs on various lines through Dec. 21. 
Minor violations do not need to 
be corrected while the inspector is 
in the building. 
However. if the violation is not 
corrected within the time frame 
given by the Depanment of 
Public Health, those little prob-
lems become serious violations, 
leading to a failed inspection and 
a cotation. 
Minor violations are not fined. 
Guichard saod. because the) are 
not scnous health hazards. 
··sanotauon os not an immediate 
•lluatoon:· Guochard saod 
However. minor vio lations still 
need to be corrected 
.. , f the) · rc not corrected by the 
nc\1 m>pccuon. 11 "111 be moved to 
and the community the) arc 
.oss igned to serve !because! a 
small percent 5 percent of the 
depanment os beong allowed to 
ahuse lwothoul fe ar of dosco-
plone r:· Futterman s.11d .. fho•e 
abusove officers become the face 
o f the ld\\ an the Ctlmmunll) .. 
lie •aod only t-.o out of L VCI]-
1.000 officers. "oth complaints 
agaonst them. have been <UbJcctcd 
to any sognoticant do. coplonc h~c a 
\\ CC~ ·, suspcnuon 
However. Patro c ~ Camden. 
dcput) dorcc tor of New• An·,,,. 
fo r the Chocago Pulocc 
lkpanrncnt . dosagrecd wolh these 
J'i'ICS~mcn co; on pollee and com-
munity rclatoons 
" I'm not going to even gu 
there:· C.omden <,ud. " People nrc 
cnt1tled to theor opmnm< .. 
C'.unclcn •nod CAPS. the cum-
serious, then ln five days moved to 
critical," Guichard said. 
Risk- 1 establishments are 
inspected at least twice a year, 
Risk-2 once a year, and Risk-3 
every two years. Additional 
inspections may take place in the 
case of serious and critical viola-
tions. and also as a result of com-
plaints or food-related illnesses. 
Complaints are screened for 
validity. Guichard said. 
··sometomes they ' ll just be friv-
olous. people disgruntled with the 
business and not an actual food 
concern:· she said. 
Elana Tenner. a freshman 
musoc busoness major. said that 
she wouldn 't visll a restuarant if 
mun oty policing program that 
engages neighborhood residents to 
work directly with the officers. 
•aod the police are working with 
locals to omprove relationships. 
Stoll. whole Camden said the 
relationship is improving between 
the pohce and communioics. the 
cot) os still paying out millions of 
dollars in lawsuots stemming from 
polocc mo~conduct lilo.e false con-
fcssoon s and omprisonment and 
CXCeSSIVC force. From December 
2004 to June 2006, the city paid a 
httle more thnn S3J million in law-
« ut •ettlcmcnts. according to data 
tumly11cd by rhc Chronicle from 
the Chocugo Lnw Department's 
wcbpngc. l11is constitutt'd 54 per-
cent or all clnim settlements from 
the coty 
And whole ~'Qpl~ h.ove success-
fully Slll'<l the coty I'Ur police nus-
the violations were sanitation 
problems. 
" It depends on the violation, but 
if it was because of cleanliness I 
wouldn't want to go and get sick," 
Tenner said. 
" Even if it were my favorite 
restaurant, I still wouldn't go," said 
Erin Love, a journalism major. 
Jonathan Drexler, an audio arts 
and acoustics major, agreed. 
"There are plenty of restaurants 
to choose from.'' Drexler said. 
"Unless I knew someone that 
worked there. I could just go 
somewhere else." 
chronicle@colum.edu 
conduct, certain reasons still play a 
major factor in how police deal 
with people, especially in lower 
income. black neighborhoods, 
Brookins said. 
He also said the police will 
watch how they treat people if the 
officers know they're rich and 
powerful individuals. 
.. lAs an officer]. ifyou·re pick-
ing on an alderman and you know 
this person to be an alderman, 
you· re probably going to handle 
that ituation a little bit different-
!) and really make sure ) ou dot 
all of your 'i's and cross all of 
your ' t's: ·· Brookins said. ·• nd 
reall follow procedure nd be 
couneous." 
Marching against harassment 
City Beat I December U . 2006 
Scoop in the Loop 
When it comes to childhood 
obesity, fast-food chains have 
often been blamed for serving 
up fatty goodies to kids acro ss 
the co untry. But you might not 
think a hospita l w o uld be 
blamed for do ing the same . 
OK, so it 's not exactly the 
hos pital that's to blame fo r the 
j unk food , but they are respons i-
ble fo r putting fast-food joints in 
the same bu ildings that should 
portray an image o f health , sci-
ence and med icine. 
A recent study in the 
December issue of Pediatrics, 
the Ameri can Academ y of 
Pediatrics ' journal, survey ed 
three C hicago-area hos pita ls to 
gauge the rates of fast-food con-
sumption for parents and kids on 
the day o f outpatient treatment, 
accord ing to an Associated Press 
artic le . 
Pilot: 
TV competition 
first of its kind in 
Chicago area 
Continuedfrom Back Page 
view the pilots and predetermine 
the winner to be announced at the 
festival in July. Ju ry members 
include vice· presidents and direc-
tors o f comedy development from 
such networks as C BS. NBC, 
ABC, Fox Broadcasting Company 
and Comedy Central, Sours said. 
Kathy Byrne. the project coordi-
nator of the Chicago Film Office. 
will be on the local screening com-
mittee which will narrow down the 
entries to the few that will be sent 
off to jurors. Sours has not yet 
determined the critetia that the 
screening committee will use to 
judge the entries. Byrne said. and 
the number chosen will depend on 
the tota l number of entries received 
in March. 
"(Sours] \\ ent to the networks 
Children 's Mnnorial Hospital . 
2300 Children's Plaza. has a 
McDonald 's restaurant on sne: 
Ronald McDonald Children's 
Hosp ital. 2 160 S First Ave . in 
Maywood. has no restaurant. but 
uses logos and images of the fran-
ch ise in the hospita l: and the 
University o f Chicago's Comer 
Ch ildren 's Hos pital, 572 1 S . 
Maryland Ave.. has neither a 
restaurant or brand images any-
where ins ide. 
And what do you know? The 
s tudy s howed that 56 percent of 
part icipants at C h ildren 's 
Memorial ate fas t food the day 
they were in the hospital. 
Ronald McDona ld Chi ldren 's 
Hospital showed 29 percent of 
those surveyed indulged in a 
greasy de light the d ay o f treat-
ment , w hile Comer Ch ildren 's 
Hosp ital a t U of C showed 33 
percent. 
While the McDona ld 's brand 
images did o ' t inc rease t he 
chances of parents and kids ea t-
ing fast food , the presence o f the 
actual restaurant certain ly did. 
And that's not even the real 
kicker. Those surveyed at 
C hildren's Memor ial were actu-
a lly twice as like ly as the others 
to ra te McDonald 's food as 
be ing somew hat healthy. 
And if it wasn ' t bad enoug h 
a lready, the study showed that 
59 o f the 250 children 's hospi-
and to people who have some son 
o f decis ion-making po wer," 
Byrne sa id. "so that if they see 
something they like- regardless 
o f if it wins this competition or 
not-then they a lso have that 
potential to run with it as well. 
You ' re increas ing your odds of 
something positive happening ." 
Th is competition is different 
from other fi lm and video competi-
tions since the scripts and plots for 
these p ilots can't just come to a 
close like a movie would , accord-
ing to Byrne. 
" I think the script is the key," 
Byrne said. " It's not a feature film. 
It 's a script that has to potentia lly 
cany on for 22 episodes- it can 't 
j us t be a one shot. Some ideas are 
good for two or three half hours 
and then it's over. You kind of have 
to think in [longer] terms." 
Sours expects the quality o f the 
piiOis entered to be high, but is 
unsure how many entries the com-
petition might see and said the sub-
ject maner can be anything-as 
long as it's a comedy. 
However. j uried competitions 
are hard to pred ict since it's diffi-
cult to ~-now " hat outside judges 
will look for in a winning enll), 
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tals in the countf) have on-sne 
fast-food rrstaurants . 
A Children's Memonal 
spokes"oman claimed the addl-
llon of the McDonald 's " a< 
meant to be a "special treat" for 
sick children- and th is rna) be a 
valid point Those golden arches 
could bring comfort and famll-
larit) to a child that might be 
going through a scat) illness 
Oh . wait. That still doesn't 
j ustify the fact that a hosprtal is 
not o nly a llo wing, but practical -
ly encouraging, the consumpt ion 
of fatty, calo rie- filled fas t-food 
items to potentia lly sick hospita l 
visito rs . 
It 's great that Chi ldren 's 
Memorial is concerned for the 
e motio nal we ll-being of its 
yo ung patients. They unders tand 
what a chi ld might be going 
thro ugh, and try to bring them a 
bit of joy during a roug h time. 
But what abo ut the parents? 
A s a ho sp ita l, Ch ild ren's 
Memor ial should also under-
stand what moms and dads are 
coping w ith d ur ing an outpa tient 
trip . They' re probably distressed 
about their child's health and 
chances a re they had to take a 
day o ff of work and travel a dis-
tance just to get to the renowned 
hospita l. 
Shove the golden a rches in 
the ir faces after an emotional 
ro llercoaster like that, a nd 
they' re sure to bite. McDonald 's 
is quic k, cheap and familiar. It 's 
actually surpris ing how 44 per-
sa id Dale C hapman, a faculty 
member of Columbia's Film and 
Video Department. 
"Some juries a re going to look 
for more abstract stuff," Chapman 
said. ·'Some are going to look for 
more professional stuff- and you 
have no idea. It may be worthwhile 
doing something that's technically 
crude but creative or really funny 
and then [maybe] lhat will impress 
them." 
One piece of adv ice Sours 
o ffers to poss ible applicants is not 
to go into rlebt trying to create the 
perfect TV pilot. While produc-
tion quality is im portant, she said 
tha t a network interested in a 
show might purchase the idea and 
re-shoot the actual pilot later. 
" Ideally then you could shoot as 
c rudely as you wanted to," 
Chapman said, " (but] a lot of times 
people aren't that sophisticated. 
They j ust see what's before them." 
The cost of fi lming a pilot could 
run anywhere from practically 
noth ing to around $30,000, 
Chapman said . 
" It cou ld be under S I 00." 
Chapman said. " It's going to look 
like it's under $100. but you could 
do it ... 
An argument was n ' t on the men u 
cent of those sun e~ ed from 
Children's ~temonal cbdn r eat 
at the franch1se 1\t a~ he: the~ JUSt 
'' crcn "t hungr) 
It's almost 1ton1 l<l thm~ th.n 
a national!~ accl.umcd hthpl· 
tal and 58 othcr.;; aero':- the.· 
countr\ - \\ ould ('\ t.'n con~1dc..·r 
offcnOg fast food It' gul''-l" 
The) "onder" h~ ~ 1ds are ohcS<' 
and then spend billions of dol-
lars researc h ing the gencllc 
causes of childhood "eight gam 
Wh ile genet ics can p ia) a role. 
the star of the obesity sh ow 1s 
usually ou r old fr iend trans fat -
the use of which w as recent ly 
banned in New York C ity restau-
rants and has been pending a ban 
in C h icago C ity Counc il for 
some t ime. 
With all due respect. there arc 
a number · of other. hea lth ier. 
treats that could be g iven to s ick 
children to boos t their sp ir its. 
Toys or video an d computer 
games, for exam ple- the usua l 
suspects from the or iginal " le t 's 
blame c h ildhoo d obes ity o n 
someth ing" game. It 's safe to 
say bringing a handheld v ideo 
game to a sick child is probably 
less damag ing in the long run 
than o ffe ring up fr ies and Big 
Macs ins ide an estab lishme nt 
that is cons idered to be an icon 
of health . 
ariggio@chronic/emai/ com 
The an nual Chicago Short 
Comedy Video and Film Festiva l 
may better suit those who are inter-
ested, but on a tighter budget. The 
festival screens around 40 shon 
fi lms each year and awards two 
P• izes. Sours said. 
" You can [film a shon j in a day. 
kind of going out on the s treet and 
videotaping g um spots on the 
ground and making that funny," 
Byrne sa id. "Or a shon can take 
months to put together." 
Budgets for low production qual-
ity shorts can be very inexpensive. 
Chapman said, while longer. high-
er-quality shorts can range up to 
about $ 10,000. 
" Production quality docsn 't have 
10 be the most imponant th ing [in 
the Chicago Shon Comedy Video 
and Film Festival]," Byrne said. 
"Funny is the key." 
For more rnformatron about the 
Chrcago Comedy TV Prior 
Compewron or the Chrcago Short 
Comedy Video and Frlm Fe.,trval. 
w.sil wusendshorts com 
ariggiolt~chronu:lemwl com 
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In Public 
Treat yourself to an early 
holid a y g1ft w1th a C1t~ 
Counc11 meet111g . There 's ,, 
h1gh pro babillt\ of politica l 
ant1cs aplent) at Cit\ Ha ll. 
121 N. LaSalle St.. 2nd 
Floor. at 10 a .m . Dec. 13. For 
more mformation. v1s rt c rt} 
ofchicago.org. 
Ho bnob wit h some 
Ch icago writers at Loc al 
Authors Night. People can 
me et and talk to J 1mmy 
Carrane. J1mmy Gordon. 
Mark Ma iler a n d Jean 
Iverson. The free event w111 
be he ld at The Book Cellar. 
4736·38 N. LIIICOin Ave .. a t 7 
p .m . Dec. 13. 
Blo w yo u r m ind on 
Eins tein . Dr. Rocky Kolb . 
Astrophysics a nd As tro no my 
De pa rtment c h a ir a t the 
Univers1ty of Ch1cago ch a ts 
about Emste 1n a nd h1 s con· 
tr ib ut10n to u n d e rs t a nding 
t he u n1verse. The lection IS 
free a t the Ch1cago Cultura l 
Center. 78 E. Washmgton 
St., at 1 p.m. Dec. 17. For 
more information. visit city-
ofchicago.org. 
While on break: 
Embrace the uber-nerd 
wit hi n . The MUSIC Box 
Theatre. 3733 N. Southport 
Ave .. presents the Lord of 
the R1ngs tnlogy s tart1ng o n 
Dec. 28. The Fe ll owship o f 
t h e R1ng begms at 1 :20 p.m .. 
Th e Two Towers starts a t 
4 :4 0 p .m. and the Re t urn of 
the Kmg k1cks off at 8 p .m. A 
$ 10 t1c ke t covers a ll three 
mov1es. For more informa-
tion, call (773) 8 71·6604 or 
visit musicboxtheatre.com. 
No plans fo r Ne w Year 's 
Eve? Party w1th yo ur fe llo w 
revelers fo r a f~reworks show 
starting at 11:40 p.m. Dec . 
31. Watch and enJOY mas-
Sive. colorful explOSIOns cho· 
reographed to mus1c. Gather 
around Buc kingham 
Fo untain at Columbus 
Avenue and Congress 
Parkway. For more informa· 
tion. vis rt cityofch icago.org. 
Pohce " ere called to Thai Spoon, 632 S Wabash 
A\ e . on :--.lo\ 30 when a ~3-) ear-o ld man entered 
the restaurant and began yelling and screammg at 
customers. A ~ 3 -) ear-old customer told the man to 
stop bothering e' er: one. but the offender replied. " I 
'"II ~ic~ ~our fuc~ing ass ... and then ned. Police 
found the man '" the area around Tha1 Spoon and 
tool. h1m mto custod). 
\\'or~crs not1fied police after a 54-)car-old man tncd 
to leave the store wuh numerou~ cand) bar; that he 
d 1d not pa) for The man adm11tcd to trymg to steal 
the candy. and police arrested him 
It seems he wanted ca nd}. trw 
On O\ 29, a 38-)ear-old man ancmptcd 10 hold 
up Canad) Le Chocolaucr. 824 ~ Wabash Ave . but 
was busted b.: fore he could get away by pohce offi-
cers not1fied b) the store's alarm S)Stem Pohcc 
am•ed to see the man. who appeared to be holdmg a 
"'eapon, standmg behmd ·a glass panitioned wall 
Officers ordered the man to the ground at wh1ch ume 
they heard a victim ye ll for help f'ohce found an 
employee, 28, on his knees "nh h1\ hands 11cd 
behind hiS back The VICtim not.tied pohcc that the 
man entered the store and handed h1m a note threat· 
ening to shoot the victim 1f he d1dn 1 hand o'er all 
the store's mont'\ and h1s o" n The \lctlm obliged 
g l\ing the man S7~.35 from the store and one dollar 
of h1s 0\\n Po hce am\ed m ume to arrest the 
offender and ISsue felony charges 
Don ' t lea-c tha t much cash una ttended! 
A R~velt Universit) student reponed her wal-
let missing to police on Nov. 30 after she nouced it 
had vanished from her jacket pocket. The 23-~ear­
old said she left her jacket unanended for a brief 
period in one of the school 's buildings at 4 50 S. 
Michigan A\e. and came back to nouce her "allet 
"as gone 1lle "allet con tamed $200. '"o credit 
cards and se' ernl IDs 
Wbo e\er sa id cand} i:s just for kids? 
A -Eie\ en. located at 525 S State Sl .. almost fell 
' -ictun to a thief wnh a 5\' eet toodl on Dec. 5. 
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'A day that will live in infamy' 
Chicago remembers 
Pearl Harbor swvivors 
as numbers plummet 
By James H. Ewert Jr. 
Cl1y Beat Editor 
On Dec. 7, 1941, United States 
Navy fireman first-class Julius 
"Jay" Finnem was five minutes 
away from being relieved of a 24-
hour shift on board the USS 
Destroyer Monaghan when bombs 
began raining from the sky. 
"At 7:55 a.m. the Japs arrived 
and. needless to say, we did not get 
relieved ... Finneran said. recalling 
memories from one of the worst 
attacks on American soil in history. 
"At about 8:20 a.m. a Japanese 
submarine surfaced inside the har-
bor. We rammed that submarine 
and it rolled underneath us, and 
when we cleared the submarine we 
dropped two depth charges on it 
and sent it to whatever heaven 
those people go to:· 
Finnem said the Monaghan 
shot down another Japanese air-
craft and the ship ·s commanding 
officer received a navy cross. 
The attack lasted an hour and 45 
minutes-<luring which more than 
2.300 people were killed and 
arotber I ,200 were injured. The 
following day President Franklin 
Roosevelt declared war on Japan. 
and U.S. involvement in World 
See Peart Harbor. Page 33 
Chronicle 
The Great Lakes Naval Hospital Color Gaurd (left) proceeds out of the 65th Anniversary of Pearl Harbor ceremony held Dec. 7 at 
Navy Pier. A commemorative wreath (top right) floats in Lake Michigan after being tossed in by several Pearl Harbor survivors._ 
Survivor Dean Roland Garrett (bottom right), vice president of the Illinois Pearl Harbor Survivors Association Chapter One, salutes 
during the s inging of 'America the Beautiful.' Grant served as a Navy Hospital Corpsman from 1940 to 1946. 
Winning back 
the little screen 
Keeping the status quo 
Critics say police 
practices still strain 
community relations 
"practice of indifference" toward 
handling complaints about officers 
accused of misconduct. 
He said detectives videotape ~ 
ple while questioning them and 
that they have improved these 
techniques since the release of the 
special proseeutllr's Burge report. 
The report foon<fBurge and sever- · 
al officers under his-command sys-
tematically tortured and coerced 
false confessions from black sus-
pects during the 1970hnd 1980s. 
The city fired Burge in 1993 for 
police misconduct. 
Chicago filmmakers, 
production companies 
creating 1V pilots 
By Allison Riggio 
Assistant Cl1y Beat Editor 
Chicago filmmakers have a new 
challenge in 2007, one that's dif-
ferent from most other film and 
video competitions across the 
country. Entries for the first 
Chicago Comedy TV Pi lot 
Competition arc due on March 27. 
and winners will be revealed in 
July. 
Only cntri ~"l! from Chicago film· 
mak(."Jli and production compamcs 
will be acc<.-ptcd in the pilot com· 
petition, according to Marion 
Sour'i, creator of the cont(."<;t. 
" It 's M>rTK.1hmg that ha.~n ' t been 
done Widely, and we wanted 
something special. .. Sours said. 
Entries should be 20-30 minutes 
in length. and the ideas must be 
scripted and origina parodies or 
reality-based entries will not qual-
ify, Sours said. The winner will 
receive a $5.000 prize, provided 
by Alberto-Culver. a Chicago-
based company SP"-cializing in 
hatr- and ~kin<are products. 
A select1on committ(."C made up 
of local television producers and 
writers wi II narrow the entries 
down to a handful that will be 
screened in July at the Chicago 
Short Comedy Video and Film 
Fcs11val an annual competitiOn 
featunng films lastmg anywhere 
from a few seconds tn I 0 minutes. 
A jury uf eight national televi-
sion mdustry representatives will 
See Pilot, Page 39 
By Eric Kasang 
Cl1y Beat Editor 
It continues to be a rough 
month for the Chicago Police 
Department. As the Cook 
County State 's Attorney's Office 
filed charges against seven offi-
cers accused of extortion and 
shakedowns, several Chicago 
aldermen demanded a compre-
hensive meeting about the 
alleged ubuses under former 
Chicago Police Commander Jon 
Burge's command. TI1cn a report 
issued by an expert on internal 
affairs swted the police maintain a 
And while the police department 
promised to continue purging 
rogue officers from its roster, some 
people think Chicago law enforce-
ment does not do enough to build 
strong community relations. And 
practices of detaining people who 
witnessed crimes, paying high 
lawsuit settlements from police 
misconduct and failing to inform 
attorneys where their clients are 
being held are not helping the 
department's image. 
At a Nov. 2 I City Council joint 
committees meeting, Police 
Superintendent Phil Cline spoke 
about improving techniques for 
interrogating detained SUSP"'Cts. 
"The Chicago Police 
Department is cognizant of the les-
sons learned [from the Burge 
era)," Cline said. "The public 
expects a lot from us and we have 
an objective to uphold the truth." 
However, several aldermen like 
See Pollee, Page 38 
Chicago serves up citations 
Health inspections 
force restaurants to 
clean up their act 
By Dono Nelson 
Staff Writer 
Wlulc Ch1cngn n111y nut huvc 
the best repu1n11nn when it 
CIJIIICS IO puJiiiCS, its hcnllh 
clernrtmcnt is scrim1s when it 
comes tn ft>o&l. Rcstuurnnls 
found in violntion must shnpc 
up nr shut down: No exceptions. 
llnwcver. li>r the J>epnrtmcnt of 
l'uhlic ll cnlth , they cun rcllcelll 
the1nselvcs hy clcnnilll! up the 
net 1111d thei1 kitchens while 
the IIIS JICCIIII IN lll'llllllli , 
A111l the Snuth l.nnp ncil!h· 
hnl'lunul hns luul 11s 1'1111 shnrc nf 
Cllccl rcs llllll'nnl s. Wlulu the 
severi ty nf the v1nlntluns vnrlcd 
by eatery. at least half of the 120 
South Loop rcstnurunts have 
hnd 111 least three or more infrac-
tions. 
Restaurants with critical vio-
lations have immediate health 
cunccrns. 
Frances Guichard, director of 
the Dcpurtmcnt of Public Hcllllth 
Food Protection Program, suill 
potential hculth hu7.nrds such ns 
pc~t control issues, reftigcrutors 
Jlrllblcms or inpropcrly mnin-
tn incd fncilitics would result in 
crilicnl violotions. 
l~cslnlll'&lllts nrc divided into 
three tll lli:rcnl lcvllls bnsud on how 
risky the lhod is Ill )lrt)'lllrt, hnndkl 
nncl servo, with one hoing thll 
hi11hust und thl'llll hch\11 tho lowlllit, 
IICl'Urtlhlll to Oulclmrd und inlhr-
lnnthm lh11n tho Doptu1mont of 
l'uhllu l loulth 's wchslto. 
High-risk c~tablishments 
include the majority of sit-do.v.'TI 
restaurants from diners to cafes. 
· Medium-risk restaurants, 
Guichard said, have cook-to-
order food that is not held for 
long. such as McDonald's, 
Burger King or other fast food 
rcstnurunts. 
Low risk businesses arc those 
with prepnckaaod or commercial 
food. like 7- 11 nnd White Hen. 
Guichard said. 
And suwrnl outh Loop restall· 
n111ts did not uSQII)le violntion-trec. 
A. 1'. Deli, 704 S. Wnbl\sh, w11s 
listud with thrll<l criticul violll· 
lions nnd livu minor viol11tion.~. It 
fi1ilctl to mninmin ndcquahl stofo. 
11111.1 thr hut &lllllllold fuod. didl\ 't 
lmvel u tnik•t tl1 ·ility In \vwklna 
See HMlth. Pl&t S8 
